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ABSTRACT

Colonialism in twentieth century Canada has opcrated as a totalizing discourse.
adrninistered not by the force of a colonizing power. but by the mimicry of descendants
from the constructed British impcrial centre. These anglo-celtic descendants built a
colonial identity that in its ideal manifestation asserted universal dominance and control.
demanding that ail difference assimilate or cease to exist. The Imperial Order Daughters
of the Empire (IODE). a Canadian women's patriotic organization forrned in 1900 and still
in existence, is used !o represent this colonial identity; a hegemonic process that was
constantly changing, and produced in a recursive relationship to the threats and resistance
that. at specific moments, challenged its composition. Tracing the historicaIlcultural
geography of the IODE reveals the shifting focus of Canadian identity from imperial
space to national space. This shift was produced in a multiplicity of geographic locations
that offer a complicated challenge to theories of 'public' and 'private', of masculine and
feminine and the 'everyday' and the 'theoretical'. Archival sources from across Canada,
and interviews with members of the IODE provide the primary sources.

RÉSuMÉ

Au cours du vingtième siècle le colonialisme a fonctionné au Ca.'lada comme un
discours totalitaire administré par les descendants du centre impérial et non par la
puissance du pays colonisantour. Ces descendants anglo-celtiques ont construit une
identité coloniale qui, dans sa manifestation parfaite, se réclaime d'une domination
universelle, et insiste que toute différence doit être assimilée ou détruite. L'Ordre
Impérial des Filles de L'Empire (IODE), une organisation de Canadiennes patriotes
établie en 1900 et toujours existant, est employé ici pour représenter cette identité
impériale; un cours hégémonique qui s'adapte constamment et qui produit cette identité
dans un rapprlrt toujours renouvelé avec les menaces et la résistance qui, à certains
moments, ont défié cette identité. L'étude de la géographie historique et culturelle de
l'IODE, révèle le déplacement du l'identité canadienne d'un espace impérial à un
espace national. Ce mouvement s'est produit dans d'innombrableses régions
géographiques qui offrent un défi complexe aux théories de 'public' au 'privé', le
'masculine' au 'féminin' et le 'pratique' et au 'théorique'.
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1 can still picture the coYer of a book with a sheep herder on a horse and lots of sheep

in the background. Then my Dad applied for, and was successful in obtaining work in the

computer department of the largest clothes manufacturer in New Zealand; it had started

by knitting woollen socks during the gold rushes of the 1860s. A1though there were

restrictions on British immigration to New Zealand by 1976, computer systems analysts

werc on the occupation priority list and after a trip to New Zealand House in London,

Mum, Dad and thrce childrcn, like thousands beforc them, were off to New Zealand for

a 'beller' life. 1wondercd if therc were fish and chip shops, or criminals in New Zealand?

Popular perceptions led me to believe that 1 was going to live in paradise on Earth,

Essentialist conceptions of identity do not go far in explaining my life, as they

more generally do not provide an adequate conceptualisation of colonialism in the 'white

settler societies' of the British Commonwealth. For the children around me in New

Zealand. England was a foreign faraway place and l was a strange-souncling, a1though not
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l had arrived in a land still under the spell of a colonial identity. A reverence was

still held for the 'mother country' or the 'old country'. A degree from overseas was better,

British television was beller, the institutions were firmly modelled on the 'mother country';

mimicking and aspiring to 'ber' standards. 1 went to astate high school where the school

song was Jerusalem, where we sat in assembly singing "in England's green and pleasant
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land" with New Zealand accents. My school uniform was red. white and blue ,md a

pieture of the Queen hung at the front of the Assembly Hall. The languages taught \\'ere

English. French. Latin and German; not Maori. the language of New Zealand's indigenous

people. My favourite extra-currielliar activities were adapted turn-of-the-century-muscular

christianity pursuits; being a Girl Guide and a Brownie leader.

At university 1. like an increasing number of students. switched l'rom the tirst year

grand narrative European History and English courses to Commonwealth. New Zcal,md.

Austr.ùian and Pacific offerings. This was a time of mounting resistance to totalizing

identity. Maori land claims and cultur.l1 rights demanded and reeeived mcre serious

attention. Yet. ironically, as differences a10ng gender. race and class lines gained

increased recognition there was a strong search for an essential New Zcaland identity.

From a Canadian context, such issues of culture and the production of space arc the

subjeets of this study.
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CHAPTER ONE: PAINTING OVER THE PINK ON THE MAP

The schoolroom is high-ceilinged. yellowy-brown, with blaekboards at the
front and along one side and tall many-paned windows aboye radiators on
the other side. Over the door to the cloakroom, so that you can feel you're
bcing watehed from behind. there's a large photograph of the King and
Queen, the King with medals, the Queen in a white ballgown and diamond
tiara. High wooden desks that sit two, with slanted tops and holes for
inkwells, arc arranged in rows. It's like ail the other sehoolrooms at Queen
Mary, but it seems darker, possibly because there's less
deeoration Things are more British than they were last year. We learn
to draw the Union Jack, using a ruler and memorizing the various crosses
for St. George of England, St. Patrick of lreland, St. Andrew of Scotland,
St. David of Wales. Our own flag is red and has a Union Jack in one
corner, although there's no saint for Canada. We learn to name ail the pink
parts of the map. "The sun never sets on the British Empire," says Miss
Lumley, tapping the roll-down map with her long wooden pointer. In
eountries that are not the British Empire, they eut out children's tongues,
especially those of boys. Before the British Empire there were no railroads
or postal services in India, and Africa was full of tribal warfare, with
spears, and had no proper clothing. The Indians in Canada did not have the
wheel or telephones, and ate the hearts of their enemies in the heathenish
belief that it would give them courage. The British Empire changed ail
that. It brought in electric lights. 1

In this piece Margaret Atwood captures the production of Canadian colonial space,

as an imposed dominant sense of people and place construeted out of a relationship in

which a 'colony' of anglo-celtic descendants emulate and mimic a 'superior' British

imperial 'eentre's' economie, political and cultural knowledges. The French Canadian

presence in the production of this spaee remains silent, as does the influence of the United

States. Sueh identity develops a colonial narrative that, appealjng to an enlightenment

sensibility of unquestioned eonquest and colonisation of native peoples, modernization,

economic and cultural 'progress', demands the assimilation of difference, and conforrnity

1 Margaret Atwood. 1988. Cat's Eye. London, Sydney, Toronto and Auckland:
Doubleday,83-84.
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to the narrative. The contents of the narrative are constructed as identities to British

democracv and constitutional monarchv. the ChristianilV mvths and saintlv svmbols of the.. .... .. .. ..

British Isles. and economic and cultur.ll 'progres,;' through new innovations and

technologies. Thus. along with the other pink parts of the map. colonial Canad;t is situated

as British 'territory'. Canada is a 'child' that. through copying the 'mother country'. will

grow up to be a nation whose identity is situated in its own space.

This thesis examines the construction of colonial identity. by bringing to the centre

the people who placed the picturc of the king and queen in Atwood's dassroom. who

provided a school library, whn offered prizes for 'imperial' essays and influeneed the

school curriculum: a Canadian women's organisation founded in 1900 .md still in

existence called the Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire (IODE). Despite its absence

in academic accounts of Canadian imperial history. it is argued that during this ccntury

the IODE has represented Canadian colonial idcntiry. This identity was hcgcmonic, a

constructed dominant process in the histotical geography of Canada. lt was a constantLy

shifting construction whose success depended upon its totalizing daims.

Drawing upon post-structuralist, feminist and postcolonial theorics, this thesis

argues that colonial identiry was produced in-between and across multiple spaces and

identities. The language of colonialism, of binary divisions between core and periphery.

imperial centre and colony, nation and empire, public and private, masculine and

feminine. is therefore shown as a set of constructions that served to advance the idea of

the misleading absolutism of its power. Centering the IODE as a 'standpoint' refutcs the

exclusion of 'women' from the spacC3 of power. Rather than inserting women, as subjects,
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inlo a 'public' sphcre. Ihis Ihesis rejecls nOlions of an essential and separate 'everyday

space' and a universal 'woman' subjecl. Here a conlribution is made 10 feminist theory in

focusing on an individual group and ils 'si\uated knowledges' and Ihen Iheorizing

genemlly. yel in conrexr. aboul Ihe produclion of Canadian space.

Tnlcing the historical geogr.lphy of the IODE reveals moments that represent

critical shifts in Canadian colonial attachments whereby. as the ccntury advanccs. colonial

idcntily is reconfigurcd from British to Canadian space. This proccss is exarnined in

dctail. arguing that integral to the production of this idenùty was the necessity that it be

constructcd rccursively through the differencc that it attempted to assimilate. Ironically.

although hegemonic colonial ideals hcld that all could be assimilated, as these ideals

relied upon essentialist constructions of gender. 'mce' and class. Liere would always be

exclusion and diffcrcncc, without which the construcùons of Canada could not exist.

Formation of the IODE

Weil when we are accused of being a patrioùc organisaùon. people are
inclined to do this. weil the posiùve way to look at it and express it is that
we are a patriotic organisaùon who love Canada and are patrioùc to
Canada. We have been accused for years of being patrioùe to Britain,
which is not true. It's always been a Canadian organisaùon and 1 have
arguments with quite sane nice intelligent people who have said. but you're
a Briùsh organisation. Weil we are not. It all made perfeet sense in 1900.2

Returning to Montreal from London in 1900. Margaret Clark Murray, journalist.

philanthropist and partner of an influential MeGiIl professor, went about organising the

2 Interview, 25 February 1994. Toronto. Ontario.



Federation of the Daughters of the British Empire. and the Children of the Empire.' Clark

Murray asserted that it was time to "stand by our Queen at all costs. to shak:: our Iists if

necessary. in the face of the whole of Europe. and show them what we are made oL...•

She had Empire-wide ambitions for the organization: hence the Empire-encomp;lssing

names. Clark MUIT'JY planned upon setting up a central imperial chapter in Lonùon ;IS

soon as possible.s ln the meantimc. she scnt ambitious tC!egrJms to the mayors of the

capital cities of each provincc, asking them to call together womcn to form regional

chapters. Fredericton was the first place to assemble a group of women at a mecting on

15 January 1900, where the mayor read Clark MUIT'JY's telegram:

Will the Women of Fredericton unite with the Women of Montreal in
federating a~ 'Daughters of the Empire' and inviting the women of
AustraIia and of New Zealand to unite with them in sending to the Queen
an expression of our devotion to the Empire and an emcrgency war l'und
to be expended as Her Majesty shall deem fit"

In 1901 the Federation became the Imperial arder Daughters of the Empire and

the Children of the Empire, and the headquarters wa~ moved to Toronto.7 The objcctivcs

of the IODE were to stimulate patriotic sentiment and to foster a bond of union among

women and children throughout the British Empire through the promotion of study of thc

3 Margaret Gillett. 1981. We Walked Very Warily: A History of Women At McGill.
MontreaI: Eden Press Women's Publications.

• NAC MG28 117, 18, 3, 3. Ilam, 13 February 1900 at Windsor Hotel Parlours,
MontreaI.

s Ibid, 12.

6 Provincial Archives of New Brunswick. MC 200 MS lIAll.

7 National Chapter IODE Toronto. IODE A BriefHistory, 1900-1982, 1.
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Empire. eare for the depcndents of military personnel. and the preservation of the memory

of brave and historie deeds. The motto was "00..: tlag. one throne. one empirc".' One of

the IODE's tirst major projeets appropriately entailed the location and marking of graves

of those who died in the South Afriean War. Although the founding and immediate

purpose was to defend Britain. the South Afriea War was simultaneously an opportunity

for the IODE. and Canada. to build upon an indigcnous late nineteenth century

impcrialism movement and asscrt national strength and gain a 'sense of power' as a

partner in the British Empire." Sending a Canadian expeditionary force to South Africa

marked an important cvcnt in this Canadian 'imperialism'. as it was the first time that

Canada as a nation sent soldiers to fight in a war.'o

Thc rcason for the move to Toronto and change of name involved an imperial

power-play, thc IODE's imperial ambitions having been crushed by a rival women's

patriotic organisation in London. Plaeing themselves at the 'centre' of Empire, the Victoria

Leaguc demanded that the IODE confine itself to Canada. Ever sinee. with the exception

of small and tenuous satellite ehapters in the United States, Bermuda and India the IODE

has been restricted to Canada. Considering itself at the centre of Empire, the Victoria

League thought it fair that the IODE keep to Canada and affùiate as a branch of the

~ Ibid.

" Carl Berger. 1970. The Sense of Power: Studies in the /deas of Canadian
/mperialism, 1867-/914. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.

10 Carman Miller. 1993. Painting the Map Red: Canada and the South Africa War,
1899-/902. Montreal: McGiII-Queen's University Press.
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Victoria League.'1

In the early 1900s the IODE made it very de.lr that il was patriolic .md not

charitable. Recognising the division that was constructed between 'public' and 'priv'lle'

sphcres. while at the same time because as women they were associaled with 'charity'. the

IODE negotiated a 'between space' for its work. This position placed them between

masculinist patriotic organisations and the women's club movemenl. In its activities. class

composition and political aftiliations. the IODE has fiUed very closcly with the imperial

propaganda clubs. a number of which were founded at the end of the nineteenth century

in Canada and other parts of the British Empire. 12 These societies sought to inl1uenee

public opinion in the areas of education, the military, youth movements, ehurehes,

missionary societies, exhibitions. and public entertainment.'~ Utilizing textbooks,

" NAC MG28 117, Il. 1902-1904. Fonned in 1901. the League had the similar aim
to the IODE of promoting closer union betwecn British subjcel~ living in different parts
of the Empire. They were greatly upset when in 1901 Clark Murr.ty made a trip to
London, and upon her dc:parture accused her of issuing a leal1et announcing that the
Daughters of the Empire Feder.ttion was transferring its headquarters to London and
forming committees throughout the United Kingdom, In a letter to Canada, the Victoria
League demanded that Clark Murr.ty hand over to the Victoria Lcague the names and
addresses of contacts that she had made in London. It was at this stage that membcrs in
Toronto sided with the Victoria League, slightly altered the original name, and made
Toronto the centre of the IODE. In the minutes of the Annual Meeting it is recorded that
Clark Murr.ty has written informing that she does not want her name as founder if
deemed advisable by the committee. She does, however, continue to bc involved with the
arder. and bccomes that much celebr.tted founder.

12 Sec W. David McIntyre. 1991. The Significance of the Commonwealth. 1965-90.
Basingstoke and London: Macmillan. The Royal Commonwealth Society. foundcd in
1868. was also called Royal Empire Society and changed its name to the Royal
Commonwealth Society in 1958.

13 John M. MacKenzie. 1986. Propaganda and Empire: The Manipulation of British
Public Opinion, 1880-1960. Manchester. UK: Manchester University Press. 2.
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exhibitions and entertainment to promote their ideas. their varied constitutional. defensive

and eultuml coneerns ail eame together in the theme of imperial unity.t" Although the

IODE usually rejected official politieal affiliations. its activities overlapped with official

impcrial propaganda. and tory connections. with strong links to imperial defence. and

collaboration with the Navy Lcague. '5 Class affiliation was important and clubs such as

the IODE. although 'different' because of being made up of women. could exert

considerable in1uence due to privileged position and connection.

Upon formation. the IODE was also part of the woman's club movement. the

organisation of women in a variety of 'western' countries during the late nineteenth and

carly twentieth century into collectives dealing with education. culture. philanthropy.

reform. politics. professions and religion.'· The subjects of women's clubs have been

described as "Iargely rniddle class women who were moved by humanitarian. class and

egalitarian concerns to attempt the redemption of society.,,17 The movement represented

the formalisation of women's benevolent role into widely influ::ntial groups that were able

to change the position of women in society, in areas from working conditions to the

suffrage. The clubs also worked for public reform in areas central to women's

experienees. through campaigns for new divoree laws, the legalization of birth contrai,

1" Ibid, 148.

15 Ibid, 150.

1. Veronica Strang-Boag. 1976. The Parliamenr ofWomen: The National Council of
Women ofCanada. 1893-1929.2. See also Alison Prentice et al. 1988. Canadian Women:
A History. Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

17 Ib'd, ..1 VU.
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better matemiry care and mother's allowances. I .<

These organisations mirrored a lived distinction bet\Veen 'public' and 'priv;lle'

spheres. Much of the \Vork on \Vomen's organisations has essentialized women's maternai

role and her place in a 'private' sphere. Work on women's Christian soeieties. sueh ;IS the

YMCA and WCTU. has also fined \Vell with the public and private spheres fr;ullework. I
"

On the other hand. the IODE \Vas clearly 'patriotic' and national in concem ;md blurs the

distinction between 'public' and 'private'. Because of this complication. despite fining the

criterion of the \Vomen's club movement. the IODE has not received much attention.'"

There was a number of women's patriotic organisations similar to the IODE. For

ail members of the IODE have been eager to a5sert their difference in British democracy

from American Republicanism. the American Daughters of the Revolution. founded in

1896, also had oatriotism as its central concem. The Victoria League, too. although placed

in a different position on the 'imperial' hierarchy, had intentions of Empire unity that

overlapped with the IODE. IODE members were active in the Canadian Club, various

church groups, the Women's Press Club, local and national Councils of Women, various

'heritage' comminees, and the Royal Commonwealth Society. Furtherrnorc, the IODE was

a supporter of the "evangelical muscular Christianity movement", that also aimcd to create

18 Ibid, 190.

19 Wendy Mitchener. 1979 "The WCTU: 'For God, Home and Native Land': A Study
in Nineteenth-Century Feminism." in Linda Kealey. ed. 1979 A Not Unreasonable Claim:
Women and Reform in Canada. 1880s-1920s. Toronto: The Women's Press, 151-168.

20 But see Barbara Roberts. 1979. '''A Work of Empire: Canadian Reforrners and
British Female Immigration.", 185-202, in Linda Kealey, 1979.
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appropriate colonial citizens.2' The IODE has sponsored the Girl Guide movement across

Canada. its emphasis on imperial education and socialisation c1early complementing the

interests of the IODE.22

Patriotism, the primary objective of the IODE. was to be non-partisan and non-

sectarian.2.1 Strong distinctions between patriotism and charity were made c1ear. In 1905

a national executive meeting was strongly of the opinion that exclusively charitable work

should not "direct the energy and funds of the chapters from purely patriotic ends which

the arder stood for" and it was recommended that a "liberal and varied list" of

suggestions for active work be published in Echoes, for the benefit of the chapters.24

There were guidelines on how work that verged on charity could be made more patriotic.

For example, aid given to prevent the spread of tuberculosis should be approached from

the patriotic perspective that it was of national concem to maintain a healthy populaùon.2S

It was suggested that members combine working in hospital wards with reading out loud

on imperial topics. The IODE considered itself to be very different from women's

21 John MacKenzie 1986.243.

22 Sec Allen Warren. 1990. '''Mothers for the Empire'? The Girl Guides Association
in Britain. 1909-1939" in J. A. Mangan. ed. Making Imperial Mentalities. Socialisation
and British Imperialism. Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press. 96-109.
Warren writes that "Baden-Powell's remarks reveal that he saw the Girl Guides as part
of a changing pattern of attitudes about the role of women. It is therefore surprising that
the expansion of women's studies over the last decade has not increased the amount of
attenùon given to the various agencies concerneà with the education and socialisation of
girls and young women". 97.

2.1 NAC MG28 Il7. 2, 2 February. 1911.

24 NAC MG28 Il7. 1. 16 March 1905.

2S NAC MG28 117, 1.4 October 1905.
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auxiliaries. who were written about :L' "the butterers of brcad. the cutters of c:lke. the

brewers of tea. folders of letters. lickers of stamps - gener.llly the handmaidens of the

social trivialities:'~6

In the formative years fundr.lising. whercver possible. also served patriotic ends.

This meant the production of guest lectures and p!ays. As elsewhere in the Empire.

pageants and plays were performed. serving to promote patriotism at the same lime as

they raised money. A member in Regina recalls past performances:

They used to put plays and musicals on. and even in homes and they didn't
make big money like we make. but the schedule was a1ways open. they
used to open their homes to everyone. What they would do is they wouId
have good talent brought in and they would charge people to come in. Or
they'd have it in the church basement or whatevcr. and they'd charge
people. They plays were wonderful. people just loved them. And important
to the community. And 1 think from year one it's been bazaars and cmft
sales and things like that. ~7

Prince Edward Island held a number of entertainment fundmisers. In 1913 there was a

Kirmess at the Opem House. Charlottetown. The prog= included "A Fate in Fairyland

and Pyramid Ballet" chaperoned by Mrs. James Warburton. "The Wood Nymphs"

chaperoned by Mrs Bulman. "A Night in Koko's Garden" from the Mikado ended with

God Save the King.2" From 1963 to 1971 the Prince Edward Island chapter staged five

26 P. T. Rooke and R. L. Sehnell. 1987. No Bleeding Heart: Charlotte Whitton, a
Feminist on the Right. Vancouver: UBC Press. 211.

27 Interview. 18 April 1994. Regina. Saskatchewan.

28 Public Archives and Reeords Office. Prince Edward Island. Ace. 3995. 7. Souvenir
Program 18. 19.20 December 1913.
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popular variety performances called Red Glove Re·Jiews.'"

At the beginning of the century there used to be grand balls. which were often to

celebr.lle imperial holidays. In 1925 the birthday of British Columbia was celebrated at

a "briIliant ball". one of many held in that province.3D A member in British Columbia

rcmembers that the IODE were social "leaders" of society. Receptions were held for

influential Canadians. and when the VanCvuver Hotel opened it was the IODE who put

on the rcception. In 1939. at an Empire fete held at the Hotel Georgia in Vancouver.

thirty chapters participated under the auspices of the Municipal Chapter of Vancouver.

The event was opcned by Miss M. L. Bollert. Dean ofWomen atthe University of British

Columbia.3I

In emphasising the overall patriotic purpose in all 'Ji the IODE's work 1 do not

want to downplay the sheer hard work and dedication to work that other women's

organisations considered purely charitable. The IODE has been an innovator in education.

health and welfare throughout its existence. It has laboured away at fighting tuberculosis.

improving health care and members have exerted an impressive presence both from inside

and outside of the classroom.

Z9 Interview, 27 October 1993. Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.

30 Vancouver City Archives. NI lM 7L.I Scrapbook of Lady Douglas Chapter 1919
1939. Lady Douglas Chapter IODE hosts annual function. Mrs McMicking is regent. To
cele1:lrate Queen Victoria's birthday McMiking dresses as Queen Victoria at the Victoria
Day Parade. 24 May 1923, and again in 1931. Reel #0286 IODE, 24. Mrs McMiking was
Regent for 21 years. from 1912-1933.

31 Vancouver City Archives. Publications. 99, 25 November 1939. Empire fete,
bal1room and lounge, Hotel Georgia, Vancouver Municipal Chapter.
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Eligibility, Membership. Class

Officially. membership in the IODE has been open to ":111 women :md .:hildren in

the British Empire or foreign land who hold truc allegiance to the British Crown"" The

unofficial reality of membership is more restricted. :md has varied in different provin.:es

and at different times during the century. The social status of patrioti.: dubs was highest

in the pre-World War 1years. and the activities and altitudes of the IODE rel1ected slleh

status. John MacKenzie has wrilten of the tum-of-the-ccntury patriotic organis:ltions in

Britain that "ail of thcse organisations were middle c1ass and elitist: only one or IWO

enjoyed a wider. more populist membership"33.

Membership has by and large bcen by invitation. Once potential members Imd

bcen invited along there is evidenee that they were voted in or out throllgh ballol..... The

IODE eultivated it~ own segregated social hier.m:hy. best reflected in the structure of the

'arder' itself, which has been referrcd to as a business. a militia, or a parliament where

the first members assemble together as first ministers.3S In 1916 an IODE publication

from Manitoba daims that:

Someone has compared our organization to a great wheel tuming ail the
time with its circumference divided into countless cogs working with unity
and giving splendid results. We like best the definition which calls it a

32 NAC MG28 117, 2, 6 Novembcr 1912. Ali women and children in the British
Empire or foreign land who hold true allegiance to the British Crown are eligible for
membership in the arder.

33 John Mackenzie 1986, 148.

34 BCARS, Add mss. 255, 3. Emily Carr Chapter minutebook 1960-1970. Membership
was by ballot, and majority vote.

3S Interview, 24 April 1994. Calgary, Alberta.
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great SISTERHOOD OF SERVICE on which the Empire can rely in war
and peace to further ail that stands for the benerment of the
Race. "'(Original capitals)

Amongst the IODE's membership arc Canadian 'lirsts' for women in many political

positions, from mayor Charlone Whinon, to lieutenant govemor Pauline McGibbon to

feder.!1 govemment minister, Ellen Fairclough.'" Of particular importance. Charlone

Whinon. professional welf:lI'e worker. social commentator and lirst woman mayor of

Ottawa. keptthe IODE up to date on welfare and educational issues. formed IODE policy

and used the IODE as a platform for her beliefs. Amongst the membcrship are many

rcspeeted educators. incIuding Wilhelmina Gordon. who used her expertise to execute the

IODE War Memorial Scholarships. Indeed, if prominent women Canadians were not

themselves membcrs of the IODE. then there were strong connections to them. This was

also the case with elite Canadian families. such as the Eatons and the Gooderharns.

The national chapter of Canada in Toronto is at the top of the hierarchy. The other

organisational tiers are at the Ievel of the provincial, municipal and local chapter. Table

l.l details IODE mcmbcrship figures for the years where comprehensive records are

available. In the years prior to 1940 exact figures were not specifically recorded in the

IODE's documents. This gap may be due to the oversights of volunteer labour, or an

anempt to down-play a declining inter-war membcrship. Figure l.1 summarizes IODE

3b Royal Commonwealth Society Library, London. 1916. IODE. Manitoba Souvenir.

37 Sec Norma West Linder and Hope Morrin. 1979. Pauline. A Wann Look at Ontario
Lieutenant-Govemor Pauline McGibbon. Sarnia: River City Press for the life of Pauline
McGibbon: P. T. Rooke and R. L. Schnell. 1987, for the life of Charlotte Whitton: and
David G. Dewar. 1951. Queen's Profiles. Published by the Office of Endowment and
Public Relations of Quecn's University, for an account of the life of Wilhelmina Gordon.
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Table 1.1 IODE Membershlp by Province. 1940-1979

Year Alberta BC Man. NB NS Onlarlo P.E.!. Ouebec Sask. Yukon Nfld. NWT Tolsi

1940 2626 2500 1100 1689 2064 12000 2685 1545 26473
1941 2850 3100 1350 1793 2582 14600 3093 1949 31293
1942 2814 3222 1385 1950 2987 15500 3199 2080 32676
1943 2583 3153 1660 1991 2969 15580 3702 2170 33808
1944 2588 3100 1632 2044 2931 15858 204 3769 2086 34309
1945 2782 3222 1677 2084 2852 15970 204 3740 2053 92 34676
1946 2808 3122 1531 2136 2690 15723 188 3375 1960 101 33634
1947 2575 3083 1315 2103 2629 15172 182 287 1804 107 31807
1948 2458 3020 1266 2165 2512 15210 185 2673 1662 122 31273
1949 2184 2936 1180 2219 2509 15566 181 2530 1665 98 31068
1950 2245 2914 1148 2209 2507 15745 181 2413 1667 101 31144
1951 2267 2809 1008 2262 2604 16024 178 2458 1658 132 11 31411
1952 2167 2685 1045 2299 2672 16465 166 2346 1682 142 15 31695
1953 2061 2636 1036 2336 2723 16476 168 2371 1642 132 75 31656
1954 2114 2595 1103 2307 2720 16956 170 2302 1669 149 80 32165
1955 2053 2545 1089 2355 2746 17048 167 2219 1653 146 77 32098
1956 2076 2476 1044 2348 2817 17137 169 2204 1632 141 96 32140
1957 2083 2508 1035 2348 2876 16467 161 2092 1595 121 119 31403
1958 2044 2453 996 2310 2828 18733 163 2142 1585 113 122 31489
1959 2048 2339 963 2350 2905 16424 166 2059 1596 96 160 31126
1960 2168 2252 962 2346 2909 18015 173 1976 1571 114 177 30665
1961 2076 2117 911 2284 2841 15916 204 1978 1460 79 214 30286
1962 2113 2101 944 2281 2765 15270 227 1935 1441 83 221 29401
1963 2062 2099 920 2269 2749 14795 212 1849 1426 70 225 28676
1964 2012 2053 902 2226 2707 14460 200 1714 1407 65 192 27938
1965 1963 2034 841 2239 2663 14883 204 1577 1415 65 200 28084
1966 1925 1975 853 2242 2641 14650 181 1441 1378 74 195 27555
1967 1883 1913 830 2148 2612 14141 182 1366 1268 59 186 26590
1966 1748 1885 617 2068 2540 13664 175 1261 1104 40 195 25497

•



•
1969 1637 1844 778 1961 2281 12668 187 1149 1071 31 198 23707
1970 1557 1731 840 1881 2114 12125 198 1049 953 35 199 22682
1971 1448 1623 77 1868 2090 11189 °185 912 891 28 203 21186
1972 198 1501 740 1818 1979 11167 174 787 862 34 201 32 20693
1973 1357 1424 711 1838 1905 10311 163 752 800 30 190 26 19507
1974 1328 1254 637 1854 1849 9985 170 654 764 34 185 36 18750
1975 1297 1300 623 1903 1917 10010 177 613 784 42 186 30 18662
1976 1246 1265 569 1691 177 9207 202 568 741 36 172 23 17677
1977 1248 1205 537 1811 1755 9033 204 536 695 30 170 21 17173
1978 1178 1225 548 1778 1768 8906 198 519 660 23 165 23 17011
1979 1123 1137 559 1758 1683 8459 187 44 666 28 174 25 16242
1993 623 828 277 1131 1311 5503 184 148 348 15 110 13 10551

Source: NAC MG28 117, 11·13

•
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membcrship during the century. Overall. membership grew steadily until World War 1.

when it pcaked at 50.000 membcrs. It was during these formative pre-war ycars that the

spatial organization of chapters across Canada was established. From the OUlSet, the IODE

grew the most rapidly in Ontario. In 1909 there was a recruitment tour by train to the

west of Canada, adding 18 new chapters to the previous Il." In 1910 a similar trip

through eastem Canada organized 17 new chapters. eight of them in communities where

no chapters had previously existed.'· The rapid escalation of membership during World

War 1 retained the dominance of central Canada, but saw the 'thickening' of chapters in

the east and west.

In the inter-war years membership àropped down to 20,000, before receiving a

boost to 35,000 during Wor1d War Il. In the post-war years membership has steadily

declined, with provincial proportions remaining uniform. The province of Ontario has had

the highest number of members wough the years and bas contributed the vast majority

of the national councillors to national headquarters. Throughout the IODE's history there

has been great appreciation for the national chapter, and a recognition that it held the

,. NAC MG28 117, 2. Before the tour in 1909 there was a chapter in Grenfell,
Saskatchewan; a chapter in Russell, Manitoba; six chapters in Vancouver, British
Columbia; and thrce chapters in Edmonton, Alberta. The 18 new chapters were in
Grenfell, Regina, Battieford, North Battleford, Prince Albert MooseJaw and Saskatoon in
Saskatchewan; Calgary and Edmonton in Alberta; Victoria in British Columbia; Brandon,
Portage La Prairie and thrce Winnipeg chapters in Manitoba and three chapters at Fort
William in Ontario.

,. Ibid. Records arc incomplete, but the National Chapter of NewfoundIand, the
Municipal Chapter of Montrcai and 15 primary branches were established. Sorne ofthese
local chapters were in Sydney, Amherst and three in Halifax, Nova Scotia; a second
chapter in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; chapters in Moncton, St John and IWO
in Fredericton, New Brunswick; and IWO chapters in Sherbrooke, Quebec.
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IODE together. The provinces with smaller memberships. especially Newfoundland. along

with the eastern provinces in gener.ll. have had doser contact with the national ehapter

than have the western provinces. who have perceived themselves to bc 'the rebcls,'4t1 The

IODE has been predominantly urban. Membership within provinces has been highest in

and around medium sized cities: for example. in Saskatchewan. in Regina and Saskatoon;

in New Brunswick. in Fredericton and Saint John: and in Ontario. in cities in Southern

Ontario such as Sarnia and London. Annual national meetings acros.~ the country in

monumental hotels have brought members together.

In provinces with regionallanguage differences. there have bcen more chapters in

anglophone areas. For example. in New Brunswick IODE is stronger in the anglophone

South than in the francophone North and interior. In Quebec. the IODE has been strongest

in anglophone districts of Montreal and Quebec City. and in the anglophone areas of the

Eastern Townships:' The IODE has been strong in areas of united empire loyalist

settlement. such as Fredericton and Saint John. as weil as ail along the Saint Lawrence

river in Ontario. The higher the level of the hierarchy and stratification of the IODE. the

more areas have been able to resist deelining membership. Contact with other chapters

at a local level appears greatest when there is a municipal ehapter. In eastern Ontario.

where membership is quiekly declining. Ottawa, able to retain its municipal chapter. is

a nucleus. Shared projeets. such as thrift shops. encourage more contact between

members.

40 Interview. 26 April 1995. Edmonton. Alberta.

41 Interview. 27 August 1995. Stanstead, Quebec.
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The IODE's way of dealing with difference and marginal groups as members has

been containment within distinct chapters. These chapters at once served to emphasize the

possibilities of assimilation into the Canadian mainstream. yet were containers of religion.

such as catholic chapters in Quebec; containers of ethnicity such as the Jon Sigurdsson

chapter of Winnipeg. the Saint Margaret of Scotland chapter of A1berta42 and the Native

chaptcr in British Columbia; or containers of c1ass such as the Ross Rifles blue collar

chapter during World War J. chapters of nurses' ehapters43
• the Elizabeth Tudor

'profcssional' womcn's chaptcr in Ottawa in the 1930s,44 and military chapters, in which

mcmbers have through their husbands been attached to specific regiments. such as the

Argyle IVth in Belleville, Ontario, or RCMP Scarlets in Regina.

Chapter names reveal the imperial narrative of Canada, which asserts a colonial

relationship through perpetuating memory. Names celebrate famous 'great men', often war

herces, who are usuaily from Britain. Other names have been taken from the geographic

area in which the chapter meets, or from the regiment with which the chapter is

associated. Typical names in British Columbia in J953 were Captain Cook, Ruskin,

Canadian Scottish, Kerrisdale. Unknown Warrior. Memorial Silver Cross, and Kitsilano:s

Sorne names were feminist and willing to celebrate limited difference in their narning of

42 Information from Interview, 29 April 1994. Vancouver, British Columbia, and
Interview2, 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

43 Echoes, June 1917,68. 89.

.. Lome Pierce Special Collections, Queen's University. IODE. 1935. Ottawa
Souvenir.

4S Vancouver City Archives. 1952-53 Chapter Highlights.
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chapters. so long as it was part of overall assimilation. There was an Emily Carr ehapter

in British Columbia. named after the painter. and a Pauline Johnson chapter .Ifter the

Native Canadian poetess. In a formai ceremony members annually placed daffodils. her

favourite flower. on her monument in Stanley Park. and then took tea:"

Within the context of feminist methodologies. the next section overviews the

sources used for this thesis.

Methodology

Feminist methodologies are based upon a critique of the masculine char.lctcr of

knowledge and science:' Feminist debates about method "seek to problematize and if

necessary challenge academic orthodoxies about how research is done":" Within feminism

there are many different research methods. Feminist 'empiricisl~' arguc that sexist and

androcentric biases can be eliminated by "stricter adherence to existing methodological

norms of scientific inquiry; ooly "bad science" or "bad sociology" is responsible for lheir

retention in the results of research:9 Rejecting such confidence in the foundations of

'science'. other feminists assert that:

The very notion of feminist methodology is an elusive concept because we

46 Vancouver City Archives. Matthews Collection. 18 March 1946. "IODE Honors
Indian Poetess".

47 See Sandra Harding. 1991. Whose Science? Whose Knowledge? Thinking From
Women's Lives. Ithaca NY: Comell University Press. and Evelyn Fox Keller 1990.
"Gender and Science" in Joyce McCarI Nielsen. ed. Feminist Research Methods:
Exemplary Readings in the Social Sciences. Boulder CO: WeslView Press, 41-57.

48 Damaris Rose. 1993. "On Feminism, Method and Methods in Human Geography:
An Idiosyncratic Overvièw." The Canadian Geographer. 37. 1,57-61,57.

49 Sandra Harding 1991, Ill.
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have been trained to think in terms of a positivist schema whieh equates
the term "methodology" with specifie techniques for gathering and
analyzing information.'"

Sueh approaehes accuse feminist empirieist methodologies of being maseulinist. and of

sccking to includc women into a re-cast pre-existent 'whole'.

In ecntering the expcricnees of a group of women. this thesis is influeneed by

standpoint fcminism. Ari~ing in the 19805 as a reaction to feminist methodologies that

uscd tr.lditiona! frameworks and sources, standpoint methodology deems that research

must star! from the "objective location" of women's lives. listening to women's

expcrience." Research and seholarly l'rojeets must begin their research questions. develop

theoretica! concepts. 'design research, collect data. and interpret findings from the location

of women's lives.S2 With this materialist grounding the "everyday world" of women is

problematized.S3 Dorothy Smith. for example. sets out to make the everyday expcrieneed

world "the locus of a sociological problematie."s.

The objective of standpoint feminism differs from a 'women's culture' paradigm

SIl Judith A. Cook and Mary Margaret Forow. 1990. "Knowledge and Women's
Interests. Issues of Epistemology and Methodology in Feminist Sociological Research"
in Joyce MeCarI Nielson. 1990, 69-93. 70.

SI Sandra Harding 1991. 123.

S2 Ibid. 268.

S3 Dorothy Smith. 1987. The Everyday World as Problematic: A Feminist Sociology.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press. Nancy Hartsock. 1983. "The Feminist Standpoint:
Development the Ground for a Specifica11y Feminist Historical Materialism", Sandra
Harding and Merrill Hintikka. eds. Discovering Realiry. Dordrecht: Reidel.

$4 Dorothy Smith 1987, 89.
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which centres a segregated and cclebrated 'private sphere'. in that standpoint inquiry

begins in this everyday world. but is not ccnfined there. To standpoint feminists. a

'women's culture' approach is guilty of reversing previous masculinist categories. Smith

writes that constituting the everyday world as an object of ex.aminalion. has "cul il off

methodologically from the ways in which it is actually embedded in a socially organized

context larger than may be directly known in that mode."~~ Nancy Hartsock sees the

difference between 'women's culture' and standpoint feminist approaches as lyil'g ;;1

standpoint feminism's refusai to take for granted the bodily dimensions of women's

activities. Instead such approaches ground activities in their relationship to material social

relations.s6

What standpoint feminism and 'women's culture' approaches do have in common

is the location of their research methods in the same spaces. In researching the 'everyday'

and the 'private', non-traditional sources are used to offer insight into women's

experiences. Material items such as serapbooks, samplers, quilts. diaries and oral histories

are utilized, investigating 'women's ways of knowing', and in the case of women's culture.

celebrating women's spher~ of "support, intimacy and ritual ,,57 through traditions of

childbirth and women's work as "a source of strength that affords sisterly relations."SK In

ss Ibid. 90.

S6 Nancy Hartsock. 1983. Money, Sex and Power. Boston: Northeastern University
Press.

57 Carol Smith Rosenberg. 1975. "The Female World of Love and Ritual." Signs. 1.
1. 1-29.28.

58 Nancy Colt. 1977. The Bonds ofWomanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New England.
1780-1835. New Haven: Yale University Press. 12.
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particular. oral hislory is a feminisl research melhod that has gained aceess to the

cveryday worlds of women's experiences. OrJ.! hislory is defined as:

A basic tool in our efforts to incorporJ.te the previously overlooked lives.
activilies. and feelings of women into our understanding of the past and of
the present. When women speak for themselves. they reveal hidden
realities: new experienees that challenge the "truths" of official accounts
and cast doubt upon established theories.~·

Oral history as a method is proposed as existing between a psychological interview and

secondary documentation.""

Nonetheless. with its essentialist conceptions of the 'everyday' and of 'women'.

standpoint feminist methodology is awkwardly placed with post-structuralist thinking.

remaining "too finnly rooted in a problematic of essentialised identities."61 The response

to losing a universal 'woman' subject is to agree that women are not always uniformly

marginalized. and to tum instead to the objectivity and reflexivity that standpoint

fcminism offers. emphasising the importance of 'location' for marginalised groupS.62 In a

time of relativist threal~. Donna Haraway's "situated knowledges" and cali for

"objectivity" are popular with those such as Harding who seek to improve upon standpoint

~q Kathryn Anderson. Susan Armitage. Dana Jack. and Judith Wittner. 1990.
"Beginning Where Wc Are: Feminist Methodology in Oral History." in Joyce McCarl
Nielson 1990. 95.

"" Ibid. 94.

01 Linda McDowell. 1992. "Doing Gender: Feminism. Feminists and Research
Methods in Human Geography." Transactions ofthe Institute ofBritish Geographers. 17.
399-416.411.

~ Sandra Harding. 1993. "Rethinking Standpo;nt Epistem01ogy: "What is Strong
Objectivity":>" in Linda Alcoffand Elizabeth Potter. eds. Feminist Epistemologies. London
and New York: Routledge. 49-82.54.
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feminism. Haraway's alternative ta re!ativism has n1Uch in cornmon with standpoint

feminism. in its "partial. locatable. critical knowledges sustaining the webs of connections- -
called solidarity in politics and sharcd conversations in epistemology.....) ln centering

experience. rejecting transcendence and insisting that ail knowledge is interpreted l'rom

a location. Haraway states that "feminist objectivity is about limited location :md situated

knowledge. not about tr.lnscendencc and splilling of subject and objecl.......

In simply moving l'rom 'women' as the standpoint. to the 'margin:ll'. however. an

essentialist statie construction of the marginal replaces that of thc essential waman

subject. As Kobayashi cautions. such standpoints Icad to "cssentializcd social

constructions of ideological dominance...65 This thesis allempts to avoid this tr.lp. and uses

post-essentialist arguments of the social construction of ideological dominance. Although

a group of women are centered and interviewed about their 'everyday' lives as members

of the IODE, there is a departure l'rom standpoint feminism in that it is most important

that the IODE is a 'group', rather than it is 'women'. Indeed, it is shown that as 'women'

they are not systematically marginalized, but r.lther, that the IODE rcprcsents the

hegemonic. In arguing that the IODE represents colonial identity the 'everyday' world is

problematized, and except as a construction, is rejected for il~ grounding in dualistic,

eurocentric space. This is an anempt to overeome the effecl~ of focusing on 'everyday'

63 Donna Haraway. 1991. "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism
and the Privilege of Partial Perspective", in Donna Haraway, 1991. Simians. Cyborgs. and
Women. The Reinvention ofNature. New York: Routiedge: 183-202, 19I.

64 Ibid, 190.

65 Audrey Kobayashi. 1994. "Coloring the Field: Gender, "Race", and the Politics of
Fieldworlc." Professional Geographer. 46, 1,73-80.
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worlds that has reslllted in smaller-scale research projects and to instead engage with

more interdctive methods and kinds of rcsearch.""

Multiple Sources

Various reprcsentations of the IODE from this century are drawn together. The

largest archival source was found at the National Archives of Canada CNAC). MG28 117

is a well prcserved wealth of material including complete minute books, at the national

executive and annual meeting level, scrapbooks, various department files, and extensive

newspaper clippings from across the country. The Photography and Visual Images

Division has an IODE photogmph collection. Between the Archives library and the

National Library of Canada there is a complete collection of Echoes, the IODE's

magazine. Echoes has been published quarterly from 1901. served by a string of long-

serving editors. professional joumalists who have brought together opinions from around

the country, as weil as adding their own particular opinions. The National Library of

Canada has assorted books on the IODE. A variety of libraries. archives and private

colleetiolls across the country provided provincial IODE minute books, local chapter

records, and scrapbooks. The Royal Commonwealth Society Library and the Imperial War

Museum in London were visited for further material.

Across Canada, interviews were conducted with members of the IODE. The

objectives of these interviews were, a) to gather personal accounts of participation in the

IODE. b) to fill in regional details that were not available in the national records. and c)

.. Heidi J. Nast. 1994. "Opening Remarks on "Women in the Field". Professional
Geographer. 46. 1. 54-66. 54.
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to allow for 'inter..lctivc research. that couId vcrity and cross-rctercncc sourccs. The

methodology followed for the intcrviews was to use the eontemporary structure or the

IODE as a framework. tirst seuing out to interview one in everv 200 members out or :1
~ .

10.000 total. The bibliogr..lphy contains by province the number. location anù ùmc or the

interviews. The number of interviews conducted (47) was based upon contempor.lry

membership figures. with the number of interviews pcr province corrcsponding as closcly

as possible to the proportion of national membership held by that p:lrticular province.

Second. the IODE. through its social network itself acted as a group of informants in

identifying who would be interviewed. This was armnged by using the IODE's

hierarchical structure to order the writing of lcuers first to national headquarters. and then

with its permission to provincial presidents. stating intentions and asking for contacts. The

subjectivity of an interviewer is important in disclosure. In this case. the fenmle. educated.

anglo-celtic. Commonwealth citizen personifies the IODE's preferred citizen for much of

this century. and received a fascinated, warm welcome.

In a strict statistical sense. the interviews are not representative. Although they

seek to inform about the l1istory of the IODE, they are constructed in the present and

comprise a small percentage of the total number of IODE membcrs this century. As an

alternative feminist methodology. however, the interviews contribute 'discreet' data, and

are embedded in the structure of the group that they represent. That is. each interview

represents an individuallife experienee, the eommon denominator of which is membership

in the IODE. It is the collective membership that represents colonial identity.

It is recognised that oral history must be thought of as a form of memory.
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Recollections are liltered through the present. and are subject to many diverse

innuences.'" As Vron Ware notes. social memory of empire is continually affected and

transformed by cultur.il forms in the present."" FUrlher. interviews in themselves place

constmints upon what information is gained. Oral history can impose a "narr.lùve realism

- a linear account of events.',69 Miles and Crush have overeome such conslr.unts of

historical consciousness being "conlined to one expressive mode" by exploring other

genres such as female work songs.70 Rcsearch for this thesis used material objects. such

as badges and scmpbooks. as prompts and cross-referenced the same event through

different sources. A variety of sources. from different archives and represenùng different

perspectives were consulted.

Structure of the Thesis

Chapter IWO provides a liter.lture review and the theoretical context necess:uy to

argue that the IODE represents colonial identity. It dr.\ws upon geography. as wel1 as

feminist. history and postcolonialliteratures. demonstrating the common concerns of post-

structuraiist thinking. With the IODE having been introduced in this chapter. chapters

three to nine fol1ow a chronological and thematic structure. This structure runs the risk

.7 Sec James Fentress and Chris Wickham. 1992. Social Memory. Oxford UK and
Cambridge MA: Blackwel1.

6l\ Vron Ware. 1993 "Moments of Danger: Race. Gender. and Memories of Empire,"
History and Theor)'. 32. 116.

'" Miranda Miles and Jonathan Crush. 1993. "Personal Narratives as Interactive Texts:
Col1ecting and Interpreting MigrJ.tlt Life-Histories." Professional Geographer. 45. 1. 95
129. 91.

70 Ibid.
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of ovcr-emphasising particular themes and mimicking the construcled narrative of

progress. Yet it also emphasiscs the importance of context in the argument of shifting

colonial identity and its construction in a recursive rclationship to the diflcrcnce that it

attempted to assimilate. Chapter three eovers the heginning years of the IODE. through

to the end of World War 1. It introduees the 'r.lcial hierarchy' of the IODE. and ils

preference for British migration that was to prove so important during the eentury, It also

shows the importance of multiplc identitics. and challenges the production of space and

identity. through the IODE's work with immigr.lnl~. and then in its 'maternai' war-time

labour. Chapter four looks at the 1920s. and the spaces and identities of 'eanadianization':

the assimilation of all 'others' into Canadian identity. Chapter five focuses on the extent

to which the IODE would go to produee a Canada that emulated Britain. with a case

study of the 1928 English schoolgirl tour of Canada. The tour a1so provides a statement

of what a Briùsh Canada in the late 1920s should 00. Chapter six shows the pcrsistenee

and changes in colonial identity through the 1930s, and then documents the effects of

World War il in re-defining and shifting this identity towards centering Canada. Chapter

seven examines the innovaùve work of the IODE in memorialization and considers war

memorials as producers of identity, tmcing shifts l'rom British to Canadian spaee. Chapter

eight looks at Cold War Canada and, ineluding the often ignorcd gendering of democr.ley,

looks at the effeets of the Communist threat on Canadian identity. It argues that the

IODE's representation of democracy changed during the Cold War and that this change

involved an ideologieal as weIl as a spatial shift-'o North American space. Chapter nine

continues the influences of the United States and looks to the IODE's most rccent projects
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in the Canadian North and the convergence of Canadian identity and space. It covers the

demise of the 'racial hierdl"chy' and the IODE's response away from immigrants toward

canadianizing Canadians. Further. chapter nine shows the IODE increasingly negolialing

a position away from govemment. moving towards children and individuals as the focus

of il~ 'charity'. Chapter ten concludes the thesis with an examination of the contemporary

fr.lgmentation of previous identity. At the same lime considerable continuity with, and re

presentation of the past is revealed.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE CONSTRUCTION OF COLONIAL IDENTITY

This chapter discusses where in the geogr.lphy. history. postcolonial and feminisl

literatures a study of the IODE contributes to a new understanding of colonialism and

hegemony. Central to these re-workings is the critique of tolalizing discourse: lhat is. of

the stable. binary ideology that produced hegemonic identity through daims of total

power. In calling for the recognition of their respective differcnce. both feminism and

postcolonialism have based their projects on questioning such hegemonic slructures. Yel.

ironically. both postcolonialism and feminism have based their struggles. political and

academic. on their own essential identities: a contradiction that is reflected in the pamllel

unfolclings of these two literatures. Bringing them together. the major points of departurc

relevant for a study of the IODE are in understanding the hegemonic as constantly

produced and as constructed out of the difference that it dominates. Further. post-

essentialist concepts of space and identity that emphasize the importance of locality and

historical context challenge and reconsider theories of colonialism.

PART ONE

Absolute Hegemony

Hegemony can be considered as the epitome of enlightenment thinking. It is

traclitionally political rule or domination. especially in relations between states.' The tools

of hegemony are the imperial projects of conquest. domination. colonization and

assimilation. The key success of hegemonic projects is in the assertion of power and

1 Raymond Williams. "Selections l'rom Marxism and Literature". 585-608. in Nicholas
B. Dirks. Geoff Eley and Sherry B. Ortne! eds. 1994. CultureIPowerlHistory. A Reader
in Contemporary Social Theory. Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press, 595.
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supcriority through daims to dominate space and identity. In the 'age of discovery'

achieving hegemony provided the justification, as weil as the method, for imperial

expansion, and the colonization of terrïtory.

Academic disciplines such as geography, anthropology and history have existed

to create and pcrpctuate such totalizing discourse. In geography, however, to question

colonialism is to question the discipline of geography itself, as the 'geographical tradition'

has often bcen developed in hegemonic institutions.~ As Godlewska and Smith point out,

geography's "'colonial encounter' is only beginning to bc re-evaluated criticaIly, but it is

alrcady clear that the very formation and institutionalization of the discipline was

intricately bound up with impcrialism.,,) Implicating the discipline of geography in

impcrialism as a 'too1 of empire' has received a considerable amount of attention, as the

relations bctween modem geography and European colonialism during the 'age of empire'

(1870-1914) have come under focus.olS In his eriticai examination of the discipline

Livingstone has recently noted, "the teaching of geography was thus itself an impcriai

~ Sec Derek Gregory. 1994. Geographicallmaginations. Oxford U.K. and Cambridge
MA.: Blaekwell, 1994; R. Butlin. 1993. Historical Geography: Through the Gates of
Space and Time. London: Edward Arnold; David N. Livingstone. 1993. The Geographical
Tradition: Episodes in the History of a Contested Enterprise. Oxford, U.K. and
Cambridge, MA.: BlaekwelI; and D. R. Stoddart. 1986. On Geography and its History.
New York: Blackwell.

) Anne Godlewska and Neil Smith eds. 1994. Geography and Empire, Oxford U.K.
and Cambridge MA.: Blackwell, 4.

• Sec F. Driver. 1992. "Geography's Empire: Histories of Geographical Knowledge."
Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 10, 23-40.

$ Ibid, 27. Sec Paul de La Blache. 1926. Principles ofHuman Geography. New York:
H. Holt and Company.
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task and the encour.lgement of what Mackinder called 'thinking geogr.lphically' part of a

strategy to secure the 'maintenance and progress of our Empire."'· Persistent themes in

imperial geographies include exerting domination through voyages of discovery. mapping.

and conquest.7 Theories served to naturalize and justify the imperi:ll order in the language

of scientific geography. For example. RalZel saw thc state as an expanding organism. wi.h

potential for unlimited power.g

A Marxist perspective provides an alternative critique of geography and

irnperialism. In 1976 Lacoste forthrightly identified the geographical enterprise with

warfare.9 A year later Hudson made the explicit military conneetion to the Prussian

rnilitary schools and their influence on the form of institutional geographylO. an approach

expanded upon nine years later by Wisner, in whieh he in turn refers back to Lacoste:

Geography developed nicely as an aid to imperial expansion. It mapped
new lands and helped conquer and pacify them. The past is bloody and

6 David N. Livingstone 1993, 194. Halford Maekinder, was a geogr.lpher famous for
his expansionist theories of heartland and hinterland. He said this in 19 ~ 1.

7 See Richard Hartshorne's summary in The Nature of Geography. 1958. American
Association of Geographers: Washington, aIso Butlin, Livingstone and Tim Unwin. 1992.
The Place ofGeography. Harlow, Essex, England and New York: Longman Scientific and
Technicai.

8 David N. Livingstone 1993, 201. See Friedrich RatzeL 1896. "The Territorial
Growth of States." Scottish Geographical Magazine, 12, 351-61.

9 Yves Lacoste. 1976. La Géographie ça sert d'abord à faire la guerre. Paris:
Maspcro. Sec aIso Ben Wisner. 1986."Geography: War or Peace Studies?" Debates and
Reports. Antipode, 18,2,217-217. Sec aIso D. R. Stoddart, and B. Hudson. 1977. "The
New Geography and the New Imperialism 1870 - 1914" Antipode, 9,1, 12-19 and D.
Harvey 1974 "What Kind of Geography for What Kind of Public Policy?" Transactions
of the lnstitute of British Geographers, 6, 3.

10 B. Hudson, 19TI..
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compromised, and there would seem to be more than a grain of truth in
Lacoste's (1976) dictum: "La géograph;e, ça sert, d'abord. à faire la
guerre." (Geography serves, first and foremost, to wage war)."

Geographers in the 1970s and 1980s picked up on the Marxist critiques of imperial

domination and oppression developed by Lenin and Luxemburg.'2 Centering economic

domination, the kcy to ovcrthrowing imperialism was seen in international class struggle.

Such work. however, was firrnly based upon essentialist spaces and identities. The

hegemonic was absolutc. and not produced. Attention to the resistance of the Third World

was broached by Luxemburg, with a recognition of the exploitation of indigenous peoples.

In The Accumularion of Capital, Luxemburg detailed the effects of the onslaught of

"capitalist incursion into non-capitalist economies". displacing and destroying the lives

and lands of rnany.13 Such critique, however, remained within the eurocentric identities

of proletariat and bourgeosis. Despite their critique of the ethics of colonialisrn, therefore.

Marxist critiques by geographers often rernain caught in the essentialist thinking of

irnperialism. with little attempt to challenge or destabilize the absolute structure, which

therefore retains its hegemonic status.

Il Ben Wisner 1986, 212. For a recent surnmary of geography's complicity in war see
Andrew Kerby. 1994. "What Did You Do in the War Daddy?". 300-315, in Godlewska
and Smith eds. 1994.

12 Vladimir Lenin. 1921. Imperialism The Bighest Stage of Capitalism: a Popular
Outline. New York: International Publishers, 1939 edition; K. L Tarburk. cd. 1972. R.
Luxemburg and N. Bukllarin. Imperialism and the Accumulation of Capital. London:
Penguin.

13 P. Frolich. 1972. Rosa Luxemburg: Ber Life and Work. New York: Monthly
Review Press. 156.
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ProducOO Hegemony

Of vital importance in understanding how hegemony is achieved was the move to

conceptualize it as 'constructed' or 'produced'. In his re-working of Marxism. Antonio

Gramsci suggested a more dynamic concept. with room for a combination of force and

consent. According to Gramsci, 'civil society' was the sphere in which a dominant social

group organised consent through hegemonic regimes: as opposed to a 'political society'

where hegemonic power was achieved by coereive rule and direct domination. In a

society subject to change, culture and politics beeome important as the means of

complicity in supporting hegemonic projects:

What we can do, for the moment, is to fix !WO major superstructur.ll
'levels': the one that can be called 'civil society', that is the ensemble of
organisms commonly called 'private', and that of 'political society' or 'the
state'. These two levels correspond on the one hand to the function of
'hegemony' which the dominant group exercises throughout society and on
the other hand to that of 'direct domination' or command exercised through
the state and Juridical' govemment. The functions in question arc precisely
organizational and connective."

More recently, Raymond Williams bas suggested that "Gramsci therefore introduced the

necessary recognition of dominance and subordination in what has still, howevcr, to he

recognised as a whole process." 15

In understanding the hegemonic as process it is possible to see how it might he

dismantled. Therefore, concepts of resistance and dynamics have providcd useful political

14 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, X. "Intellectuals and
Education", 306 in David Forgaes. 00. 1988. An Antonio Gramsci Reader. Selected
Writings 1916·1935. New York: Schonken Books.

15 Raymond Williams 1977.595.
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frameworks for 'colonized' groups. and theoretical frarneworks for postcolonial scholars.

Gregory writes of Gramsci that "his discussions of hegemony. of uneven developmem and

of the plurality of political struggles provide an important conceptual grid for insurgent

(postcolonial) historiogr.lphy."'" Gr.lmsci's concept of the 'subaltern' introduced the

possibility for dominated social groups to organize their opposition and construct an

alternative hegemony.17 Gr.unsci defined subaltern, a word for a rank in the military,'8 as

a state of being "prevented from ever bec~ming dominant or from developing beyond the

economic-corpor.lte stage and rising to the phase of ethico-political hegemony in civil

society, and of domination in the state.,,'9 Gr.lffisci suggested that:

Deprived of historical initiative, incontinuous but disorganic expansion,
unable to go beyond a certain qualitative level, which still remains below
the level of the possession of the state and of the real exercise of
hegemony over the whole of society which alone permits a certain organic
equilibrium in the development of the intellectual group.~

This notion of marginalisation has appealed to the Indian Subaltern School, who are

16 Derek Gregory 1994, 184.

17 Antonio Gramsci 1988, 306.

'8 According to Spivak "the word was used under censorship by Gramsci: he called
Marxism 'monism', and was obliged to call the proletarian 'subaltern'. That word, used
under duress, has becn transformed into the description of everything that does not fall
under a strict class analysis. 1 like that, because it has no theoretical rigor." Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak. 1987. "Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography." in In
Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural PoUties. New York: Routledge, 197-221,209.

19 Antonio Gramsci 1988, 210.

:!Il Ibid. 351.
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committed to the subaltem as historical "subject-restor.llion."" Postcolonial seholar Spivak

has also used the concept of the subaltem to discuss the position of postcolonial

academics. She states that "situated within the CUITent academic theatre of cultural

imperialism. with a certain carte d'entrée into the élite ateliers in France. 1 bring news of

power-lines within the palace."~

Gramsci's theorics of hegemony are also influential in the work of Henri Lefebvre.

Working l'rom within a structuralist framework. Lefebvre highlights the importance of

culture. while retaining hegemony as a useful concept for understanding the status quo:

Hegemony implies more than an influence. more even than the permanent
use of repressive violence. It is exereised over society as a whole. culture
and knowledge included. and generally via human mediation: policies.
political leaders. parties. as also a good many intellectuals and experts. Il
is exereised. therefore. over both institutions and ideas. The ruling class
seeks to maintain its hegemony by all available means. and knowledgc is
one such means.2.'

Also following Gramsci. there is the recognition that hegcmony opcrJtes bcyond direct

force, with knowledge being a vital instrument of control. Laclau and Mouffe drJw upon

Gramsci to further re-work Marxism to build a radical democratic politics that is relevant

21 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. 1990. "Negotiating the Structures of Violence" in
Sarah Harasym. ed. The Post-Colonial Critic. Interviews. Strategies. Dialogues. London
and New York: Routledge. Ranajit Guha. 1982-82. Subaltem Studies: Writings on South
Asian History and Society, vols 1-4. Delhi and NY: Oxford University Press.

22 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak 1987.221.

23 Henri Lefebvre. 1991. The Production of Space. Oxford, U.K. and Cambridge,
USA: Blackwell, 10.
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to the end of the twentieth century .~"

Gr.lmsci's introduction of culture into the workings of hegemony was an important

development. Raymond Williams has expanded upon Gramsci's ideas, moving further

away from binary structures, to view Iived hegemony as a constant process, rather than

a system or a structure. The hegemonic can never be singular, and "does not juS!

passively exist as a form of dominance. Il has continually to be renewed, recreated,

defended, and modified. It is also continually resisted, Iimited, altered, challenged by

pressures not at all il~ own.,,2.'

With the hegemonic understood as process, the concept of 'imperialism', of the

expansion of empires from a rigid metropole to periphery, can be replaced with a more

encompassing 'colonialism', of the influences of the imperial power in the colony, and the

subjugation and resistance of indigenous peoples; and absolute hegemony replaced with

'colonial discourses', that is, a set of shifting, recursive and unequal power relations

between different geographic regions. The discourse of colonialism has become an

important element in an overall questioning of totalizing knowledge and the 'tradition' of

western intellectual inquiry.26 The previously unquestioned grand narratives of the West

have becn de-eentered, and there is a "growing unease with the universalizing pretensions

2. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe. 1985. Hegemony and SociaList Straregy:
Towards a RadicaL Democratie PoUtics. London: Verso and Chantal Mouffe. ed. 1992.
Dùnensions ofRadicaL Democracy: PLuraLism, Cirizenship and Communily. London and
New York: Verso.

2S Raymond Williams 1994,598.

26 Derek Gregory 1994, 14.
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of Enlightenment rmionality."17 The use of essential categories is problematized. leaving

western intellectual thought with the sense of the "Ioss of European history and culture

as History and Culture. the loss of their unquestioned place at the centre of the world. ,,'"

In such a climate. theories of 'cultur.ll imperialism' are rapidly emerging.

Bhabha hOlS summarized the postcolonial perspective :1.' soci:11 criticism concerned

with unequal and uneven processes of representation of the once-colonized Third World

by the West that rejects "any nationalist pedagogy that sets up the relations of Third

World and First World in a binary structure of opposition. recognising that the social

boundaries between the First and Third Worlds are far more complex.,,1. This postcolonial

perspective is a1so taken up by descendants of colonizing powers in places such :1.'

Australia and New Zealand. that. a1though not Third World'. have built national identity

on rejecting being defined as inferior to Britain.

PowerlKnowledge

With the questioning of structurally led inquiry, writers have attemptcd to replace

grand totalizing narratives with strategie 'genealogieal' analyses.JO Discourse and

27 Anne Phillips. 1993. Demoeracy and Difference. University Park, PA.: Pennsylvania
Smte University Press. 5.

28 Robert Young. 1990. White Mythologies: Writing History and the West. London
and New York: Routledge, 20.

29 Homi K. Bhabha. "Conference Presentation" in Philomena Mariani ed, 1991.
Critical Fictions, The PoUtics of Imaginative Writing. Seattle: Bay Press. 62-65, 63.

30 Michel Foucault. 1978. The History of SexuaUry l, New York: Pantheon Books;
Michel Foucault. 1980. Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings. 1972
1977. New York: Pantheon Books. and Michel Foucault. 1970. The Order of Things: an
Archaeology of the Human Sciences. London: Tavistock Publications.
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genealo3ical analyscs look critically at the construction of the hegemonic as colonial

knowledge. Discourse theory. the critical study of the construction of power and

knowledge. ha~ gained insight from the writings of Michel Foucault. whose "mapping of

social power" and whose "deconstruction" of the power of centres. such as Empire. has

been particularly usefulto those who seek to understand the construction of colonialism.JI

The totality of the hegemonic centre can be further destabilized. which is of particular

appcal to those who. like Thomas Richards. assert that "an empire is partly a fiction. No

nation can close il~ hand around the world; the reach of any nation's empire a1ways

exceeds its final gr.l.~p. "n Benedict Anderson has destabilized the absolute power of

empires by suggesting that they arc 'imagined'. He shows the ways in which knowledge.

in the form of census. maps and museums, "profoundly shaped the way in which the

colonial state imagined its dominion - the nature of the human beings it ruled. the

geogmphy of its domain, and the legitimacy of ilS ancestry.'033 As an approach. 'discourse

analysis' has become a means of intervention. of reveaJing the ways in which colonial and

impcrial discourses have informed, for example. "ail aspeclS of Victorian culture and

society.").l Anne McClintock suggeslS that "impcrialism and the invention of race were

~I John Frow and Meaghan Morris eds. 1993. Australian Cultural Studies, A Reader.
Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, xxvi.

~~ Thomas Richards. 1993. The Imperial Archive: Knowledge and the Fantasy of
Empire. London and New York: Verso, 27.

~~ Benedict Anderson. 1991. Imagined Communities: Reftections on the Origin and
Spread ofNationalism. 2nd ed. London and New York: Verso, 164.

).l Patrick Brantlinger. 1988. Rule of Darkness: British Literature and Imperialism,
1830-1914. Ithaca NY.• Cornell University Press, x, intro.. Another example is Lisa
Bloom. 1993. Gender on Ice: American Ideologies of Polar Expeditions. Minneapolis:
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fundarnental aspects of Western. industrial modernity.".1~

The idea that the hegemonic is produced is vital ln showing the IODE ;IS

representatives of a hegemonic order of colonialism. There would be no pl;\ce for the

IODE in an absolute hegemony of androcentric domination and ruk'. The IODE has

produced knowledge in places that are more complicated than labelled 'cultural' or

'economic'. Focusing on the IODE as a Canadian organization loyalto the imperial centre

rejeclS stable structures of imperialism that much work in geogr.lphy has replieated. lt also

engages with a local context that seeks to complicate broad 'postcolonial' genef".llizations.

Recursive Difference

This thesis argues that the IODE has constructed hegemonic identity in relation

to the very difference that it has dominated. The recursive relationship between marginal

and dominant groups in producing hegemony was explained by Raymond Williams nearly

twenty years ago when he stated that "the reality of cultuml process must then always

indude the efforts and contributions of those who are in one way or another oUL~ide or

at the edge of the terms of the specific hegemony:'" Since this statement. the place of

'the other' has received extensive attention that has a1tered the understanding of

domination.

University of Minnesota Press. Bloom defines colonial discourse as "rhetorical slf".Itegies
used to manage and control popular scientific knowledges in the course of United States
expansion and domination" and then questions Arnerican ideologies of polar expeditions.
problematizing the racist and masculinist narratives that have been dominant for much of
this century.

35 Anne McClintock. 1995. Imperial Leather: Race. Gender and Sexuality in the
Colonial Contest. London and New York. Routledge, 5.

36 Raymond Williams 1994,599.
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InDueneed by Foucault. the work of Edward Said explores colonial discourse. ln

his inDuentiai book Orientalism. Said analyzes the Orient a.s a discourse of the West

"ba.sed on the Oriem's special place in European Western experience.")7 Saio shows how

a hegemonic European centre constructed an oriental 'other')". Said's work ha.s advanced

the study of marginalization. with the study of colonial discourse blossoming "into a

garden wherc the marginal can speak and be spoken to. even spoken for. ,,)9

Nichola.s Dirks builds upon the work of Said to show colonialism as "re-creating

Europe and its others through its histories of conquest and rule.",", Dirks further

complicates the workings of hegemony by going so far as to suggest that western colonial

nations "did not simply exploit colonized naùons for economic profit. but depended upon

the process of colonizaùon and colonial rule for securing the naùon-state itself';

developing western control through capitalism and "even achieving international cultural

hegemony in area.s ranging l'rom fashion to the novel-bringing both colonialism and

culture back home."·'

The concept of 'narraùve' is useful 10 shift the focus on empire and imperialism

37 ln a new aftcrword Said says that "Orientalism. now seems to me a collecùve
book that 1 think supersedes me as its author more than 1 could have expect~d when 1
wrote it". Edward W. Said. 1994. Orientalism. 2nd ed (fust ed. 1978). New York: Vintage
Books. 330.

)li Ibid.

J9 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. 1993. Ourside in the Teaching Machine. New York:
Routiedge. 56.

'"' Nicholas B. Dirks. 1992. "Introducùon: Colonialism and Culture", 1-25. in Nicholas
B. Dirks cd. Colonialism and Culture. Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press. 3.

•, Ibid. 4.
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from singular gr-.md theory to multiple. incomplete and contested discourses. Bhabha

asserts that .. nations. like narratives. lose their origins in the myths of time and only fully

rcalize their horizons in the mind's eve.""~ Meanwhile. Said has reeentiv suggested that.. . .......

"the power to narmte or block other nalT.ltives t'rom fonning and elllerging. is very

important to culture and imperialism and constitutes one of the main connections between

them. ""3 With the 'text' as central. narmtive as a mode of inquiry inlo the hegemonic is

of great use in work that seeks authority for postcolonial texts.....

It is ironic that the postcolonial challenge seeks a voice for marginalised peoples.

yet its theories have been largely influenced by great western thinkers. Robert Young

eriticises Said for remaining "unselfconsciously within that European cultuml heritage".

making assumptions which he himself describcs and criticizes.""~ Bryan Turner is also

critical of Said's Iiter-.uy focus, suggcsting that in Culture and ImperialislIl, "Said is

perhaps too prone to see the problem at the level of literary production in the work of

famous writers and artists mther than focusing on the everyday nature of imperial

42 Honù K. Bhabha ed, 1990. Nation and Narration. London and New York:
Routledge, l, intro..

43 Edward Said. 1993. Culture and Imperialism, London: Virago, xiii.

.... See Linda Hutcheon. 1991. "'Circling the Downspout of Empire': Post-Colonial and
Postmodern Ironies." 69-95 in Splitting Images: Contemporary Canadian Ironies. Toronto:
Oxford and New York. Oxford University Press, Stephen Slemon and Helen Tiffin. eds.
1989. After Europe: Critical Theory and Post-Colonial Writing. Austr-<lIia: Dangaroo
Press, Bill Ashcroft. Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin. 1989. The Empire Writes Back:
Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literature. London and New York: Routlcdge.

4S Robert Young, White Mythologies, 139.
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penetration of cultures via the materiality of commodity exehanges.""6 Postcolonial

scholars arc therefore caught in an awkward position between political activism and

intellectual inquiry. Post-colonial scholars themselves. as subalterns. have defended their

engagement with western theory. Spivak writes that "the call to boycott of so-ealled

complete western male theories is c1ass-interested and dangerous. For me. the agenda has

been to stake out the theories' Iimits. construetively to use them. ,,"7

The use of western theories in postcolonial work has led to imperialism remaining

as something that happened elsewhere. Nicholas Thomas considers the paramount irony

of eontempor.lry colonial studies to be that critics and scholars. "who one presumes wish

to expose the false universality and hegemony of imperial expansion and modernization.

seem unwilling themselves to rcnounce the aspiration of theorizing globally on the basis

of particular stmnds in European philosophy:·...

There is work that moves from an imperial scale to the domain of civil society.

Bhabha writes of the need to "think beyond narratives of originary and initial

subjeetivities and to focus on those moments or processes that are produced in the

articulation of cultuml differences"; of 'in-between' spaces and interstices of difference

where "the intersubjective and collective experiences of narionness, community interest,

46 Bryan S. Turner. 1994. Orientalism, Posrmodemism and Globalism. London and
New York: Routledge, 18.

47 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak 1993. x.

...' Nicholas Thomas. 1994. Colonialism's Culture: Anthropology. Trave~ and
Govemment. Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press, x.
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or cultural value :!fe negotiated."JQ He er.:dits li:minism with "making visihle the

forgetting of the 'unhomcly' moment in civil society": how patriarehy has eontined women

to a space constructed as away From civil society. and instead to redraw domestie spaees

to view "the personal-is-the political: the world-ill-the home."jll

Such work still relies. however. upon liter.lry texts. with cultu•.!l materialist work

remaining largely separ.!te From colonial discourse stlldies.
j
' With civil society ;L~ her

point of departure. Iris Marion Young theorizes cultu•.!l imperialism as "the

universalization of a dominant group's experience and culture. and its estahlishment as the

norm."S2 She asserts:

Those living under cultu•.!1 imperialism find themselves defined From the
outside. positioned, placed by a network of dominant meanings they
experience as arising From elsewhere. From those with whom they do not
identify and who do not identify with them. Consequently, the dominant
culture's stereotyped and interiorized images of the !;roup members at least
to the extent that they are forced to react to behaviour of others influeneed

-9 Homi Bhabha. 1994. The Locution of Culture. London and New York: Routledge,
introduction. 2.

SIl Ibid. 10.

SI See the voluminous Marxist-influeneed, empirical "Studies in Imperialism" coming
out of Britain. Espccially. John M. MacKenzie. 1984. Propuganda und Empire: the
Munipulation ofBritish Public Opinion. 1880-1960. Manchester: Manchester University
Press; J. A. Mangan. ed. 1993. The Imperial Curriculum: Racia.' Images and Education
in the British Colonial Experience. London and New York: Routledge; J. A. Mangan cd.
1990. Making Imperial Mentalities: Socialisation and British 1mperialism. Manchester:
Manchester University Press; J. A. Mangan ed. 1988. Pleasure. Profit. Proselytism:
British Culture and Spon at Home and Abroad. 1700-1914. London and Totowa, NJ: F.
Cass; J. A. Mangan. 1986. The Games Ethic and 1mperialism: Aspects of the Diffusion
ofan Ideal. Harmondsworth: Viking.

52 Iris Marion Young. 1990. Justice and the Politics of Difference. Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 59.
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b h · <1Y t ose Jmagcs;·

Young draws attention to the complexity of conditions ln colonized space. a factor

standardized and ovcrlookcd by a totalizing imperialism.

De-stabilizing the binary relationship between centre and periphery aiso

complicates the responses of the colonized. with everyday practices supporting. but also

changing conditions. Benedict Anderson has drawn attention to cases of colonized peoples

"who have every reason to l'cel hatred for their imperialist rulers" instead being inspired

by the power of patriotism and l".Icism to "love and often profoundly self-sacrifking

lovc."54

Studying colonialism in Canada with the IODE as representatives, reveals the

limits of theories of colonialism that Ieave imperialism as a stable category. In twentieth

century Canada, colonial identity has been imposed not directly by a British imperial

centre, but by their descendants in Canada, who have supported, yet at the same time

changed, imperial institutions. Carl Berger's influential study of Canadian imperial

ideology dmws attention to how, for Canada, imperial tics to Britain could be a way of

incrca.~ing the power of the nation.55 Such theories of colonialism as multiple processes

are now becoming common place, rejecting imperialism as beginning in a European

metropole and expanding outward. Instead colonialism becomes "a moment when new

53 Ibid.

Sol Benedict Anderson 1991. 142.

!o.< Carl Berger. 1970. The Sense of Power: Studies in the ldeas of Canadian
lmperialism, 1867-1914. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. Berger's androcentric
perspective finds Iittle room for the presence and influence of the IODE.
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encounters within the world tàcilitated the fi.mn:llion of categories of metn>polc and

colony in the tirst place."%

Geography's Response

While geography debates the directions to take in the study of coloni:llism. outsidc

of the discipline a gcographic perspective. in which spatialmctaphors arc in frcqucnt usc.

has become popular.~7 From a variety of perspcctives. intlucntial commcnt:ltors on

colonialism arc making space centr.ll to thdr discussions. Bhabha writcs that "wc must

never forget that the establishment of colonized space profoundly informs and historic:llly

contests the emergence of those so-called post-Enlightenmcnt valucs :Issociatcd with thc

notion of modem stability."~K Dirks writes that "if geography and identity seem :Ilways

to have been closely related. the age of discovery charted out new possibilities for this

relationship."~9 In Culture and Imperialism Edward Said claims to bc writing "a kind of

geogmphical inquiry into historical experience""" and states that "Imperialism afteral1 is

an act of geogmphical violence through which virtually every spacc in the world is

explored. charted. and finally brought under control."" He wriles lhal. "Wc musl speak

~6 Nicholas Dirks 1992. 6.

~7 See Felix Driver. 1994. "New Perspectives on the History and Philosophy of
Geogr.lphy." Progress in HlI1IIan Geography. 18. 1.92-\00. In Geo!iraphy and Empire.
Godlewska and Smith ask "How. in short did r.lce and gender as wcl1 as class relations
interweave in the construction of empire. a1beit in very different places and times'!". 6.

5. Homi K. Bhabha 1991. 64.

59 Nicholas Dirks 1992. 6.

60 Edward Said 1993. 6.

61 Ibid, 271.
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of overlapping territories. intertwined histories common to men and women, whites and

non-whites. dwellers in the metropolïs and on the peripheries. pa~t as present and future;

these territories and histories can only be seen from the perspective of the whole of

secular human history. ,,1,2

Sorne geogr.lphers do see the ccntrality of geography to current debates.o'

Choosing to intervene "in a discourse rather than a discipline,"... Derek Gregory states

that. "Ali 1seek to do is make a series of incisions into the convcntional historiography

of geography and show that its str.ltegic episodes can be made to speak to many other

histories."OlOthers who cali into question geography's place in the project of modernity

and in the construction of western knowledge sense strong resistance to re-thinking

geogmphy's position. Jonathan Crush suggests that "the very idea that the discipline as

a whole needs de-colonizing is Iikely to be treated with scepticism if not derision in

mainstream circles."'>l> Felix Driver writes that the "strong hold that the colonial frame of

mind has upon the 'subject' "is held responsible for a lack of critical reflection on

geogmphy and empire and that it will be very difficult to change. ,,07 He elaborates that

the writings of past geogmphers are "so satumted with colonial and imperial themes that

~ Edward Said 1993. 72.

6, See Felix Driver. 1994.

... Derek Gregory 1994. 14.

6l Ibid. 3.

66 Jonathan Crush "Postcolonialism. De-colonization, and Geography" in God1ewska
and Smith eds, 333-350. 334.

67 Felix Driver 1992. 26.



to problematize their mle is to challenge the very St:\tllS of the modern discipline. "h'

There is. however. a sllbstantial amollnt of work in the discipline exploring

colonial discourses. Geogmphers :Ire questioning previously taken for granted centres. and

following the self-rel1ective 'crisis of representation' throughout the social sciences. :\re

challenging their positionality as researchers inseparable l'rom the picture that they

present"· Following the work of Gmmsci. Williams. Said. Foucault :md others. exploring

European hegemonic discourses is a relevant area for intervention in cultural and

historical geogmphy. Anderson and Gaylc writc that al'ter many years of research in

cultural geogmphy and other disciplines "on the "ways of life" of "other" communities,

it seems timely to show the sense in which Europeans' constitution of realily had ils own

exotic and ilegemonic quality. ,,71l Theories of the hegcmonic and Ihe boundaries that Ihese

discourses have maintained are speaking to difference and marginalily, the concerns of

geographers as postcolonial scholars.7I Previously considered 'neutml' centres have come

6ll Ibid. Through the 1950s, work in geogmphy assumed that colonization was a just
and 'natural' event. See, for example. R. J. Harrison Chureh. 1951. Modem C%nizalion.
London, New York, Melbourne, Sydney, Cape Town: Hutchinson's University Libmry.
In P. T. Bauer. 1957. Economie Analysis and Policy in Underdeveloped Counlries. Duke
University Commonwealth Studies Center. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 75,
'racial' characteristics were still explained by "climactic and other environmental factors".

69 For an example sec James Clifford and George E. Marcus eds. 1986. Wriling
Culture: The Poetics and Polilics of Ethnography. Berkeley: University of California
Press.

70 Kay Anderson and Fay Gale eds. 1992. Inventing Places: Sludies in Cultural
Geography. Melbourne: Longman. 33.

7\ For an examp1e in geography see Garth Myers '''From Stinkibar to the Island.
Metropolis.' The Geography of British Hegemony in Zanzibar." In Godlewska and Smith
eds 1994.215.
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under question. Whcreas 'race' was previously seen as an absolute. it is now takcn as

being socially constructed. a statement of difference that underpins colonialism.n

Anderson's work on Vancouver's Chinatown focuses on the construction of Chinatown

according to Europcan ideologies of 'mce' the hegemonic policies those idcas have

shaped.73 The edited collection COIISlrUClions of Race, Place and Nalion cxamincs the

social construction of 'mcc' and 'nation,.7. Recently. Ecumene has devoted a special issue

to "Colonialism and postcolonialism in the formcr British Empirc", in which papers

"cxaminc thc appropriation and tmnsformation of mcanings of naturc, place and space

undcr British colonialism, and thcir prcliminary unmvclling in a postcolonial era.,,75

Influcnccd by work that dcconstructs hcgemonic centres, this thesis studies the

IODE. Furthcr to rc-thinking 'r.lcc' and c1ass, gender is a vital component of colonialism

that has been overlooked. Part two focuses on feminist contributions to colonialism,

discussing how feminism has developed critiques of the hegemonic that challenge

totalizing discourses.

on Sec Audrey Kobayashi and Linda Peake. 1994. "Unnatural Discourse. 'Race' and
Gender in Geography," Gender, Place and Cullure, 1,2,225-243.

73 Kay J. Anderson. 1991. Vancouver's Chinalown: Racial Discourse in Canada,
1875-1980. Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 24. Anderson draws upon
GrJJllSci's concem with "how dominant 'historical blacks' secure legitimacy for their
projecls and assimilate other groups to them", and how these blacks are successful not
through indactrination or coercion, but as more and more people come to interpret their
own interests and consciousness of thernselves in the 'unifying discourse"'.

74 Peter Jackson and Jan Penrose eds. 1993. Constructions ofRace. Place and Nation.
London: UCL Press and Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994.

75 James Duncan and Denis Cosgrove. 1995. ed in special Issue, "Colonialism and
Postcolonialism in the former British Empire," Ecumene 1995,2,2, 127-128.
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PARTTWO

Geography, Feminism and Colonialism

Feminism offers a substantial challenge to the construction of colonialisl11 in

geography. In an overwhelmingly androcentric discipline. a critical feminist perspective

has recently emerged.7b When 'feminist geogr.lphy' arose in the 1970s and 1980s. it did

so influenced by general currents in 'alternative' geogmphy, Therefore. it was largely

Marxist in perspective. with a concentr.ltion on cconomic and welfare issues that reilied

essentialist spaces. Women were accordcd a stable 'gendcr ralc' in industrialization and

urban development as part of a process of changing relations between the activities of

production and reproduction of labour powcr.77 The Anripode debate of the mid-1980s

problematized and extended the Marxist fmmework and considercd the position of women

beyond gender roles. with critical attention given to theorizing patriarchy, sexuality and

gender relations."

76 Gillian Rose. 1993. Feminism and Geography: The Limils of Geographical
Knowledge. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 4.

77 See Linda McDowell. 1983, ''Towards an Understanding of the Gender Division
of Urban Space",59 -72, Environmenr and Planning D: Society and Space, 1; L. Mc
Dowell and D. Massey. 1984. "A Woman's Place?" in D. Massey and J. Allen, Geography
Matters! Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 128 - 147; Suzanne MacKenzie and
Damaris Rose, "Industrial Change, the Domestic Economy and Home Life." in J. S.
Duncan and R. Hudson eds. 1983. Redundant Spaces in Cities and Regions? Studies in
Industrial Decline and Social Change. London: Academic Press.

" Until the questioning by J. Foord and N. Gregson, "Patriarchy: Towards a
reconceptualisation", Antipode,.I8,.186-211, Marxist approaches had dominated
geography. This sparked a debate. L. McDowell replied with "Beyond Patriarchy: A
Class-based Explanation of Women's Subordination", Antipode, 18, 311-321. Then L.
Knopp and M. Lauria added "Gender Relations as a Particular Form of Social Relations"
Antipode, 19, 48-53, questioning Foord and Gregson's definition of patriarchy and
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For rnany years. historical geography was rnasculinist. producing "a historical

landscape in which only half of the residents are norrnally visible", and "giving seant

attention to issues of gender. race, and carrying on analysis at levels that excluded

wornen's experiences. ,,79 Where wornen have appeared. they have been seen as "possessive

constructions". that is, as wives or parts of farnilies of men.8O Furtherrnore. Jeanne Kay

suggests that the need to consider the 'private world' will not be an easy task. "the broad

scale at which historical geographers still work cannot easily accommodate either gender-

balanced research nor useful tests of culltlral adaptation."SI With the size of unit studied

bcing so srnall. it will take considerable reconceptualisation to forrnulate broad

generalisations.ll2

The 1990s has seen the mpid ernergence of a feminist critique of 'imperial

geogr.lphy' that directly confronts the masculinist. imperial nature of the discipline. both

theoretically and empirically. In 1991. in a debate in The Transactions of the Institute of

sexuality. Then J. Gier and J. Walton added "Some Problems with Reconceptualising
Patriarchy". Antipode•. 19. 54-54. carrying the argument further. Then L. Johnson came
back with a Marxist perspective "(Un) Realist Perspectives: Patriarchy and Feminist
Challenges in Geogmphy." Antipode. 19.210-215.

79 Jeanne Kay. 1991. "Landscapes of Women and Men: Rethinking the Regional
Historical Geogmphy orthe United States and Canada." Journal ofHistorical Geography.
17.4.435-452.435. On the exclusion of women from historical geography see Jeanne
Kay. 1990. "Commentary on Articles by Meinig. Joi'dan. and Homsby. The Future of
Historical Geography in the United States." Annals of the Association of American
Geographers. 80. 4. 618-623. and Gillian Rose and Miles Ogbom. 1988. "Debale:
Feminism and historical geography." Journal of Historical Geography. 14. 4. 405-409.

80 Jeanne Kay 1990. 620.

SI Ibid.

ll2 "eanne Kay 1991. 43€.
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British Geographers. Stoddart defended his masculinist work on the history of the

discipline against Mona Oomosh's assertions that "Our histories of geography arc sexist

not only because they do not include women. but because they arc based on definitions

of geography and history that have been male defined...•3 As examples in her critique.

Oomosh uses women explorers. It is toward travel writers and explorers that geogr.lphers

have turned to recover a previously ignored place for women in the production of

irnperial space.8< Stoddart's reaction to Oomosh was to suggest that sorne women should

be studied. but that it should be as an aside to his construction of totalizing

knowledge.ll5

The reaction to feminist approaches in historical geography is often to

rnisunderstand the 'place' being sought for women. failing to engage with fcminist

challenges to space and identity. This is a view cxpressed by Godlewska and Smith in

the introduction to Geography and Empire:

There can be no doubt that imperial geographies were gendcred practices.

83 Mona Oomosh. 1991. "Toward a Feminist Historiography of Geography."
Transactions ofthe Institute ofBritish Geographers. 16, 95-104; David R. Stoddart. 1991.
"Do We Need a Fexpinist Historiography of Geography - and If We Do, What Should It
Be?" Transactions of the Institute of British Geograplzers. 16, 484-487; and Mona
Oomosh. 1991. "Beyond The Frontiers Of Geographical Knowledge." Transactions ofthe
Institute of British Geographers. 16,4 488-490, 489.

84 Alison Blunt and Gillian Rose. eds. 1994. Writing Women and Space. Colonial and
Postcolonial Geographies. New York and London: The Guilford Press; Alison Blunt.
1994. Travel. Gender, and Imperialism. Mary Kingsley and West Africa. New York and
London: The Guilford Press; Shelagh Squire. 1995. "In The Steps of 'Genteel Ladies':
Women Tourists in the Canadian Rockies, 1885-1939." The Canadian Geograplzer. 39,
1, 2-15.

ll5 David R. Stoddart 1991,484-487.
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and much work is needed to reveal the dimensions and extent of this
gendering but it is important that what wc already know and are still
discovering in terms of race and class constructions of empire is not
thereby relegated to the sidelines.'6

Herc therc is still the assertion of centered 'impcrial geographies' to which women can be

added. Dmwing upon post-structumlist theories, however, the intentions of feminists

writing colonial and postcolonial feminist geographies are very differcnt. As this thesis

explores, 'woman' has become a contested category and feminist geographers are radically

challenging the production of space. Kobayashi and Peake write that the metaphors of

Enlightenment dualism "have proved amazingly durable and powerful in influencing

subsequent thought and in the construction of racist and sexist social relations that

char.!cterize modemity." Such metaphors have become so naturalized in everyday thought,

language and actions "that it is difficult to transform their metaphysical heritage in

changing human relations. ,,87

Recognising the multiplicity of space and subjectivity, there is a calI to move

beyond essential categories so that "a critical study of women's colonial and postcolonial

geographies should address not only the multiple and complex construction of subjectivity

but also of space itself."IlS As Blunt and Rose assert in Women Writing Space:

The central task for many feminists today is to articulate the
extraordinarily complex and simultaneous interaction of gender, class, race
and sexuality (to name just four of the most frequently mentioned axes of
identity, oppression, and resistance) that create differences between
women: the politics of difference with which many feminists are now

116 Godlewska and Smith 1994, 5.

87 Kobayashi and Peake 1994, 227.

Ils Blunt and Rose 1994, 20.
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concerned is not on!y the politics of difference betll'et!1I 1"'0 genders. hUI

also the poli tics of diversity lIlIumg women.'"

Building upon work in feminist geogr.lphy. this thesis studies the IODE as representing

hegemonic identity. looking to multiple spaces and subjectivities. Along wilh 'mce' and

class identities. the construction of 'woman' is considercd as a componem of eolonialism.

This involves a reconceptualisation of colonial space. to involve gendercd feminine

'everyday' spaees.

Feminism, Space and Imperialism

The feminist challenge to imperialism centres on the position of 'women' in space.

Western enlightenment space has assumed a universal male citizen. An all-encompassing

"separate spheres" rhetoric has considered imperialism to be firmly with a 'public' spherc

of commerce and economy; separate l'rom women's naturalized place in .1 'private' rcalm

of care and nurture."" A wide array of feminist work has tr.lced the concepts of the

spheres through the centuries. linking them to 'great' western thinkers!' Much male effort

89 Ibid, 6.

90 For a critique of the spheres see. Linda Kerber 1988. "Separate Spheres. Female
Worlds. Woman's Place: The Rhetoric ofWomen's History." Journal ofAmerican History.
75. 1. 9-39; and Linda J. Kerber. 1989. untitled section of "Beyond Roles. Bcyond
Spheres: Thinking About Gender in the Early Republic" by Linda J. Kerber. Nancy F.
Con, Robert Gross. Lynn Hunt, Carol Smith-Rosenberg. and Christine M. Stansell.
William and Mary Quanerly. 46. 3. 565-85. 566.

91 Sandra Cox. ed 1987. Public and Private Worlds. Wellington: Allen and Unwin.
6. Rousseau. and Hegel excluded women from the public realm of citizenship because
they are the caretakers of affectivity. desire. and the body. Iris M1II'Ïon Young. 1990.
Throwing like a Girl and Other Essays in Feminist Philosophy and Social Theory.
Bloomington. Ind.: Indiana University Press. 109 states that "The ideological separation
of public and private - has been uaced back to "at lcast to the lime of classical Greece.
when the separation of the public world of man, politics. and freedom l'rom the private
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was spcm to crcate and value a patriarchal society that could th"'art the "disorder" that

would surely rcsult should wornan be allowed te exceed her place.')~ Theories such as

Rousseau's notion of the "sexual contract". applied as a rneans of rnaimaining proper

separdtion of the sexes. and were reformulated and reinstated so that such separation has

bccorne valued as a fundamemal and "naturdl" aspect of hurnan life."' So influential l'las

the spheres frarnework heen that rnuch western ferninist \Vork and theory has operated in

terrns of the essential. eurocentric. categories of the spheres.'''

To challenge the place of \Vornen as solely in the 'private'. auention has focused

on wornen's visibility and place in the space of the 'public'."S This work has challenged

world of wornen. dornesticity. and necessity was justified according to wornen's putative
inferiority and man's (also putative) superior penchant for civilization. For another study
see Jean Bethke Eishtain. 1981. Public Man. Private Woman: Women in Social and
Political Thoug/rr. Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press.

"~ Carole Paternan. 1989 The Disorder ofWomen: Democracy. Feminism and Politic"l
Tlzeory. Cambridge: Polity.

", Ibid.

'" Uncovering wornen's experiences and seeing wornen as in a separate private sphere
ha.s been popular with feminist separatislS. maternai feminislS and sorne historians of the
'family·. Liber.l1 ferninists have sought wornen's entry into a public sphere, while radical
feminists have called for ilS abolition. Women's 'naturalized' role as mothers, a strong part
of a spheres framework. especially in the second half of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, and a strong-hold of tirst wave leminism. Sec S. Firestone 1970. The Dialectic
of Sex. New York: William Morraw, and K. MilleU. 1969. Sexual Politics. New York:
Avon Books. Firestone and Millet explore the relationship between the famiJy and
patriarchy.

"S Mary Ryan. 1990. Women in Public: Between Banners and Ballots. 1825-1880.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, Mary Ryan 1981. Cradle ofthe Middle Class:
Tlle Family in Oneida Counry. New York, 1790-1865. Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press. Christine Stansell. 1986. Ciry ofWomen: Sex and Class in
New York, 1789-1860. New York: Knopf, Joan Landes. 1988. Women and the Public
Sphere in tlze Age of tlze Frenclz Revolution. Ithaca: Cornell University Press.



• women as "the other to whom the masculine citizens can delegatc their private. personal

being. ,,"" Drawing attention to masculine. western theories. especially those ,'f Hahermas.

a reconstruction of the public sphere from the vantage points of women and feminism is

atlemptcd. Attempts which question dual space. yet :lssume an essential 'wom:lIl'.

howeve•. face ultimate contr.ldiction. ending up "Iike the matc.nalists. proposing an

inadequate conception of what should be a democr.ltic politics inlormcd hy Icminism, ,,01

The 'western women and imperialism' liter.lture set out to recover and chroniele

women's presence in the imperial project.°' Of British w('men's place in this projcct, Mills

notes that because of social conventions for conceptualising imperialism that were "as

much about constructing masculine British identity as constructing a national identity per

se." British womcn were conceived not as activc participants. but only as symbols of

home and purity. For this reason. women as individuals and as writers are always seen

to he marginal to the prOeess of colonialism.9'I Meanwhile Anne McClintock writes that

contrary to their exclusion from considemtion. "gender dynamics were l'rom the outset.

fund:unental to the securing and maintenance of the imperial cntcrprise."""

96 Anna Yeatman. 1994. Postmodem Revisionings of Ihe Politicul. New York and
London: Routledge, 84.

'TI Chantal Mouffe 1993. The Retam of the Politicu/. Verso. London and New York.
81.

90 See Joanna Troloppe 1983. Britunniu's Duughters: Women of the British Empire.
London, Melbourne. Auckland, Johannesburg: Cresset. Troloppe is an historieal novclist
who shows how women eontributed to building and sustaining the British Empire.

99 Sara Mills. 1993. Discourses ofDifference: An Analysis of Women's Truvel Writing
and Col'Jnialism. London and New York: Routledge,3.

100 Anne McClintock 1995.7.
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The complicity of white women as upholders of hegemonic identity is not

ad'-'4uatcly theorized hy essentia! notions of 'women'. Substantive works on the

experiences of 'white' women such as Gender, Cullllre and Society in Nigeria and White

WOII/en in Fiji. appeared in the 1980s.'o' These hooks consider "the treatment of white

women in colonial history. identifying the ways women are neglected in historical

accounts and analysis yet blamed for the racial antagonisms and. ultimately. for the loss

of empire. "tnZ ln adhering to an essential 'woman' subject both books were caught in the

tr.lp of making the women in their books ultimately admimble and heroic in "overcoming

constr.lints placed on them by a malc-defined social environment and culture."'o, Of

Ca!laway's book on Nigeria. Sharpc has subsequently suggcsted that "by replacing the

presupposed mcism of mcmsahibs with thcir sympathetic understanding. she fails to

contcnd with how whitc womcn were instrumcntal (both as signs and agents) in

maintaining colonial hicmrchics of mcc."I().I

VitaIly. with thc presence of a growing litemture from the perspective of

'colonizcd' women. such 'mce'-blind work was increasingly unsatisfactory.'os As Elizabeth

101 Claudia Knapman. 1986. White Women in Fiji. 1835-1930: the Ruin of Empire?
Sydney: AIIen and Unwin. Helen CaIlaway. 1987. Gender, Culture and Empire: European
Wall/en in Colonial Nigeria. Basingstoke: Macmillan.

'oz Janc Haggis. 1988. Women and Coloniaiism: Untold Stories and Conceptual
Absences: A Critical Survey. Manchester Sociology Departrnent Special Series. 105.

10, Jane Haggis 1988. 111.

"" Jenny Sharpe. 1993. Allegories of Empire: the Figure of Woman in the Colonial
Text. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 93.

'os Trinh T. Minh-ha. 1989. Women. Native, Other. Bloomington: Indiana University
Press; beIl hooks. 1990 Yeaming: Race. Gender and Cultural Politics. Boston MA:
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V. Spelman states in her book 1I11l<'sscl1!ia/ \rOllltlll:

It is not news [hat dominant Western feminist thought has taken the
experiences of white middle-class women to be representative of. indeed
normative for. the experiences of all women, 1 try ta show that the notion
of a generic "woman" functions in feminist thought much the wav the- _.
notion of generic "man" has functioned in Western philosophy: it obscures
the heterogencity of womcn and cuts olT examination of the signilicancc
of such heterogeneity for feminist theory and politica! activity.''''

Extending critiques of the 'spheres' ideology into the domain of citizenship. feminisls have

been quick ta point out that it was not only women who wen: omined l'rom universal

male citizenship. As Young points out "the universal citizen is also white and bourgeois,

Women have not been the only persans excluded l'rom participation in the modern civic

public." 107

As a response ta challenges ta the essentialist conception of 'women'. histori.ms

and feminists have de-ccntr:d the "woman subject" as a singular identity and moved

towards the socially constructed. anti-essential. multiple. construction of idcnlity. ""

Specifically. theoretical work l>y feminist historians has rJ.ised the conlining and

unacceptable position that results when 'women' are treated as an essential group in the

South End Press; Chandra Talpade Mohanty. Ann Russo and Lourdes Torres. cds. 1991.
Third World Women and the Politics ofFeminism. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.

106 Elizabeth V. Spelman. 1988. lnessential Woman. Problems of Exclusion in
FeminisE ThoughE. Boston: Beacon Press. ix.

107 Iris Marion Young. Iris Marion Young. 1990. "The Ideal of Imparuality and the
Civic Public" in Throwing Like a Girl and Other Essays in Feminist Philosophy and
Social Theory. Bloomington. Ind.: Indiana University Press. 110.

lOS See Elizabeth Spelman 1988 and Donna Har<lway. 1991. Simians, Cyborgs. and
Women: The Reinvention of Nature. New York: Routledge.
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study of colonial identity."" Addressing the pitfalls of essentialism in studies of

imperialism Jane Haggis seeks to de-centre women, to "break away from selting up a

series of dualisms and dichotomies as our basic analytical building blocks", and instead

form a "conducive of web of social relations and processes within which actors are

defined in a multiple way.""l1

Herc the importance of 'different'. 'strategic' and contextual identities is vital.

These are sentiments exprcssed by Donna Haraway when she writes that "History can

have another shape, articulated through diffcrences that malter."III They are also evident

in Judith Butler's cali for difference that "if feminism presupposes that "woman"

designates an undesignatable field of differences. one that cannot be totalized or

summarized by a descriptive identity category. then the very term becomes a site of

permanent openness and resignifiability."112 Vron Ware's "strategie identities" allow

Il'' Denise Riley. 1988. :4.m 1 Thar Name?': Feminism and The C-àtegory of 'Women'
In History. Basingstoke: Macmillan: Joan Wallach Scott. 1988. Gender and the Polities
ofHisrory. New York: Columbia University Press: Catherine Hall. 1992. White, Male. and
Middle-Class: Explorations in Feminism and History. New York: Routledge: Mary
Poovey. 1988. Uneven Developmenrs: the Ideological Work of Gender in Mid-Victorian
Englcmd. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

110 Jane Haggis 1988, 114.

III Donna Haraway. 1992. "Ecce Homo, Ain't (Ar'n't) 1a Woman, and Inappropriateld
Others: The Human in a Post-Humanist Landscape,"86-IOO in Judith Butler and Joan W.
Scott eds. Feminists Theorize the Politieal. London and New York: Routledge. 98.

112Judith Butler. 1992. "Contingent Foundations: Feminism and the Question of
·Postmodernism.... in Judith Butler and Joan W. Scott. eds. Feminists Theorize the
Political. London and New York: Routledge.
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opposition to one form of domination without heing eomplieit in another""'. while

historian Denise Ri!<:y states that "most eommonly. you will skate aeros.~ the scvcral

identities which will takc your wcight. rclying on lhc most uscful for your purposcs of

the moment". and lhat while "it is impossible 10 lhoroughly hc a woman. ifs ;Ilso

impossible never to be one." ""

There are those who see the dangers of multiple identities. fearing thm sueh ;l

concept will lead to relativism and fmgmentation of feminist positions. There is a call to

recognize that as feminisI:l is a product of Er::lightenment thought. lhere were and can be

slrJ.tegïc benefits to totalizing discourses. For sorne erilics. stmtegie essentialist identitics

entails "declining into an individualist politics of self-interest; of reinforcing a palchwork

of local identities from which people can speak only to their immediate group. or of

forgeuing the continued salience of class.""~ Nancy Hartsock pertinently asks; "Why is

it. exactly at the moment. so many of us who have been silenced begin to demand the

right to name ourselves. to act as subjects r.lther than objccts of history that just then the

concept ofsubjecthood becomes "problematie"?" 1
16 Hartsoek and others suggestthat 'men'

can no longer define the truth and so they are announcing that there is no truth to be

113 Vron Ware. 1992. Beyond the Pale: White Women. Racism. and History. London
and New York: Verso. 254. Ware writes that "political unity betwecn women across mcc
and class is potentially one of the greatest forces for change on the world. but that then::
is nothing about being a woman whieh necessarily guarantees that unity."

"" Denise Riley 1988. 114 and 16.

II~ Anne Phillips 1993. 4.

116 Nancy Hartsock. 1987. "Rethinking Modernism: Minority vs Majority Theories."
Culrural Critique. 7. 187-206. 196.
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discovcred. Thcre is also opposition to multiple identities and differcnee from 'maternal'

feminists who bclieve that womcn are essentially different to men. and assert the

supcriority of women's mOr.llity and role in the family. Because of feminism's grounding

in the essential identity of women. this 'maternai feminism' was a large part of western

first wave feminism. :t has recently drJ.wn renewed attention as weil as criticism. 1I7 Mary

Dieu. pr.lises the "political rcsuscitation" that debates on the place of women as citizens

has initiated. Il. Kobayashi and Peake. however. wam that "giving in to essentialism.

however promising the short-tenn goals, may retard the process of finding more effective

solutions (bearing in mind that. in opposition to instrumental r.ltionalism that sees

solutions as progrcss. solutions are never more than moments of particular

coa!escence)."119

Thinking multiply allows for a partial admission of the implication and oftimes

complicity of women in the process of imperialism, enabling a more complex

understanding of the roles played by western wornen in colonial history.':!O It becomes

necessary to look much more critically at how "Western women influenced the contours

117 Jean Bethke Elshtain, 1981 is a supporter. while Chantal Mouffe. 1993,79, is an
opponent.

liS Mary Dietz. 1992. "Context is AIl: Feminism and Theories of Citizenship". 63-78
in Chantal Mouffe. ed. Dimensions of Radical Democracy. London: Verso. 78.

119 Audrey Kobayashi and Linda Peake 1994,236.

I:!O Nupur Chaudhuri and Margaret Strobe1 eds. 1992. Western Women and
Imperialism: Compliciry and Resistance. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
introduction. 7.
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of colonial history. ,,1" Vron Ware has suggested that "Gender played a crucial mie in

organizing ideas of 'race' and 'civilization'. and women were involved in many different

ways in the expansion and maintenance of the Empire."I" ln 1991 Stmbel was able to

make the admission that in British expansion women "bcnelited fmm the economic and

the political subjugation of indigenous people and sharcd many of the accompanying

attitudes of mcism. patemalism. ethnoccntrism. and national chauvinisl11."m More

recently. Anne McClintock suggests that "white women were not the hapless onlookers

of empire but were ambiguously complicit both as colonizers and colonized. privileged

and restricted. acted upon and acting."124

The importance of this discussion of difference is that with a shift in locus to an

anti-cssentialist subject of 'woman'. the intersections of r.lce and gender in colonialisl11

have come under focus. There has been a deconstruction of 'white' women :md a caU to

consider the awkward question of the white feminist response to mcism. with the question

asked. "why is it that there have been so few studies by white feminists of white

femininity? In a predominantly white society it is hard to get away from the assumption

that to be white is to be normal. while to be not-white is to occupy a r.lcial category with

all its attendant meanings."I2S

121 Ibid, 12.

122 Vron Ware 1992.37.

123 Margaret Strobel. 1991. European Women and the Second British Empire.
B100mington: Indiana University Press. xi.

124 Anne McClintock 1995.6.

12S Vron Ware 1992. 18.
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Multiple identities also shift the focus from essential motherhood to constructed

sexualities. This enables a renewed critical look at sexuality.". With the importance of

reproduction and motherhood to colonialism, sexuality has always been an underlying

theme, but due to essential thinking it was 'naturalized' and unquestioned.'~7 Aided by

rccent theorerical dcvelopments on thc history of sexuality from Foucault to help her,

JoUy has rckindled work on women and the maternai body. She suggests that; "Perhaps,

we (whitelcolonizing womcn) have not relinquished our embrace of the maternai body

cvcn if the Empire has receded from our grasp."'~" Complicating scxuality. in hcr study

of racial construction, Vron Ware devclops idcas on how women's sexuality was

manipulatcd to scrvc imperial ends; "Whether as Mothers of the Empire or Britannia's

Daughtcrs, women were able to symbolize the idea of moral strength that bound thc great

imperial farnily together."'29 McClintock writes in Imperial Leather that "in sum, Imperial

Leather is written with the conviction that psychoanalysis and material history are

mutually necessary for a strategic engagement with unstable power.'oI;1O

Gender, Locality and Class

'~6 See Anne McClintock 1995, and Andrew Parker et al. 1992. Nationatisms and
Sexualities. New York: Routledge.

'~7 For an early critique of such approaches see Anna Davin. 1978. "Imperialism and
Motherhood." History Workshop, 5. 9-64.

I~ Margaret JoUy. 1993. "Colonizing women: The Maternai Body and Empire." in
Sneja Gunew and Anna Yeatman eds. Feminism and the Potitics of Difference. New
South Wales. Austr,ùia: Allen and Unwin, 103-127, 104.

129 Vran Ware 1992, 162.

1:\0 Anne McClintoc~95, 73.
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For ail that anti-cssentialist constructions of 'r.lce' and gender have challcnged the

construction of imperialism. too often these critiques :t~sume uniform class conccrns. The

privileged classes have received by far the greatest amoum of :Iltention. hlurring the

distinction of whether the 'new' study of imperialism is so very different to wh:1l has gone

before. There is a call to consider the 'everyday' in feminist work on imperialism. Even

if this reality is considered "trivial". Mills makes a call to do more to "resist the

projection of imperial expansion as advemure. and concentr.lte more on the lived

experience of ail of those involved in colonial life". 10 analyze domestic and womcn's

spaces and see beyond the "heroic" adventures of male tr.lvellers. '" Even if this is donc.

however. the literature on women and imperialism can still be accused of reproducing the

binary divisions between metropole and colony. This is because feminists committed to

"rematerializing encounters between English women and the British Empire" have

concentrated on examining distant locales such as India. Nigeria or Egypt. or elite

women's domestic literary production. with individual women as the subjects.In

This thesis overeomes these boundaries. focusing on an organization that is at once

colonial. imperial. local. national. everyday, and state-representative. Women's

organisations were previously placed in essentialist 'women's space'. apart from hegemonic

131 Sara Mills. 1994. "Knowledge, Gender, and Empire", in Blunt and Rose 1994,29
50,47.

132 Antoinette Burton. 1995. "Colonial Encounters in Late-Victorian England: Pandita
Ramabai at Chetenham and Wantage 1883-6. Feminist Review 49 Spring, 29-49. Issue
on Feminist Politics, ColoniallPostcoloniai Worlds. In this article Burton looks at Ramabai
Pandita (1858-1922) and her visit to Britain. Pandita was a Marathi educator and social
reformer who came to England in 1883 seeking a medical education through the good
offices of sympathetic English women.
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institutions. On the cûntr.try. Mariana Valverde writes that many voIuntary organisations

were far more concerned about nation-building and even about strengthening the state

than the state itseIf; "they often chastised it for not exercising enough power. particularly

in the areas of social weIfare. health. and immigration.',m Anne McClintock accuses male

theorists of imperialism and postcolonialism of failing to explore the gendered dynamics

of the subject and domesticates imperial spaces. arguing that the cult of domesticity was

"a crucial, if concealed, dimension of male as weil as female identities - shifting and

unstable as these were - and an indispensable element both of the industrial market and

the imperial cnterprise.',J).I

Conclusion

This chapter has traced IWO bodies of thought that have faced, albeit for the most

part scparJtcly, the same issues involved in questioning totalizing identity. Both

perspectives share a common critique of the absolute power of the hegemonic, and instead

emphasize process. This process is developcd as being recursively formed out of the

difference that it attempts to dominate, an insight arrived at mainly from the postcolonial

litemture. Critiques of space, such as a shift away from the term 'impcrialism' and its

essentialist construction of core and pcriphery in favour of the use of 'colonial discourses',

have also come from the postcolonial literature. From feminism have come critiques of

identity, such as the gendering of impcrialism as masculine ::.nd instead a move to

m Mariana Valverde. 1991. The Age of Light. Soap and Water: Moral Refonn in
English Canada. 1885·1925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 25.

1).1 Anne McClintock 1995, 5.
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recognize the presence of women. and more recently. addressing the racism or 'white'

women by developing anti-essentialist theories or identity. In a study or the IODE these

insighL~ arc brought together and extended by a loe~ù foeus on Canada. and a critique or

the segregation of 'everyday' spaccs in ravour of the 'hetweenness' and multiple

negotiation of space and identitv, From this geographie perspective. changes in the
... • 'Op ... 'Op

production of hegemonic colonial identity can be examined over time. Chapter thrce starts

at the beginning of the twentieth century.
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CHAPTER THREE: ORGANISING PRINCIPLES: 1900-1919

1centered my studies on the first 25 years because it was the comerstone
for the whole organisation because everything else has been elaborated or
detmcted from that 25 years....they covered so much in the first 25 years. 1

To produce a Canada that mimicked Britain. the IODE sought British immigrants

to populate Canadian sp'lce. A powerful framework of 'racial' prefercnces was constructed

a.~ a norm to which ail others must assimilate. This f=ework was justified through

appcals to various darwinist and eugenic theories. This chapter dislodges the preference

for 'British' immigr.lnts by showing that along with ail other ethnic groupings. 'Britishness'

has very much been a construction. During the early years of the twentieth century

women's place is oftcn written about in essentialist spaces and identities of 'mother' and

the 'private'. On the contrary. this chapter shows the IODE negotiating across and between

sexuality. the maternai. 'mce' and class; and how ail of these identities and spaces

converged in the production of i:nperial ideology. During World War 1 these ideas come

together and are played out in defence of the Empire.

Racist Ideologies

Studies attempting to show the 'British' or 'English' as an ethnic group in Canada

are very recent and are testimony to the extent of the hang-over of hegemonic

constructions of Britishness.! The lack of attention is also to do with the tension in

1 Interview. 25 October 1993. Saint John. New Brunswick. See Doreen Hamilton.
1992. "Origins of the IODE: A Canadian Women's Movement For God. King and
Country. 1900-1925." Unpublished MA Thesis. Department of History. University of
New Brunswick.

! John Portcr 1965. The Vertical Mosaic. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Porter's study was the fU'St to investigate critically differences in the social situation of
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treming 'English' 'the same' as other ethnic groups. As GreenhiU cautions:

There is a dan~er that a valorized En~lish ethnicitv wiU he linkcd with
~ ~.

power in such a way as to make it even more hegemonic. :\ culture to
which ail others must aspire. BlIt invisihility is also prohlcm:nic:
subversive parodies and tr.l\'esties of power arc impossihlc whcn its
workings arc unrccogniscd.~

Rather than become entan~led in whether En~lishness or Britishness W:L' or was not
~ ~

'ethnic'. this thesis looks to the localized construction of Britishness. Catherine Hall's anti-

essenùalist conceptualisation of identiiy is useful:

Rather. 1 aim to deconstruct those English identities which were
constructcd in thc mid-nincteenth century. to unpick the stories which gave
meaning to the national and imperial project. and to understand the ways
in which English identity was constructed through the active silencing of
the disruptive relaùons of ethnicity. gendcr and of dass, My project is not
to reconsùtute Englishness but to uncover the contingcncy of that
construction in its historical spccificity - to look at the depcndencies.
inequalities and oppressions which it hid in il, cclebr.ltion of national
identity:

ln considering "contingency". "historic specificity". and the silcncing of difference. HaU's

approach has much in common with Robert Young. who argues that 'Englishness' has

'English' Canadians. More recent works on 'British ethnicity' havc bcen Paulinc Grecnhill.
1993. Ethniciry in the Mainstream. Three Studies ofEnglish Canadian Culture in Ontario.
Montreal. Kingston and London: McGill-Quecn's University Press; Ross McCormack.
1984. "Networks Among British Immigrants and Accommodation to Canadian Society:
Winnipeg. 1900-1914". Histoire Sociale! Social History, 17. 34. 357-74; and Ross
McConnack. 1981. "Cloth Caps and Jobs: The Ethnicity of English Immigranl' in
Canada, 1900-1914." in Jorgen Dahlie and Tina Fernando ed,. Ethnicity, Power and
PoUties in Canada. Toronto: Methuen. 38-57.

3 Greenhill 1993. 157.

• Catherine Hall. 1992. White, Male and Middle-Class: Explorations in Feminism and
History. New York: Routledge, 206. See also Catherine Hall. 1993, "'From Groenland's
Icy Mountains...to Afric's Golden Sand': Ethnicity. Race and Nation in Mid-Nineteenth
Century England." Gender and History. 5. 2. 212-230.
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been "ftssured with differencc and a desire for otherness."~ This is clearly the case in

Canada. where the Canadian construction of Britishness is unique. The id;;ntity of

'English' or 'Anglo-Canadian' ha~ often uncritically blended English. Irish. Scottish and

Welsh into a single group. Greenhill suggests that this confusion was delibemte and

served to disempower other groups: "English ethnicity's most salient character'.stics are

submerged by a variety of forces that make its hegemonic status obscure."6 As Howard

Palmer suggests. "Anglo-CelL~". Canadians of English. Scots. Welsh. or Irish descent did

not always think of themselves as an undiffcrcntiated group: "They could and did have

differences of opinion among themselves whcn it camc to their own ethnic identity. But

whcn it camc to the other ethnic groups. the Anglo-Celts closed raP1::.,',7 This closing of

mnks is an examplc of a multiply constructcd. yct dominant identity.

l"orming the 'Racial Hieoarclly'

ln 1909. Canadian reformer and founder of the Co-operative Commonwealth

Fcdemtion J. S. Woodsworth. in his book sponsored by the Methodist Church. captured

the prevaiiing 'r.lcïal hiemrchy'" Immigrants were ordered according to proximity to a

~ Robert J. C. Young. 1995. Colonial Desire. Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race.
London and New York: Routledge.

6 GreenhiU 1993. 153.

7 Howard Palmer. 1994. "Reluetant Hosts: Anglo-Canadian Views ofMulliculturalism
in the Twentieth Century." 297-333.300 in Gerald Tulchinsky ed. 1994. Immigration in
Canada. Historieal Perspectives. Toro~to: Copp Clark Longman Ltd. This thesis uses the
temt 'anglo-celtic' to capture the construction of myths of origin. culture. economy and
environment ir.~o a 'mainstream' hegemonic grouping that was held together by a powerful
constructed 'r.lcial hiemrchy'.

K James S. Wo)dsworth. 1909. Strangers at Our Gales or Coming Canadians. 1909
(Young Peoplc's Forward Movement Department of the Methodist Church) Reprinted
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British core and the unusual 'r.lees' were to be welcomed in the degree to which !hey

approached the ideal of 'Anglo-saxons'. British and Americans tirs!. followed b\' north
~ .

west. then centml and eastern Europeans. then Jcws. Asians. and Blacks, This hiemrchy

of 'r.lces' \Vas reflected in Canadian immigr.ltion law. British immigrants \Vere legisl'lted

as 'first choice'. An immigmtion Aet in 1906 consolidated and re\'ised all immigr.ltion

legislation since 1869," A 1910 Act excluded persons dccmed undesirable hccausc of:

climatic, industrial. social. educationa!. labour or other conditions or
requirements of Canada or deemed undesimble because of their customs.
habits, modes of life and methods of holding property and their probable
inability to beeome readily assimilated,'O

Belief in the superiority of an anglo-celtic 'mce' was interpreted as being

biologieal, and demonstmble l'rom imperial conquests sueh as the Bocr Wur. Durwin was

invoked to give scientifie credibility to this theory," and it was widely bclieved that "the

breeding of humans followed the same mendelian laws and was a.~ predictive in nature

as that of other sexually reproducing organisms."12 In 1883 Galton coined the term

'eugenics' to describe "the study of the agencies under social control that may improve

1972. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.

9 Valerie Knowles. 1992. Strangers At Our Gates: Canadian Immigration and
Immigration Policy, 1540-1990. Toronto: Dundurn Press, 78.

10 Freda Hawkins. 1989. Critical Years in Immigration: Canada and Australia
Compared. Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 17, This important
clause was to be active for 50 years.

" Marilyn Barber intro. to 1972 Woodsworth, xiv.

12 Angus MacLaren. 1990. Our Own Master Race: Eugenics in Canada 1885-1945.
Toronto: MeClelland and Stewart, 23.
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or impair the racial qualities of future generations. either physically or mentally.""

Eugenic argum"nts also claimed seientific justifications for deep-seated gendered. racist

and class assumptions.'" The belÎl.:f that 'r.lce' couId be seientilically controlled and

manipulated led to calls for 'race regener.llion' and 'purity'. Women. as mothers. had an

important part to eontribu!t: by helping with the cleaning-up of the 'lesser rolces'.15 There

was new faith in rcgulation. management. administr.ltion. and science to remake society.16

Furthermore. 'racial' improvement could be brought about by improved environmental

immersion.'7

Geogr.lpheI'l' sueh as Ellsworth Huntington and Griffith Taylor promoted the idea

that the charolcter of 'r.lces· was inl1uenced by physical environment. natural selection and

historical development. '" As Livingstone notes. "the idioms of political and moralistic

1) Angus MaeLarcn 1990. 15.

'" Ibid. 49.

15 Carol Lee Bacchi. 1983. Liberation deferred?: The /deus of the English-Canadian
Suffragfsts. 1877-1918. Toronto: University of Toronto Pr ~s. and Mariana Valverde.
1991. The Age of Light. Soap, and Water: Moral Refoml in English Canada, 1885-1925.
Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. and Carol Bacchi. 1978. "Race Regeneration and Social
Purity: A Study of the Social Attitudes of Canada's English-Speaking SuffragislS."
Histoire socialelSocial History. xi. 22.460-74.

16 Angus MacLaren 1990. 165.

'7 David N Livingstone. 1993. The Geographical Tradition: Episodes in the History
ofa Contested Enterprise. Oxford UK and Cambridge MA: Blackwell Publishers.

'" Ellsworth Huntington. 1924. The Character ofthe Races. as 1nfluenced by Physical
Environnzent. Natural Selection and Historical Development. New York: Scribner's. and
Griffith T. Taylor. 1921. "The Evolution and Distribution of Race, Culture, and
Language." Geographical Review. Il.54-119..
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evaluation were simply part and parcel of the ,;rammar of c1imatolo,;y."'" Environmcntal

suitability was used to justify the racial hierarchies such that the Northern European 'races'

were suited to Canada. As Barber has noted:

to the northern races were assigned the virtues of sclf-relianee. initiative.
individualism. and strer:gth. whereas tite southern r.lees were seen as
degenerate and lacking in energy and initiative. Canada was a northern
country. and the myth of the northern r.lce. a hardy r.lee created by a stern
and demanding climate. had bcen used to express Canadian nationalism
and pride in country since Confedem.:ion?'

Sueh theories. however. could also be applied to South Africa. emphasising the benetits

of warrn weather for health. If biologieal theories of 'mec' meant that a distinct hier.IrChy

was created. other theories of environment introduced the possibility for assimilation. In

acclimatization, sexual difference took on mor.l1. as well as ecological meal::ng. bcing tied

to social and environmental change.21 Ironically. environmental delerminist arguments

added weight to the arguments of those who wanted to se. le Canada with other than

British who were in occupations in demand. This let! :u a contradiction that while

assimilation may appear all-encompassing on one hand, on the other, biology detemtincd

that it was impossible for those of 'inferior stock'. Nevcrtheless, thc belief in assimilation

was strong and progmmrnes to achicve it have bcen carricd out by thc IODE using

19 David N. Livingstone 1993.22\.

20 Marilyn Barber in Woodsworth 1972, xiv.

21 See Morag Bell. 1995. "A Woman's Placc in 'A White Man's Country'. Righl~,

Duties and Citizenship For the 'New" South Africa, c. 1902." Ecumene, 2, 2, 129-148, and
Morag Bell. 1993. "'The Pestilence That Walketh in Darkness'. Imperial Health, Gender
and Images of South Africa c. 1880-1910. Transactions of the Institute of British
Geographers. 18, 327-341.
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different methods. il: changing spaces.

Such theories of 'race' were of great importance to the colonial enterprise of

populating the space of Canada with immigrants. From early in the century. the IODE

cultivated a working relationship with the govemment to welcome and assimilate

immigr.mL~. Taking advantage of elite contacts and putting forward their image as

mothers. the IODE ncgotiatcd a position to welcome immigrants arriving from many

countries at ports of arrivai. A 1904 article by Mabel Clint in Echoes comments on the

visit of membcrs to a sick woman arriving at the Port of Quebcc in 1904; "The wearers

of the badge have been the only outsiders allowed in the Immigration Buildings after the

arrivai of an ocean liner. and have met with every courtesy from the official.":!:! The

"wearers of the badge" thus began their work with a considerable respect that they would

sustain and expand upon in future years.

'Race' and Labour

In practice. there was an ongoing tension bctween 'race' and labour. There was a

pr.lgmatic need to expand the Canadian economy through an influx of immigrants who

were prepared to pcrform hcavy labour and farro work. The praetical and eeonomic

eoncems of the federal govemment and the railways in settIing the west ran counter to

the ideological preoccupations of many Anglo-Canadian intellectuals; "most reaIized that

Canada nccded immigrants to do the hard, dirty work of building a country. but they

worried about the sort of country that would resulL "23 Influential in the settIement of the

:!:! Echoes, Octobcr 1904. 18. 6.

2.' Angus MacLaren 1990. 48.
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Prairies. Clifford Sil'ton. Minister of the Interior in the Laurier Government l'rom 1896 to

1905. saw the importance of skill. as weIl as origin. of the senier." While Sinon wantcd

farmers l'rom the American mid-w~st and Britain. he perceived finding them as a difticult

task. and saw a need for peasant farmers l'rom Europe. "people who had bcen born on the

land who were accustomed to a pioneering life.":!.'

The IODE. still in its organising stages. was not yet weIl enough established on

the Prairies to offer comprehensive services for new immigr.mts during the first ten years

of the eentury, but it had definite ideas as to how Canada's immigrants should bc reeruited

and assimilated and exhibited a c1ear preference for immigr.ml~ l'rom Britain. In 1907, the

women of the St George ehapter, IODE of Toronto listened to an address by a Dr

Kilpatriek in whieh he said that:

Population. aceordingly, is the need of the day. Multitudes are want.:d to
subdue physical nature to the uses of man and to afford the material oasis
for national greatness. But as long as immigration flows toward Canada a
very large proportion will always eonsist of aliens. No sooner do thesc
people touch our shores than the problem of assimilation and inlegr.ltion
emerges for us in its profound difficulty.26

While the IODE did not want 'aliens'. if they were to bc admined to Canada, they would

have to he quickly and effectively 'canadianized'. "Canadianization" was a place-specific

term for assimilating newcomers into anglo-conformity.27

24 Freda Hawkins 1989, S.

2S Ibid.

26 Echoes, June 1907, 28, 40.

27 Angus MacLaren 1990.47.
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Gender, 'Race', Class and Immigration

As 'surrogate mothers' for young women immigranL~ from diverse countries.

womcn's clubs were responsible for setting up a variety of 'welcome hostels'. At a time

of rigid patriarchal structures. the IODE saw a need for hostels to protect women upon

arrivaI and was active in supporting such hostels. They worked with other women's

organisations to supply board and train;ng. The IODE was very involved in these

ventures. with the express purpose of keeping women "safe from the temptations which

assail them on every side in the new and strange surroundings far from home and their

home influence," and to "keep the purity of their womanhood and the future of new

genel".ltion of which they are the potential mothers. for no one can count. no one can ever

estimate the harm done by women who have lost their sense of womanhood.,,28 Women's

sexuality was clearly Iinked to nation building. and virtue would ensure respectable

mothers of the next generation 0, Canadian citizens.29

The IODE differentiated immigrants. not only aIong 'racia!' 'lIld gender Iines, but

also by cla::·, and age. It was active in encouraging educated women of high social

standing to emigrate to Canada. Again. it was hoped that hostels could "isolate and

2K EcllOes,June 1913,52.29-31. Address on Women's Welcome Hostels by M..Agnes
Fitzgibbon, Superintendent of the women's welcome hostel, 52 St Alban's St Toronto.
records that the flISt hostel started in Winnipeg. Fitzgibbon is regent of the Fitzgibbon
Chapter IODE, Toronto.

29 For a discussion of motherhood in Canada at the lime see Kathe1Ï!le Arnup, Andrée
Lévesque and Ruth Roach Pierson eds. 1990. Delivering Motherhood: MaternaI
Ideologies and Practices in the Nùleteenth and Twentieth Centuries. London and New
York: Routlt:dge.
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educate" British women bcfore they went out into small towns where they were at risk.'"

At the Queen Mary's Coronation Hoste! in Vancouver. guests had to be 'gentlcwomen'."- -
and. of course. of the preferred 'rJ.ce' as well.'~ It was important that women immigr.mts

be young. At a national meeting. a member says "1 would say if they wouId send to us

women of the right age they would be ail right. .. We had an example sent to us. the

Settlers' Welcome only last year: a lady of tifty. a trJ.ined nurse. Poor thing. wlmt

opportunity has she here,!"33 This member opposed old women "whuse ideas are set and

forrned." and who lackcd thc ability to adapt to Canada. Mrs Hannington. :1 British

Columbia member reports to the national executive:

We see it out there; the English woman. they come out to our land.
expensively edueatecl, they can paint miniatures and playon the piano
beautifully. but she does not know which end of her baby to hold
upperrnosl. '" You give a Canadian or American woman a fcw yards of
cheesecloth and a keg of nails and she will make you a drJ.wing room
while you wait.3ol

30 NAC MG28 117. 11.5.51.

31 Marilyn Barber. 1984. "The Gentlewomen of Queen Mary's Coronation Hostel". in
BarbarJ. K. Latham and Roberta J. pazdro eds. Not Just Pin Money. Victoria: Camosun
College. 141-158. 150. See a1so James Hammerton. 1979. Emigrant Genrlewomen:
Genreel poverry and Female Emigration. 1830-1914. London: Croom P. 'lm.

32 Marilyn Barber. 1991. 1mmigrant Domestie Servants in Canada. Ottawa: C:madian
Historical Association witl: MulticulturJ.lism ProgrJ.m. Govc:nment of Canada. At this
lime. the IODE was less concemed than others with the numbers of domestics and other
nationalities entering Canada.

33 NAC MG28117. 11.5.51. 1913. IODE National Executive Minutes. Mrs Wilson
Smith is speaking.

301 NAC MG28 1I7. 11.5.49. 1913. IODE Natiçnal Executive Minutes.
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This statcmcnt suggcsts that living in Canada Icd to morc pmgmatism and innovation.)5

lronically. adaptability to thc Canadian cnvironmcnt did not cntail any change in British

'mcial' char.lctcristics. The same Victoria woman says "and 1 think the children of the

coast arc the most bcautiful in the world. They haven't lost their red English cheeks and

the gold in thcir hair. ,,3<> There is a contradiction here of whether 'acclimatization' leads

to improvements in those alrcady considered at the top of the constructed 'racial

hierarchy'. In this case it did not. although eugenic arguments would have suggested

otherwise.

World War 1 and the Construction of the MaternaI

The patriotic sentimenl~ rcsponsible for the founding of the IODE during the Boer

War werc quick to surface again at the outbreak of World War I. In 1915. the President

of the IODE proudly stated that:

Every British woman is a daughter of the Empire. but when she joins our
organization she then becomes a subject militant in the service of our king
and country. -- in times of peace we drill and otherwise prepare ourselves.
so that when the calI to arms comes. we may be ready. Since the war
bcgan. we have considercd ourselves on active service, ...and we have
responded nobly to the calI.37

Representing imperial hierarchy, members of the IODE. as British s'Jbjecto were

simultaneously 'daughters' of the Empire. The power of the maternal was clearly

important in this identity. as it was throu~h the prevailing ideology of the maternal that

3.' For developments of this argument see R. C. Harris. 1977. "The Simplification of
Europe Overseas."Annals of the Association ofAmerican Geographers. 67,4,469-4-'.13.

3b NAC MG28 117 Il.5,46.

~7 NAC MG28 117, Il, 7. 1915 National Annual Meeting. Halifax. President's speech.

~-- --
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the IODE negotiated access to olher spaces.

Through Ihe perspective of multiple and situaled identities. Ihe IODE used war 10

produce imperial. national and colonial identily. War is Ihe time when idenlities oecame

polarized into good or bad. for or againsl. friend or foc. enemy or compalriol. Despile the

unification of a nation around one cause. providing new opportunilies for women. il is

also a time when gender identities arc accenluated. Unlil recently. mueh of Ihe work on

women's participation in war has focused on women as an essential identity. a group

inherently differcnt 10 men. Although this designalion has enaoled women's contribution

to war to be uncovered and valued. this 'maternai' rca.~oning has tilled in with the 'public'

and 'private' 'sphercs' framework. reifying women's wartime work 10 Ihe "homcrronl".

Genevieve Lloyd. however. dr.lwS attention to how "nurtur.lnt mOlherhood has bcen so

rcadily enlisted in Ihe cause of patriotism. which seems on Ihe surface to be so much at

odds with il."3" Lloyd shows how motherhood wa.~ constructed to support war:

In givi.lg up their sons. w::>men arc supposed 1" allow Ihem 10 become rcal
men and immortal selves. Surrendering sons to significant deaths becolnes
a higher mode of giving birth. Socially construeted motherhood. no less
than socially constructed masculinity. is at the service of an ideal of
citizenship that finds its fullest expression in war.39

In this sense. the IODE were maternai feminists. The IODE valued a women's culture of

activities and beliefs centered around mothering. and wanted to infuse a male dominated

38 Genevieve Lloyd 1986. "Selfhood. War and Maseulinity."63-76. in Carol Pateman
and Elizabeth Gross eds. 1986. Feminist Challenges. Social and Political Theory. Boston:
Northeastern University Press. 76.

39 Ibid.
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'public sphere' with these values in order to "keep the home fires burning", IODE war

work involved voluntary work which was considered 'natur.ll' and associated with

mothering: providing food. c10thing and bedding. setting up clubs and entertainment for

soldiers. counselling the wounded and giving emotional support to soldiers' families. The

scaIe of IODE contributions during World War ! is spectacular. It included provision of

nineteen ambulances. three motor trucks. two automobiles. 22 sterilizing units. twelve

operating tables. three huts for convalescent soldiers. 22 field kitchens. 942 cots. and

equipment for 36 wards. plus thousands of knitted item< .0

Strongly gendered distinctions were drawn between paid and voluntary work.

When huge weapons were donated by the IODE. they were justified from women's place

in the home. This was the case with the IODE's first project for World War 1. which was

to provide a fully equipped hospital ship for the British Admiraity:

It is felt that this will be an opportunity of every Canadian woman to show
her loyalty and devotion to the empire and most fitting as it is the woman's
part to minister to the sick and wounded:'

Thus even the ship is 'feminized'. placed in the 'private' realm of carc.

The privileged social position of IODE members was important in its war work.

Membership was most elitist at the beginning of World War 1. This influenced tlle scope

of IODE projecls since affluent members donated their homes. money and resources:2

.', J'l'J,anal IODE Headquarters. 1981. Brief History of the lVDE.

•, NAC MG28 lIï. 2. 3. 119.4 August 1914. National Executive Meeting.

• 2 Sec Wayne Roberts. 1979. '''Rocking the CradIe for the World': The New Woman
and Maternal Feminism. Toronto. 1877-1914," ;5-46 in Linda Kealey. ed. A Not
Unreasonable Claim. Toronto: The Women's Press. This provides a discussion of Toronto
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There were sorne impressive examph:s. On 4 Augusi 1<) 14. just hdorc "':Ir "'as ded:lred.

national president Gooderham called an emer!:encv meetin!: al ",ll1ch il "'as decided 10_. -
place the fully-equipped hospital ship al Ihe servie.: of the British Admiraltv. Collections

were started. with a considemble boosl being made by Lady Gibson of Hamilton who

promised S1.000. as did Mrs Gooderham herself. Mrs Herbert Molson of Monlreal

contributed S2.500. Lady Van Horne and Lady Dnlmmond senl $ 1.000 caeh. HRH Ihe

Duches.~ of Connaught at a meeting in Ottawa Ihe same day subseribed $1.000:' Soon

afterwards. Mrs C. D. Crerar donated her home "Dunedin" in Hamilton. as a hospit:ll for

convalescent soldiers.....

Consistent with the IODE's maternai idenlity. the meaning of 'homc' was eXlendcd

to encompass any place whcre Ihe war look Canadians. In such 10c:llions Ihe IODE

provided. safe havens, 'homes away from homes'. The IODE W:IS quiek 10 realize Ih:11 the

forces had leisure time and that hostels and clubs ofCered a way of regulaling the

behaviour of potentially wayward men. The IODE therefore set up The Royal King

George and Queen Mary Maple Leal' Club in London, England, to serve as a 'salc' house

for Canadian soldiers, with preference given to officers on leave:~ Here meals and beds

eHtes, suffrage and activism.

43 J. Casteil Hopkins. The Canadian Annual Review of Public Affairs, 1914. Toronto:
The Annual Review Publishing Co., 232.

.... Ibid. 1915,209.

4S NAC MG28 119, 1. King George and Queen Mary Maple Leaf Club Minutes 1915.
First meeting of the organisers was helé on 23 June 1915 in Mrs Rudyard Kipling's
rooms. The largest individual donations were l'rom Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, Lady
Drummond, Lady Peiley, Lindsay's, Mrs Rudyard Kipling, McLennans. Royal
Commonwealth Society Library. IODE The Manitoba Souvenir 1916. record.~ that the
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were provided: at the height of activity 1.200 beds were available every night.

Contributing to this considerable undertaking. during the club's operation over one million

meals were served.J6 A home for nurses. less impressive. and a hospital on Hyde Park

Road." werc also provided in London. The IODE contribution can be read as a group of

'imperial daughters' providing comforts a.~sociated with their place in the home sphere of

the lamily. and as mothers of the nation. l'rom the homefront of Canada to the fromlines

of the war.

The' Defenee of Britain and Demoeraey

Fighting to defend Britain wa.~ 'Ill-important te the IODE. During the Boer War

and World War 1. Canada was a junior panner, seizing a chance to prove its value to an

imperial 'centre'. Evidence of the shift to a stronger Canadian idcntity ean be seen in the

IODE president's annual speech in 1917:

Is 1\ not filting that we, as Daughters of the Empire, should ask ourselves
at t:lis time if we are worthy of the sacrifices that so many noble spirits
have made for our Empire? It is a never-to-be-forgolten demonstration of
what a nation will do for a national ideal:"

To defend the Empire loyally, the IODE's World War 1 projects were 'imperial' in scope,

premises was purchased by Mrs Gooderharn. President of the IODE.

•• EcllOes 1919-1920,78, 57. The cost has been approximately 540,000, raised by
volumary subscription and supplemented by donations l'rom the Ontario Government.

•7 National Libr..ll")' of Canada. IODE 1900-1925. 13. At 95 Lancaster Gate, formerly
the town hOllse of Lady Mimo, the IODE set up a home for Canadian nurses. HRH the
Princess Patricia opened this club and the honourary Secrerary "expressed most
appreciative testimony to the value and comfort of this haven of rest to the nurses after
their trying, tedious and often most sorrowful duties,"

JK Eclzoes, October 1917.69, 13. Mrs Goodcrharn.
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with the home for nurses a "concrete expression of the spirit of humanity that is hinding

the different portions and peoples of the Empire together in honds that do not pcrish.",.

The rhetoric indicates a sense of Canadian national identity suhser\"ient to Britain. jGining

"the great members of the Anglo-Saxon family" who must come together to "win and

guarantee er.during peace for the World. ,,~()

To defcnd Britain. the IODE drew upon its maternai skills. Knitting had signilieanr'

racial as weil as gendered meanings. In EcJlOes in 191 S a c:tption under a picture of a

young film star says:

Two weapons of the Anglo-Saxon r.tcc are doing tremendous work to win
the war for frcedom - the bayonet of our soldiers and the needle of our
loyal women. The knitting. the sewing. and the unpar.tlle1ed helpfulness of
women in all lines of activity have doubled the effectiveness of our men
in the field.SI

Knitting was also therapeutic and solitary. as cxpressed in a 1917

poem:

A peac~.;·'_·: valley in the West.
The evening shadows flilting;
A trembling hem, a glist'ning tear.
A lonely mother knitting.

Knit, Mother, Knit. The cross is thi!:e;
The cross that mothers borrow;
For all must knit and sorne must mourn,
While war brings need and sorrow.

49 Echoes. June 1918,73,3.

50 Ibid, 155. The article goes on to smte that "The Hand that Rocks the Cr.tdle is the
band that kceps the 'Ship of Smtc from Rocking."

SI Echoes, May 1918,72,29.



• D1'eam. l'vlothe1'. D1'eam. The night i,; here;
Dream that it,; ,;hallo\\',; horro\\';
A radiance from the great hevond.
To light a hle,;l to-m~rro\\'.;'·

The benelÏt,; of working to overeome grief \\'ere often expre»ed dllring the World \Var

1 year,;;

Il' the dark day,; of the wcrld eontliet the Order was a mean,; of ,;alvation
to mind and body of many women (who had given their ail) from a ,;·:ltled
sorrow and de,;pair. it,; aetivities provided a ,;timllills for alleviating their
own grief in working for other>. whieh alone eonstitlltes truc happine».;.\

Grief was also a domain for maternai help. The IODE visited soldier,;' wives and families.

ln 1915 the Toronto municipal chapter reported having made 5.029 visits.~ At the end

of the war the IODE printed the words of the British prime minister. pr.ti,;ing womcn for

their bearing of "their burden of sorrow and separ.ttion with unfiinching fortitude and

patience". as weil as for their assuming of "an enormous share of the burdens necessary

to the pr.tetical conduct of the war.";~ Likewise. in a leller to IODE national president Mr,;

Gooderham, the Canadian commander of the arrned forees. Sir Arthur Currie writes that

"the men in the field will never forget the noble work of the mother,;. wives and sisters

during the war. now so happily pasto ,,~.

52 Echoes, October 1917,69.31. "Women of the West Work to Support our Boys in
the Trenehes." By Chas J. North.

53 National Libr.try of Canada. IODE 1900-1925, 15.

s.: The CAR 1915.333.

55 Echoes. Deeember 1918,75, 15. Statement by David Lloyd George.

56 Echoes. Ma.-ch 1919, 76, 9. Letter to Gooderham from Sir Arthur Currie datcd and
addressed 26 Deeember 1918, Headquarters of the Canadian Arrny Corps.
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Esscntially Pcaccful'?

Sorne contemporoiry theorists consider war and peace as opposites. with women

as 'beautiful souls' and lifegivers. and men as 'just warriors'. and lifetakers.;7 For examplc.

Sam Ruddiek bestows upon women a "preservative love" innate in their maternal

experience. lX Sorne recent work has moved beyond essentialising the experience of

women in war and peace. and questions whether women are by nature. socialisation.

ideology or experience more pacific than men.59 Representations of women and war are

now the focus of research,''' with new effort to discover how images of women are

constructed. and what functions they serve. Through such an approach women's responses

to war become much more complicated and. indeed. it follows that "there has not been

a consistent women's response to war and revolution any more that there has been a

uniform fcminist position on women's relation to organised violence."61

Thc IODE was ccrtainly not a pacifist organization. During World War 1 the goal

was victory for Canada and Empire. It is not surprising. therefore. that the IODE was an

57 J. Eishtain. 1987. Women (md War. New York: Basic Books Inc.

5" Sara Ruddick. 1989. Maternai Tizinking: TOlVard a Politics of Peace. Boston:
Bcacon Press.

59 H. M. Cooper ct al. eds. 1989. Anns and tlze Woman. War. Gender. and Literary
Representation. Chapell Hill: The University of North Carolina Press. xv.

"" For rccent exarnples of work see S. MacDonald. P. Holden and S Ardener. eds.
1987. Images of Women in Peace and War. Cross Cultural and Historical Perspectives.
London: MacMillan. and Jean Bethkc Eishtain. Women and War.

61 R. R. Picrson. '''Did Your Mother Wear Arrny Boots?' Feminist Theory and
Women's Relation to W:JI. Peace and Revolution". in MacDonald. Holden and Ardener
1987.255.
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active campaigner for compulsory military service anù persu:lùeù men to enlist. In

Victoria IODE held a "silent rccruiting week" for one of the Baltalions. with e:ldl

member wearing a badge urgin~ enlistment.'" Issues of conscription and the suffra~c'

collided in late 191 ï. lt can be assumeù that members of the IODE wcre supporters of

the suffr.lge. As anglo-ccltic. protestant. well-edue:lleù clite \\'omen and wives "f

professionals. members \Vere sympathetic to the objectives of the suffrage."l Yct. as an

offieially non-partisan organis:ltion. the IODE did not explicitly endorse the franchise fur

\Vomen. In 1916. the IODE national executive :lppc:lrcù to put issu"s oth"r th:ln \Vinning

the \Var "in abeyan",,". urging "aIl patriotic \Vomen to con""ntrat" aIl th"ir "n"rgy.

strength and means upon the immediate \Var."'''' A year later. however. conscription \Vas

the hinge issue in the election faeing Borden's conservative government. By the time that

the conservatives joined forces with the pro-conscription wing of the libeml pal1y.

forming the Union Government Coalition on 12 October 1917. the IODE h:lù bccome

very active in doing :lll that it could to bring in conscription. Il couched its support for

the Union Government with its old rhetoric of securing :l "decisive victory in the w:lr.""~

At this time. national president Gooderham. along with suffr.lgette Constance

Hamilton and the presidents of the National Couneil of Women and the Women's

Christian Temperance Union. at the request of the prime minister. tested the effect that

6Z The CAR. 1915.783.

6J Carol Lee Bacchi. 1983. Liberation Deferred? The Ideas of/he English-Canadian
Suffragis/s. 1877-1918. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 149.

64 NAC MG28 II7, 2. National Executive Minutes, 6 December 1916.

6S NAC MG28 1I7. 2. National Executive Minutes.l7 October 1917.
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a selective female franshise would have on the eh:ction. The result was the eontroversial

J917 Warrime Eleerhms Aer. that boosted the support for conscription through excluding

from voting conscientious objectors and those born in foreign eountries and natur.llize-d

since 1902; and muting French Canadian and other descenting voters by extending ,he

franchise to women who were British Subjects 21 yeaI"> of age or over with a close

relative serving in the arrned forces of Canada or Great Britain.'" Hence. after years of

struggle. approximately 500.000 ",omen in Canada won the vOle.·7 In its objective of

winning the war and supporting conscription. the IODE was directly implicated in this

fundamental step towards the vote for ail women in Canada. The IODE went so far as to

make it clear that members should use their vote "and influence as a citizen in the

campaign to secure a govemment that will press the war aggressively to a victorious

conclusion.".. Furthermore. it was the hard work of women in the war effort that

convinced politicians of the worth of giving women the vote. 69As the largest patriotic

organisation in the Empire. the IODE made a strong contribution here. Always at the

forefront were issues of motherhood and morality. of seeking justice for the men in the

forces oversea.~. During World War 1 the motives of suffrage and conscription converged

to achieve victorious outcomes.

The IODE took strong objection to the peace movement. Its opposition was

66 Catherine Lyle Cleverdon. 1950. The Woman Suffrage Movemenr in Canada.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 123.

07 Ibid. 129.

.. NAC MG28 Il7. 2. National Executive Minutes.17 October 1917.

.. Catherine Cleverdon. 1950. 119.



singular and focused:

It is not too much io say that the continuance of the present w;lr depends
upon the support of the women of the Empire. so that ;my discussion
which Olav confuse the issue must be regarded as dangerous. The women. ~-

know that this gener.llion has been ealled upon to make tremendous
sacriliees in order to leave peace and liberty in the world for their ehildren
and their children's children. That is the reason why peacc talk. no malter
how sincere. cannot he toler.lled.'1J

The IODE's position was justilied with a callto the maternaI. Women. from their moral

and nurturing position. were to make sacrifices for future gener.ltions. Thus the 'private

sphere' justification cchocd the 'public sphere' tory politics of conserving for future

generations: demonstrating the interconnect::dness hetween what were constructed as

binary oppositcs.

The IODE expressed a strong disdain for Germany and in 1916 associated ilself

with the Anti-German League. stating:

The purpose of the Anti-German League is not to perpetuate international
hatreds. It is simply a sane measure of self-preservation aimed against a
nation which has made itself an outlaw of civilization. Ali memhers who
join this league pledge themselves never willingly or knowingly to buy
German or Austrian goods. and to do their Ulmost to prevent such goods
beings brought ioto Canada either now or after the war.7I

Boycott was a war-time strategy, but the violence of expression is striking. In 1915 Mrs

P. D. Crerar suggcsted the pledge that "from this day until the day of my death 1 pledge

myself never willingly nor knowingly to buy an article made by the bloody hands that

70 Echoes, December 1915, 60. Editorial on peace movements.

71 Echoes. December 1916. 66, 8. "The Anti-German League."
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killed our boys."" Fearing for the safety of Canadian prisoners in Germany. the IODE

suggested that the pledge be taken in secret."

It is easy to understand in a nation at war. the belief in the cause and the r..lllying

of beliefs 10 seeure vietory. Specifie episodes suggest the converging perception of both

'r..lee' and gender in the C:efenee of Empire, When the British nurse Edith Cavell was

accuscd of being a spy and executed by the Germans in Belgium. in 1915 gender

sharpcned the sense of outrage expressed Empire-wide.74 An IODE chapter bcaring her

name. and appropriately compriscd of Montreal nurses. was one of th.: many memorials

that sprung up around the Empire to Cavell's memory.75 It was stated il; Echoes after the

close of the war that:

Among all the horrible deeds perpetrated by the Germans during the great
war none perhaps excited more loathing and disgust in the minds of British
people than the brutal murder of this gloriously loyal Englishwoman...Her
execution can only bc regarded as a brutal murder, and another illustration
of the many which the Germans have given in the late war, that in spite
of all their vaunted culture they are in fact still a semi-barbarous people
and destitute of the very elements of any true culture.76

This was an attaek on a white British woman, a symbol of purity and nationhood, in

which she was rendered defenceless by a constructed as racially inferior, barbarie

T.! NAC MG28 Il7. 2, 3. National Executive Meeting Minutes, 8 Octobcr 1915.

7:' Ibid.

74 Claire M. Tylee. 1990. Tire Great War and Women's Consciousness: Images of
Militarism and Womanlrood in Women's Writings. 1914-64. Basingstoke: Macmillan, 46.

75 Marcel Dirk. 1988. "Imperial arder Daughters of the Empire and the First World
War." Unpublished M.A. Thesis. Carleton University, Institute of Canadian Studies, 59.
Around the Commonwealth mountains, schools and streets are named after Edith Cavell.

76 Echoes, June 1919,77, 33-35. Article on Edith Cavell.
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Despite the maternaI identity that it cultivated a.' a representative of Empire. the

IODE wa.' in a more masculine-constructed 'political' position than other women's

organizations. In 1919 the IODE resigned from the National Council of Women of

Canada to protest the Council's affiliation with the International Council of Women. on

the grounds that the Council included "enemy" afliliates.n Given th'lt the IODE \Vas tirst

and foremost a patriotic organization this is not surprising. It demonstmtes the multiple

positioning of the IODE as a patriotic group of women. with the primary objective of

winning the war for Britain and Empire.

Conclusion

This chapter shows how identities of gender. 'mec' and cla.,s came together in !,arly

twentieth century Canada to construct Canadian identity. The IODE was 'lble to use its

eIite social status and gender to negotiate aceess to spaces from which to work to produce

a British Canada. A 'racial hierarchy' asserted that British people and their anglo-celtic

Canadian descendants were superior to all other 'races', while discriminatory immigmtion

laws that legislated this preference were supported. World War 1provided the opportunity

for the IODE to dmw upon strong prevaiIing constructions of the 'matemal' to defend

Empire. Its matemal position was vitally connected to an idealization of an anglo-cei~ic

'race'. It was British subjects who were given the vote in 1917. Founded to r.lIly to the

cause of the Boer War, fighting for the 'mother country', the IODE as loyal 'daughters'

n V. Strong-Boag. 1976. The Parliament ofWomen: The National Council ofWomen
of Canada 1893-1929. Ottawa: National Museums of Canada. 105.
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during World War 1 acted out its motives on a larger seale than they had cver had

imagined in 1900. Immigrdtion and war work had in common the intended construction

of a strong. powerful British Canada.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE CANADIANIZING n'VENTIES

This chapter considers the IODE's conccrn \Vith immigration and the

'canadianization' of immigrants in the 1920s. Canadianization involved :lssimilating ail

immigrants into the Canadian mainstream of the time. As canadianization was based upon

mimicking Britain. British people were considered the easiest to canadianizc. This chapter

develops the argument that colonial power was constructed by negotiation in multiple

spaces and identities. During the inter-war ycars the IODE pn:ference for British

immigration was strengthened through collaboration with both ,he Canadian and British

governments. overeoming the contradictions present in the policies of the two nations. To

assimilate those not of British origin. the IODE devoted increasing effort to its

canadianization program. In the implementation of canadianization a changed identity of

Canada was constructed out of the differenee that the IODE altempted to subsume. The

1920s started as a time of great hope and potential.

British Preferences

The IODE ..as a firm supporter of the 1919 Canadian Immigration Act. that

amending the Act of 1910. prohibited immigranl~ deemed unsuitable and made even

c1earer the neeessity of immigrants assimilating into the hegemonic identity of Canada.

During the inter-war years the IODE frequently reiterated its preference for British

immigration, forthrightly stating that:

The consensus of opinion regarding that important feature of our national
life, immigration, is the fact that the IODE considers a selection policy
should he pursued by the governrnent and that there should he a
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predominance of British Selliers.'

The sacrifices of World War 1 were used as a justification for preserving the dominance

of anglo-ccltic immigmtion:

We sent our splendid men overseas to fight for us and for our country. and
surely now ours is the great responsibility of preserving and building up
from lhem the land for which they made sueh great and supreme
sacrifices.'

Given its preference for British immigmtion. it is not surprising that the IODE supported

the British gO'lemment in ils post-war emigration plans for British people. After World

War 1. the British state renewed its tr.ldition of the settlement of British people overseas

in British territories. especially in the 'white' dominions of Canada. AustraIia, New

Zealand and South Afriea.~ Statc involvcment centered around the 1922 Empire Settlement

Act, whieh authorized assistance to passages and land settlement for fifteen years, with

three million pounds allocated each year:

Gender was of vital concem in post-Worid War 1 British emigration to Canada,

and it was here that the IODE focused its attention. The Empire Settlement Act was

motivated by the perception that there was a surplus of women in Britain. Citing figures

1 National Library of Canada. IODE. IODE Year Book 1925, 30.

: Ec/lOes. March 1920,80,33. ''The Education of the New Canadian." Address by
Mrs C. C. Heam of Brandon to the Grain Growers' Convention (Women's section) on 9
January 1920 in the City Hall. Brandon Manitoba.

~ Sec Stephen Constantine ed 1990. Emigrants and Empire. British Settlement in the
Dominions Between the Wars. Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press.

• Stephen Constantine 1990. 4. The Empire Settlement Act of 1922 was "an Act to
make better provision for furthering British settlement in His Majesty's Oversea
Dominions".
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that women exceeded men in Britain by more than a million. secrelary of stale for the

Dominions Amery argued that women l'rom the 'centre of Empin:' \Vere needed on the

'peripheries'. He proposed that the salvation for these redund:mt \Vorkers in the st:lgn:mt

post-war economy lay in the British colonies. where there was still :10 ovcrahundance of

men.S

ln addition to ridding Britain of its 'surplus' was the added henelït of pOlential

economic. str.ltegic and cultural development of the dominions," ln Can:ld:l it MIS

believed that there were vast expanses of land waiting to be populated with 'fresh British

stock'.' According to Semmel, writing in 1960, a social imperialist doctrine of the time

saw the open resources as an opportunity for economic development and a means of

renewal for a 'British race' polluted by industrial urbanization. all of which would serve

to strengthen the Empire." As Constantine sums it up:

The claimed benefits of female migration were thereforc esscntially
conservative: the confirmation of women's traditional roles and the
satisfaction of masculine needs, the preservation of British cultural and
political predominance in the dominions by the breeding of ncw
generations from fresh British stock. and the sustaining of economic
production and prosperity through the stimulus of more marriage. higher

5 Dane Kennedy. 1988. "Empire Migration in Post-War Reconstruction: The Role of
the Oversea Settlement Committee. 1919-1922". Albion. 20, 3, Fall, 403-419,407.

6 Brian L. Blakeley. 1988. "The Society for the Oversea Settlement of British Women
and the Problems of Empire Settlement. 1917-1936". Albion. 20. 3. Fall, 421-444, 415.

, Dane Kennedy 1988.415.

g Bernard Semme!. 1960. Imperialism and Social Reform: English Social-Imperialist
Thought, 1895-1914. Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press. Semmel shows the
importance of geographer Halford MacKinder in sueh views.
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birth rates, population growth and larger markets."

The Canadian Government. despite its legislated preference for British

immigr.ltion. was eoneerned that Canada. on the pretext of patriotism. was viewed in

Britain as a "dumping ground" for the unfit. 1O Canadians who were themselves of the

'Iower ela%es'. sueh a~ tr.lde unionists and veterans. were proteetive of their own ;nterests

and viewed immigr.ltion as an attemptto flood the labour market." ln this tug of war. the

IODE. sensitive to c1a~s. admitted that there eould be "absolutely worthless British

immigranl~." 12 A seepticai member went so far as to state that:

1 am convineed the foreign immigrant is as varied in quality and type as
the British immigrant. We have magnifieent British immigrants. and
absolutely worthless British immigrants. and among those foreigners whom
we eaB dirty. filthy and ignorant. Cl hear it on every hand). are you not
sure among those immigrants there are magnificent types of men. The
lower classes of foreigners in Europe have 1 venture to say a far greater
appreeiation of music and art. 13

Here. class powerfully transeends constructed 'biologicaI' boundaries. showing how

identity was more multiple.

Canada was partieularly e::ger to attract male agriculturaIists and femaie

• Stephen Constantine 1990. 8.

10 John A. Schultz. 1990. "'Leaven for the lump': Canada and Empire Settiement,
1918-1939" 150-173. ISO. In Stephen Constantine. 1990.

1\ Dane Kennedy 1988.416.

12 NAC MG28 Ii7. Il. 5. 37. Address by Miss Constance Boulton of Toronto on
Immigration work.

I~ Ibid.
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domestics. '4 Considerable lengths \Vere laken 10 obtain British m;lle agrieultur:llisls. llnder

the Empire Sen/emcm Act. for example. Ihen: \Vere speei;1l pro\'isions for \,eterans 10 lakc

up work on the land.'~ Of 8.500 British harvesters sent to Can;ld;l. ho\Vc\'er. mosl rcturncd

and the scheme was ealled a failure.'" Despite crics of "surplus" l'rom some qu:n'ters. whal

was not publicised baek in Briwin was that those who did not li\'e up to expeetations

would be sent back. 17 'fhere were nol as many immigrants as \V:mled for Canada. ami

immigr.llÎon of Britons was not always found satisf;lctory.

Children were amongst those in Britain who were perceived ;IS needing to esc:lpc

l'rom urban decay. As chiId migmtion continued under the Empire Sen/emem Act. bctween

1870 and 1930 Canada received more than 100.000 children,'" At the end of World War

1 the numbers of ex-juvenile British immigmnts who "flocked to the colours in Can:ld:1

during the war" was used as evidence in support of the good citizenship promoted by the

14 There is a large litemture on female domestics. For an overview see Marilyn
Barber. 1991. Immigrants Domesties Servants in Canada. Canada's Ethnie Groups.
Booklet No, 16. Ottawa: Canadian Historical Assoeiation and the Multicultuml Progmm.
Govemment of Canada. '

15 G. F. Plant. 1951. Oversea Settlement: Migrationfrom the United Kingdom ta the
Dominions. London: Oxford University Press.

16 John Sehultz 1990. 164.

17 Barbara Roberts. 1986. "Shovelling Out The "Mutinous": Politieal Deportation
From Canada Before 1936," lAbour/ Le Travail 18 (Fall 1986): 77-\10. and Barbar.!
Roberts 1988. Whenee They Came: Deportation from Canada, 1900-1935. Ottawa:
University of Ottawa Press.

18 Gillian Wagner. 1982. Chifdren ofthe Empire. London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson.
xi. See also Joy Parr. 1981. lAbouring Children: British Apprentiees ta CCUUll1a, 1869·
1924. London: Croom Helm. Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press.
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schcmc.'" In the 1920s. however. the IODE began to question the scheme. raising doubts

ahout the conditions for ehildren. The IODE's criticisms of child migr..ltion were

inOuenced both by its connections to the new weI l'are organisations. and the fact that the

children were British and hence deserving of bcner treatrnent. At the 1924 IODE annual

convention Whinon. IODE member and director of the Canadian Council on Child

Welfarc. spoke:

Why arc so many children bcing sought for placements in homes and on
conditions which the Canadian authorities will not accept for our children?
It does not rcdound to the credit of Canada that in an official publication
of the Dominion Govemment we should speak of getting farm helpers
from ten to thirteen years of age. Do not these facts bcar out a contention
of a cheap labour demand, a cheap labour that approaches perilously near
a form of slavery?2o

As a professional social workcr, Whitton was critical of emigration agencies. their

inspection processcs and the guardianship of childrcn.21 To treat British children as free

labour made the scheme ail the more distasteful.

The 'Surplus' of British Women

The targeting of British domestics in the Empire Seulement Act appealed to bath

British and Canadian interests. While Britain held ambitions of lessening the 'surplus' of

women in Britain, Canada hoped that an inflow of domestics would alleviate the shortage

of domestic labour in Canada. Over 170,000 British women came to Canada between

1900 and 1930 deciaring their intended occupation to be domestic service. about hall' in

IQ Eclzoes. December 1919. 79. 23. So says Mt Smart, Chief Inspector of British
Immigrant children under the Dept of the Interior.

20 NAC MG28 Il7. 12.2,4, ""5.

21 Ibid.
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the decade before World \Var 1and hall' in the 1920s." Marilyn Barber has lookeù to the

motivations of those women who chose to emigrate:

Women often have been portr.lyed as passive or adaptive in the emigr.ltion
process. sharing the consequences of a move initiated by men. Yet in ;111

periods. single women came to Canada. many as domestic servants. for
rea.~ons of individual or family bellerment very similar to those motivating
male immigr.mts. Those emigr.lting as domestics were young women of... '- ... .. ...
prime marnageable age. While sorne were very aware of improved ehances
for marnage in Canada. and others used domcstic service as a way to join
fiances who had emigrated. most domestics came primarily for economie
reasons.2."

To the IODE. occupation Wa.~ secondary to 'mce' and. with its preference for British

immigrants. the IODE backed the British domesties. In eneouraging this British

immigration. the IODE moved aeross a numbcr of spaees that tr.lnsgres.~d eonstrueted

'public' and 'private'. as weil as national boundaries.

During the 1920s immigr.ltion. especially that of single women. Wa.~ controlled by

a confused eombination of state and voluntary interests. Inereased govemment

bureaueracy was attempting to manipulate. and replace. the extensive system of private

philanthropie agencies and voluntary societies. While women's immigr.ltion gained

importance through the Empire Settlement Act. the bureaucracies set up were still heavily

dependent upon the vo1untary work of women. and they often involved these women in

their structures. The new women's division of the Department of Immigmtion. for

22 MariIyn Barber. 1986. "Sunny Ontario for British Girls. 1900-30." in Jean Bumet
ed. Looking into My Sister's Eyes: An Exploration in Women's History. Toronto: The
MulticulturaI History Society of Ontario. 55-73. 56.

23 MariIyn Barber 1991.25.
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example. sent staff oflicers to Britain to give final approval in the selection of British

domestics. In Canada the division established a chain of women's hostels to receive

parties of domestics. who were then placed by a new government employment service.~"

These agencies took over tasks previously controlled by women's voluntary organisations.

the 'maternaI' carcgivers of a 'private' domain.

Increased state involvement led to multiple positionings for the IODE. The new

bureaucrdcy involved a collabordtion between voluntar:' and state interests. and the IODE

positioned itself in both arcnas. Members Charlotte Whitton and Margaret Grier were part

of Ottawa's new professional 'femocrdts'.2.' The IODE was represented on Canadian boards

such as the Canadian Council for the Immigrdtion ofWomen (CCIW), that was made up

of women's voluntary organisations and set up in 1919 as an advisory body to the

government. Of the CCIW Mariana Valverde has written:

Its main aims were to facilitate the wholesale importation of British
women uprooted by the war or fired from their wartime jobs, and to set up
a system to ensure that once in Canada the prospective domestic servants
did not escape their fate and seek other kinds of work or relationships with
men. Eight hostels were set up across the country to provide the single
female immigrants with both accommodation and supervision; matrons
werc also added to boats and trains for the same dual purpose.26

2" Marilyn Barber 1986, 61, and Marilyn Barber 1985. "The Women Ontario
Welcomed: ImmigrdOt Domestics for Ontario Homes, 1870-1930", 102-121 in Alison
Prcntice and Susan Mann Trofimenkoff. eds. 1985. The Neglected Majority. Essays in
Canadian Women's History. vol 2. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart.

2S Lome Pierce Special Collections, Queen's University. IODE. 1935. The Ottawa
Souvenir. Elizabeth Tudor Chapter IODE.

26 Mariana Valverde. 1991. The Age of Light. Soap. and Water: Moral Refonn in
English Canada. 1885·1925. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 127.
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Although it had gr.lOd professional intentions. the CCIW was domlant from Il):!:! until

In7. In I9:!7 the IODE. dismayed at the Iack of co-ordination of the 119 organisations

in immigration work. arr.lOgcd a meeting between the pœsident of the IODE and the

head of the Women's Immigr.ltion Department. Miss Mary Bumham.~7 The IODE thought

that the govemment should cati together the CCIW and auempt beuer coordination in

order to attract more female British immigmnl~.:s

Weary of committing energy to the projects and demands of other organisations.

the IODE auempted to deploy its efforts. In 19:!8. caution is expœssed befoœ agœeing

to participate in the Navy League's migmtion schemc. In considering whether to take on

the welcoming and welfare of these families Whitton points out that chapters throughout

Canada are already doing such work. in particular for the Y.W.C.A. in the Essex

Peninsula. and with the Society for the Settlement of Oversea Women in Britain?'

The IODE's connections and collaborations with state buœaucr.lcies extended to

the whole Empire. As part of its preference for 'British stock' the IODE was in close

contact with agencies in Britain. especially the Society for the Oversea Settlement of

British Women (SOSBW). The SOSBW was another example of increasing state

involvement in activities that were still gendered female and 'private'; hence leading to

the state relying upon the voluntary work of women. The SOSBW was a hall' voluntary.

half state vrganisation, whose goal was to increase the number of white. English women

"ri NAC MG28 117. 4 April. 1927. Report of President's meeting with Burnham.

28 Ibid.

:9 NAC MG28 Il7. 4 July. 1928, 154-5. MontreaI, Quebec, Manitoba and Alberta.
have already accepted heavy responsibilities for their present immigration work.
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in the British Empire. Founded in 1919 by an amalgamation of the British Women's

Emigr.ltion Association. the South African Co10nization Society and the Colonial

Intelligence League. in 1920 the SOSBW was recognized as the Women's Branch of the

Oversea Seulement Department of the Colonial Office. and its provincial representatives.

who were ail voluntary workers. served on the local emp10yment eommiuees of the

Ministry of Labour when women applicants for oversea selliement were interviewed.30

Class

C1ass eontinued to be an explieit eoncem of the IODE. Whik it was supportive

of domestie servants. the IODE continued to encourage the immigration of educated and

midc!le and upper class women. In 1926. for examp1e. the IODE artku1ated it~ conception

of class in this way:

While the need for household workers in Canada is unlimited it is not
desirable that Canadian stock should be replenished salely by that one
class of British newcomer. Surely il is important that a certain number of
women of education and training of various kinds shauld be encouraged
to come to help populate our vast areas to be "home-helps" in families in
the more remote districts. or in whatever part sueh openings eould be
provided. The Govemment fumishes wonderful assistance and opportunity
for the household workers. but for the daughters of professianal men, far
young women with pos~ibly a little capital anxious to star! aut in Iife on
their own, mueh less is done. Your commillee feels that as it is of the
utmost importance that Canada should encourage ta come to its shores
women who will include among their numbers those of education and
ability.31

30 G. F. Plant 1951,78-80. NAC A-I054 MG28 1336, SOSBW 2nd Annual Report
1921. 2. In 1962 the SOSBW became the Women's Migration and Overseas Appointment
Society. ceasing operations in 1963.

31 NAC MG28 117, 4. 2. 8 September 1926, 121.
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It can be interpreted that the IO::>E was not down-playing the unquencheù demanù for

household workers. but rather were stressing the neeù to perpetuate da.<s hierarchics.

The IODE wanted to copy a British scheme for Austr.llian seulement. a.,sisled by

the Victoria League in Australia. that encour.lged educated women l'rom Britain to seule

in Australia. The scheme entailed an assisted pa.<sage for wamen aged 18-35 years. and

a year of domestie employment at a fixed minimum salary in Victoria. whilst keeping in

tou"h with the Victoria League. In eontr.lst to other domestic labourers. the "edue:lted

woman in the country districts will often lïnd that she shares the work with the mcmbcrs

of the household. and also takes part in their social life."-'z It was considered to he an

excellent opportunity for a small number of educated women who desired to go aversea.,

and who were willing to take up domestic work under good conditions. The IODE found

it appealing that educated British women might come and live in its communities. since

sueh schemes would offer the "greatest openings for the chapters to make a delïnitc

contribution to the strengthening of the ties which bind the women of the Empire

together. ,,33 Chapters were urged to study the potential openings in their own localitics.

The imperial scale of immigration work involved recruiting at the imperial 'centre'

in Britain. Hence. the IODE sought closer contact with the SOSBW and again considered

the possibility of an office in London. In the words of immigration convener Mrs Gr.iham

Thompson:

How much it would heIp the Order to keep in touch with the movcmcnts

n Ibid. 122.

33 Ibid.
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of imperial women in the Motherland to have its representatives there. with
the SOSBW and tap potentiaJ British Immigrants at their source.)"

Once again. however. the IODE was a victim of the imperial structure that it existed to

perpeluate. The Victoria League in London threalened to get nasty if the IODE opened

an office in London. so lhe IODE baeked-down and concluded that it should continue to

focus ils efforts on Canada. "making a tangible contribution at this time to the uphuilding

of a British Canada.")~ Herc there was plenly for the IODE to be eoneemed about.

Disappointment

For all of the efforts to encourage British immigration during the 1920s. it was a

time of disappointment for all eoneemed. The demand for domestic servants and

agricultuf".lliSIS consistently exceeded supply.36 In Ontario "beeause Canadian-bom women

prcferred employment in factories or in the incrcasing number of offices and shops to

domestic work. Onlario housewives increasingly tumed to immigration to solve the

servant problem.,,37 Once in Canada. however. British girls were not so different to the

Canadian-bom in their aspirations. and did not stay long in domestic service.38 According

3" NAC MG28 1174,28 September, 120. Convener Mrs Thompson went to London
whcre she had meetings in London with Lady Cowan of the British Women's Patriotic
League, with Dame Merie! Talbot and Miss Franklin of the SOSBW.

3~ NAC MG28 117 4, 2, 8 September 1926. 120. The Victoria League reiterated its
offer of warmest co-operation with IODE representatives. but made it clear that anything
which seemed like steps towards organisation wou1d be considered as an Ïnfringement of
the understanding be(Ween the (Wo societies.

36 Mari1yn Barber 1986. 56.

37 Ibid.

38 Ibid.
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to Janice Gothard. there \Vas growing disenchantment amOngSl British women wilh the- - -'
prospecl of paid domeslic labour.'· Of lhe approximate!y 100.000 single women assisled

under the Empire Sertlelllent Act. approximale!y 80.000 of whom came 10 Canada. few

remained in domeslic service:"

For lhe IODE. with ilS preference for British immigranls. lhe 19::!Os waS a

partic:.tlarly disappoinling dccade. and lhereforc. disappoimmem soon turned 10 :1 tear of

'foreigners' who continued 10 immigrale 10 Canada. IODE immig'.Ition spokesperson

Laura Thompson wriles in 1926:

Should we now not recognize that Canada's continuance as part of the
British Empire may be imperiled by a failure to build up a population
resolved to remain loyal to that Empire? Should we now allow ourseIves
to be timorous as to the possibility of Canada. this grcat country - being
able to provide a livelihood for thosc Rritish who arc already in our
mielst?"

Eugenic beliefs and declining anglo-celtic fertility, in both Britain and Canada, combincd

to produce a fear of foreigners flooding in l'rom less desirablc part.~ of the world,

swamping and destroying British institutions:2 According to Carrothcrs, an acadcmic

writing at the time l'rom Saskatchewan, "it is this foreign-bom population that constitutcs

39 Janice Gothard. 1990. " The Healthy Wholesome British Domcstic Girl': Single
Female Migration and the Empire Seulement Act, 1922-1930," 72-95 in Stephen
Constantine 1990, 73.

40 Ibid, 73.

41 Echoes, 1926"28, 9.

42 See Angus Mclaren 1990,29, and Susan E. Wurtele. 1994. "Assimilation Through
Domestic Transformation: Saskatchewan's Masonic Scholarship Project, 1922-23", The
Canadian Geographer, 38, 2, 122-133.
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the greatest problem in Canadian immigmtion...4) An editorial in EcilOes wamed:

ln Canada to-day seven foreigners arrive for every five British born. and
disturbing talcs are told of the continental farro labourer who because of
his low standards of living. is willing to work for a piuance, thus
displacing Britishers who cannot exist decently on such a wage... it will be
difficult for British traditions to survive."

Amongst growing fears for the surviva! of an anglo-celtic population, it was an important

time for the IODE to rcassert its preference for British stock. asserting their beliefs out

of the fcar of encroaching differcnce. It is stated at the 1928 annual meeting that:

Perhaps no subject beforc the public to-day is receiving greater attention
of ail thinking people than the problem of solving the populating of the
grcat land arcas of this vast Dominion....and in our opinion we believe it
to be best for Canada to bring those of British stock, who would best carry
on her traditions. who possessed of these requisites (willing bands and
active bmins). would not only add to the economic wealth but the social
strength of our Dominion.4s

ln the face of the rcality of heavy non-British immigmtion, the IODE undertook its efforts

at canadianization.

Canadianization: Articulating Identity

In the pattern established before the war the IODE's first outreach was the port

welcomes where help was immediately practical and maternal. providing rest rooms for

women and food and drink for all in eanteens:'6 At Quebec. the largest port of immigrant

4) W.A. Carrothers. 1929. Emigration From tlze British Isles. With Special Reference
to the Development of tlze Oversea Dominions. London: P.S. King and Son, 246.

44 Eclzoes. October 1927, 109, 5. Editorial.

4S NAC MG28 1I7 12. 1.5. 1928 Annual Meeting.

46 National Library of Canada. IODE. IODE 1900-1925, 3 I.
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wa.' made of these services: in 1930 the postal hOOlh W:1S open for ll'S ships and 13.l'92

!ctters were posted."' As well as ports. tr.lin stations were important places where the

IODE provided aid for arriving immigr.tnts. In 1930 it is reported that at Bomlventure

Station in Montreal. tr.lnsfer point for the west. Montreal chapters met 171 tr.tins and

25.954 newcomers passed through the rooms where the IODE retained :1

matron.""

In the welcome work. too. boundaries between voluntary and state became blurred

and the IODE began col1aborating with many other societies such as the Tr.lveller's Aid

Society and the Navy League. The IODE was attached to large projects such as the Red

Cross seaport nurseries in Saint John. Halifax and Quebec. The nurseries were run in <:0-

oper.ttion with the feder.ll department of Immigmtion and Colonization. and were

managed by the Red Cross. Echoes in 1927 reports that in six years. 84.463 infants :md

children had been cared for at the nurseries. with thc IODE's contribution including tea

and biscuits for parents."' This work depended upon many hours of volunteer labour.

Soon mer World War 1 the IODE realized that canadianization would be more

influential if continued beyond the spaees of the port and station. The IODE fol1owed

eugenie reasoning and urged intervention to improve and absorb the r.leial qualities of

.7 Echoes, October 1930, 120, 8.

.. Echoes, October 1930, 120, 8. Due to the voluntary labour from membcrs at the
IODE's rooms only 522.00 was spent in any emergency relief for this large group.

•• Echoes, March 1927. 107,25. "What the Seaport Nurseries are Doing for Canada
and New Canadians."
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future generatiuns. buth physieally and mentaIly. This was partieularly important in work

with health services. The case with whieh immigrants were eonsidered to be assimilated

eorresponded with the previously introdueed 'racial' hierarchy. Anxiety was directed

toward Asians and Afriean Amerieans. who were considered unable to be readily

assimilated ur eanadianized. In 1923 provincial politieians in British Columbia

suecessfully pressured the federal government to stop ail Chinese immigration.lO The

province of British Columbia IODE supported this move and urged its national executive

to follow suit. In a 1923 article on "the Oriental Problem". in Eelzoes states "Eastern

Canadians arc beginning to rcalize that Orientais will not fuse in our melting pot.....Let

us. in ail conscience. stand side by side with our fellow-citizens of British Columbia."ll

Consistent with constructions of 'race'. were strong regional and ethnic differences

in how immigmnts were treated. that depended on how easily canadianized they were

perceived to be. From Ontario and the east, where immigrants were large1y British and

northcrn European, the IODE organised "Christmas cheer."l2 In the 1930 account, parties

were given for 800 to 1,000 girls in different parts of Ontario, 500 new settlers were

guests at a "monster picnic" in New Brunswick and 64 Scandinavian families receiving

attention from chapters in New Brunswick.53

la Howard Palmer. 1991. Etlmicity and Polities in Canada Sinee Confederation. No.
17 Ottawa: Canadian Historical Association with the support of the Mu1ticulturalism
Program. Government of Canada.. II.

li Eclzoes, June 1923,93. 16. O. C. Pease. "The Problem of Immigmtion."

l2 Eclzoes. October 1930, 120, 9. Report of the Immigmtion Committee by Charlotte
Whitton.

l3 Ibid.
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Despite its low opinion of immigr.lnts deemed undesir.lhle. the IODE rceognised

that it was not helpful to advoeate "wholesale denum:iation of the foreigner in our midst":

the majority were eonsidered industrious people ''lloing thcir dutY. as they kno", it. and

filling a great need in the industrial life of our country."" The IODE rocus thcrcrore

shifted to taking responsibility for canadianizing immigr.lnts. Looking h:1Ck to the prc-war- ...... ...

years a member notes that:

We did pr.!ctically nothing. We paid them not nearly the altention that wc
should have paid to imported caltle. Did wc try tQ understand thcir point
ot view. or make them understand ours'? No. We made no effort to even
teach them our language..... it is just lately Ihal we :lwo"-e 10 Ihe vilal
importance of educating their childrcn to be Canadians..... lf we expect any
mimc1es to be performed among our foreign bom. wc have got to perform
them ourselves.55

With such reflections. the IODE set out to meet the challenges of canadianizalion.

Through canadianiz:ltion. the IODE was forced to confront what 'Canadian' meant.

and to construct Canadian identity in resistance to the diffcrencc Ihat it altcmpled 10

assimilate. In its pmctical expression the IODE avoid~d stating what Canada was. and

instead emphasised what is was not. Instead of being centered in Britain. identity began

to re-Iocate in the space and people of Canada. What Said has termed bctweenness.

"overlapping and intertwined geogmphies of identity" bccomes very apparent here.56

Defining Canada was a hard task for an organisation whose symbols were British.

Canadianization was initially constructed in very pmctical terms. emphasizing skills such

S4 Echoes. October 1920. 82. 44. Ethel D. Cr.!w. "Is Naturalization the Remedy'?"

55 Ibid.

56 Edward Said. 1993. Culture and Imperialism. London: Verso. 72.
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as the E!lglish language and good housekeeping. It \Vas not until Iater in the century that

the IODE was able to aniculate a 'Canadian' identity. In the mear.time. canadianization

was constructed to be everything that the alien was perceived not to be.

To achieve canadianization. immigrants must not be allowed to live in segregated

spaces. A growing fear of the segregation of new Canadians was expressed in Echoes in

1919:

ln Manitoba about 50 pcr cent of the population is alien. and in the other
Western Provinces the proportion is still higher. Is il any wonder,
thereforc. that she feels the gravity of the situation and the necessity of
speedy action on the part of every loyal Canadian?57

In a 1919 address titled "Canadianize the Aliens" Mrs George H. Smith, national

education secretary, presented a large chart of Saskatchewan. showing in coloured blocks

the "different nationalities' origins and numbers of each no.. ionaliry represented in that

Province."5K Ethel Craw argues the risk of spatial enclaves:

The industrial and agricultural development of Canada, the building of her
raîlroads. and the working of her mines. require an ever increasing supply
of unskilled labour from the over-populated countries of Europe and the
Orient. But we must provide these toHers with something more than just
work for their hands. We must not allow them to live apart in "Little
Russias" or "Little Italys", never mingling more than is necessary with
their Canadian neighbours, nor taking any interest in our National affairs.
and cherishing the purpose of retuming to their native land when they have
saved enough money for their old age.59

57 Echoes October 1919. 78, 49. "Canadianization is Vital Question. Delay and
Neglect is Dangerous - Must Extend Dermite Aïd·to Aliens in our Midst - AIe Alien
Women to have full Canadian Citizenship?" By Mrs. C. C. Hearn, Brandon.

50 Echoes, October 1919,78.49.

59 Echoes, October 1920, 82,44. Ethel D. Craw. "Is Naturalization the Remedy?"
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Segregated spaces. it was argued. could lead to immigrants heing "tainted" with soeialism.

such as an article in 1919 suggested was happening to Finns in Coppel' Cliff. Ontario.'''

Furthermore. there was fear that immigrants who livcd in a hlock wouId vote ;IS a hloek.

thus posing a threat to the political system. Howard Palmer ha.~ documentcd this eoneern

with respect to underprivileged immigmnts of eentml and castern European and Finnish

immigrants in urban centres and mining camps.o, ln 1926 the president of the Order

identifies a complex non-British threat:

As daughters of the empire and loyal Canadians. we should be alive to the
serious situation that confronts us in the propaganda that. a.~ the years
advance, is being slowly and surely directed at the undermining of the
British connection in this Dominion. and the disintegration of those stable
elements that have placed Canada in il~ proud position...1 want to tell you
that we have come to a dangerous position. The menace of Communistic
and atheistic propaganda is also becoming widespread in evcry country.o~

Connecting immigrants to Communism wouId again surface later in the century.

Metbods of Canadianization

Al'ter World War 1 English was considered to be the most vital componenl in

canadianization. An imperial education. which provided English skills and knowledge,

was cen'.ral and vital to the construction of a Canadian identity. An article in EcllOes

states that immigrants must be trained in "high ideals" of citizenship. Immigr.ml~ should

60 Ibid, 44-45. Bolshevism is reported as spreading amongst workers in lumber and
mining and railway road construction camps.

61 Howard Palmered. 1975. Immigration and the Rise ofMulticulturalism. Vancouver,
Calgary, Toronto and Montreal: Copp Clark Publishing, intro., 3.

~ NAC MG28 117, 12, 1, 11. "Insidious Propagamin" Minutes of 1926 National
A.,nual Meeting at Admirai Beaty Hotel, Saint John, New Brunswick.
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"lcarn English. speak English. and think English." If immigrants can be persuaded to

undertakc "this heroic method of learning English. nine-tenths of the Canadianizing

problem wouId be solved...t,) Plans for canadianization of cbildren extended far beyond

English lessons. The IODE subscribed to a complete imperial curriculum that promoted

the 'ruling discourse' and legitimated the superiority of ilS rule.""

Evidence of such intentions is revealed when the IODE states its motives. As

national education secretary Mrs Smith appealed in 1919 for "intensified and broadened

Canadianization Campaign" whose object it is to "banish the old-world point of view. old

world rivalries and suspicions. and make our foreign-bom citizens ail the way British. in

language. thought. feeling and impulse.....' Smith advocated the teaching of patriotism in

the public schools. particularly in outlying districts.

But the IODE experienced difficulties in instructing "patriotic ideals" amongst

ethnie groups. During the 1920s. for example. the IODE questioned the determination of

the Doukhobors in British Columbia to educate their children themselves. and resolved

to copy schemes underway in Ford and Kitchener to arrange schools for ..the foreigners

in our midst..... Ever-aware of the power of segregation. the IODE perceived a threat from

., EcllOes. Decemœr 1919. 79. "Making Canadian Subjects of our Foreign
Population...

"" J. A. Mangan. cd. 1993. The Imperial Curriculum: Racial Images and Education
in the British Colonial Experience. London and New York: Routledge. intro.. 6. The
following chapter examines the construction of the imperial curriculum.

l>$ EcllOes. March 1919.76. 31-33. Mes George H. Smith spoke on 5 February to the
Toronto Municipal Chapter.

.. BCARS NIU lM7P IODE. Provincial Chapter of British Columbia Minutes 1924.
Summary of the 12th Annual Meeting British Columbia Provincial Chapter IODE. 23 and
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seets such as western Mennonites who for religious reasons ;lllempted to educate their

children separ.ltcly. Such pr.lctices. stated the IODE. wouId pnH'e a "menace to Canadian

unity that may arise l'rom the natural tendency of aliens to segregate in unassimilated

groups.ltb7

As part of a grand canadianization progr.lmme in schools across Canada. the IODE

had many vigorous and varied ideas: tr.lvelling libr.lries. children's newspapers. and the

distribution of copies of the British North America Act to schools and libmries. prizl's

were offered for short stories and one-act plays.'" The War Memorial Scheme. (the focus

of chapter seven), included a component providing patriotie pietures. lectures and libmries

to 'foreign' schools.69 It was as a part of this canadianization scheme that in 1919

Constance Boulton went on a tmveIling "iIIustr.lted lectures" tour, undertaken in

collaboration with the Navy League of Canada. Boulton visited sorne 35 towns in Western

Ontario and delivered about 78 lectures to approximately 30,000 children. She showed

pictures of King George; a lion and little cubs to symbolize and 'natur.ùize' the

relationship belWeen the British Empire and the Dominions and ships, "the bulwark of our

unity." Boulton's images and stories were eonstrueted l'rom an imperial narrative firmly

founded upon mimieking the imperial centre of Britain. Shifts were oeeurring, however,

in that sueh mimicking produced Canadian heroes sueh as General Currie, and the lectures

24 April 1925.

67 Ibid.

6ll NAC MG28 117. 3. 1 June. 1925. "Suggestions for Expansion in the National
Educational Department."

69 NAC MG28 117.3.5 Mareh 1919. The War Memorial Scheme.
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included talcs of the bmvery of Canadians and their "brothers from across the seas."70

ln its education progr.lmmes. the IODE targeted isolated areas with high

pcrcentages of immigr.lnts. Especially in Alberta. it was considered necessary to arouse

"an interest in the British ideals and tmditions. wilich are our common heritage as

Canadian citizens. amongst the 60 other nationalities besides the basic racial stocks of

British and French origin,"" ln the face of the perceived immigrant threat. the IODE

included French Canadians in their "basic mcial s:ocks"; a passive inclusion. as French

Canadians were not considered to challenge colonial ideology directly.

Thc IODE saw that tcachers were vital transmitters in canadianizing immigrant

children in classrooms. It was not alone. In the pr.ùrie provinces. teachers were secn as

important in canadianization by a variety of organisations.72 In the 1920s the province of

Alberta IODE held summer school courses in canadianization at the University of Alberta.

It also awarded a prize of SI50. on the recommendation of the local inspector. to a

teacher who had served two or more years in a 'foreign' settlement. Applicants were asked

to write an essay of one thousand words describing their methods of canadianization.73

A prizewinner working in a Ukrainian seulement articulated her concept of British

70 Echoes. March 1919. 76. 55-Si. Constance R. Boulton. "Tcaching Our Children
Citizenship. Educational Work being Carried on by I.O.D.E. bids fair to Become one of
the Most Important Activities of the arder - What is being Accomplished through
Medium of Illustrated Lectures." This piece mentions the War Memoriallectureships and
scholarships. selected libraries and pictures of a Patriotic and National character to be
placed in the foreign schools.

71 Echoes. March 1929. US. 7. "Canadianization Work in Alberta".

72 Wurtele. 1994.

7~ Ec/loes. October 1930. 120.
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Canada:

The problem of the foreigner is a great one; greater than we realize. ln
Alberta we have over 60 000 Ukminians who occupy. roughly speaking.
a block of land 60 miles square. They have brought with them customs.
morals and religions that are in many respects a century behind Anglo
Saxons. A Ukminian missionary told me thcy had no tr.ldilions. or what
we wouId calI such. They had no King Arthur. or Saint George. The only
tmdition was oppression."

Ukrainian culture L~ clearly portmyed as inferior to British culture. Reminiscent of

Atwood's description of a schoolroom. the icons mentioned are from British history. and

are to be mimicked in 'colonial' Canada.

The potential of the film medium was recognised early by the IODE. Initially. Iilm

substituted for the earlier patriotic entertainments and musicals and pageanl~.'~ The IODE

brought in experts to advise them on how to use film. Film had the advantagc of

transcending language bamers. The Editor of Eclzoes articulated this significance in 1930:

The motion picture cames a mutual message in a country where common
speech is not an inheritance. Before the "movies" Russian. and
Scandinavian. Italian and Dutchman. Englishman and Frenchman. may sit
elbow to elbow and vibmte sympathetically. for all understand the
language of images.'·

,. Echoes. March 1929. IlS, 7. "Canadianization Work in Alberta".

,~ John M. MacKenzie. 1986. Propaganda and Empire, especially chaptcr threc. "The
Cinema. Radio and the Empire." At the January meeting of the Manitoba Provincial
meeting in 1921 Mrs Valance Patriarche of the Manitoba Censor Board, gave an address
on "The Influence of the Motion Picture on National Life". Tcn years latcr Raymond
Peck. Director of Motion Pictures, department of Trade and Commeree. Ottawa, provided
the information for an article in Echoes on "The Educational Scope and Possibilities of
Motion Pictures".

,. Echoes, June 1930, 120,39.
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The IODE advanced the superior meril~ of British films and petitioned for their purchase

and viewing. In 1926 an article in Echoes is titled "British Films to the Front - getting

the soul of England into Picturcs."n Later in 1945 in New Brunswick, the Princess

Alexandr.l Chapter showed films about Canada and the Royal Family at two parties it

gave for language students at Vocational SchooL'"

loto the Home

The space of the home. as the place of immigrant women. was also the focus of

canadianization. To promote social purity, women were considered best able to exert their

moralizing influence in the home. Perhaps it is an indication of their own feeling of

maternai strcngth as women that the IODE recognised the importance of immigrant

women in seulement, quoting the secretary of state for the Dominions saying that

"pioneer wives are the Empire foundation stones" and themselves suggesting at the 1928

national annual meeting that:

The new settler's success or failure in the new country depends to a great
extent on the wife's attitude, whether she can cise above the f1I'St
discouragements, through failure of the first crops, and other seerning
obstacles, and adopt a more optimistic outlook; because we must remember
that loneliness in that vast West has been a productive source of many
failures in the life of a settler.79

Consistent with the 'racial hierarchy' already documented, the IODE believed that

British women could. with a !iule training, adapt to become strong and useful. while non-

n Echoes. March 1926. 103. 10. Article by William T. BieseL

'" Public Archives of New Brunswick. MC 200 ms 4512.

79 NAC MG28 117. 12. 1, 5, 13.
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English speaking women with different cultur.ll values were dangerous. Because of their

importance as 'mothers'. sueh women were considered hostile obstacles to canadianization

and treated with more suspicion than were men.'" Therc were occasional voices of

sympathy for the hardships that immigmnt women faced. as in a 1919 mticle in EclIOCS:

Put yourself in the place of the foreign-born mother - a stmnger in a new
land. husband and children learning the English language and Canadian
ways and gradually growing away from the mother. a keen sense of
unwelcome on the part of the native-bom. forced by eircumstances or the
opposition of the native-bom to live in unsatisfactory and un-Canadian
surroundings."'

Other voices questioned whether such "a1ien" women were worthy of bcing natumlized

a10ng with their husbands:

Is she to have full Canadian citizenship because she is the wife or daughter
of a naturalized a1ien. no matter whether she can speak our language or
not. or is otherwise qualified?

The immigrant mother was portrdyed as the element most resistant to canadiani7..ation. In

the words of the IODE national citizenship and immigmtion officer. these immigr.lnt

women were primitive and "apparently quite dominated by thcir men folk. and seem to

us to have very Iittle outlook for the future beyond a Hfe of drudgery and repression. ,,112

To alleviate isolation and canadianize these immigrant women. the IODE was

active in home visits; endeavouring actually to gain access to the home and lead by

1lO Ibid.

81 Echoes. December 1919.79.35. "What a Woman Can Do in Canadianization A
Few Suggestions for Personal Service - Neighbourliness the Keynote - Teach English 
Other ways and Means of Helping Along this Great Wor!e."

112 Echoes. December 1919.79.21. "Reaching the Women in Non-English Districl~."
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cxamplc. In an article in Echoes on "Rcaching Womcn in Non-English Districts" suggcsts

that:

Would it not bc possible to place womcn community-workcrs in thcsc
thickly populatcd forcign districts whcrc tcachers' homes have been built
by the Dcpartmcnt of Education'! The community work~rs could sharc the
homes with the teachcrs. thus lifting sorne of the burdens off their
shoulders. They would form community centres. visit the women and older
girls in thcir homes. familiarize them with our language, gain their
confidence, teach them elementary health conditions and how to care for
the sick. and generally help them to adjust themselves to conditions in this
country of their adoption. This would at least show the foreign-born
woman that we. her Canadian sisters, are interested in her. and sympathize
with her. And how far-reaching sympathy is. is it not? Its effect can never
he measured.KJ

The article goes on to suggest strategies for members to follow. The methods involved.

often on false pretences. establishing "sympathetic points of contact". such as, through a

"friendly visit of one woman to another. Treat as if a native-born moving into

neighbourhood. Find a sympathetic point of contact - a new baby, a sick child, sorne

flower seeds. a pot of jam," in order to "get her to help you and unconsciously you help

her. "lW Even teaching English has the ulterior motive of improving the hygiene of

immigrant homes:

Ask the women to bring their babies. While you are teaching the women
get some tactful young woman who loves children to amuse the babies;
perhaps wash them and tum them back to their mothers clean and happy.8S

There was a strong perception that immigrants were living in unsanitary conditions. In the

narne of health and citizenship it was the job of the IODE to inculcate immigrant women

113 Ibid.

lW Ibid.

8S Ibid.
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with 'the cult of domesticity'''" It was suggested to members that they get doctors to help

them in improving conditions and that members Ihemselves "Iry 10 improve the living

conditions. but do il very tactfully. Sometimes a bouquet or a little piclure will lead the

foreign-born mother to tidy up a whole room. "S7

The standards that the IODE applied to ruml areas rel1ected the urban aspimtions

of members. They could also be theories rcmoved l'rom the realities of lived cxperiem:e.""

In rural areas the harsh position of women immigr.tnts conlrasled with the lives and

position of urban and conservative members of the IODE. These were women who h'ld

the time to read inl1uential advocate of women's rights Janey Canuck's article on the

place of women in Canadian citizenship. Janey Canuck wrote in Echoes that "women arc

interested in small parks, child-Iabour, the bcttering of conditions in shops and factories,

and juvenile courts."'· Women's place in sueh urb:tn 'public' spaees was l'rom the

"standpoint of the home", while man's place was "l'rom the industrial side."'" It was the

citizen1y duty of women to be active in promoting citizenship.

It was with sueh citizenly mission that the IODE attempted to influence

NO Anne McClintock. 1995. Imperial Leather. Gender. Race and Sexuality in the
Imperial Contest. London and New York: Routledge. McClintock demonstrates c1ear
connections bctween domesticity and imperialism.

ll7 Echoes. Deeembcr 1919,79, 21.

.. For a discussion of such contradictions in motherhood in Quebec sec Andrée
Lévesque. 1994. Making and Breaking the Rules. Women in Quebec. 1919·1939. Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart.

89 Echoes 78. 1919. 53. Mrs Arthur Murphy (Janey Canuck) "Canadian Citizenship."

90 Ibid.
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immigmtion. and the subsequent lire of immigrants. with its works of canadianization

during the 1920s. It did so in the places to which it couId negotiate access. through its

gendered. 'r.lce' and class identities. These were spaces considered by the IODE as

dangerous and threatening. For much of the 1920s canadianization was constructed out

of British-centred values. and il imposed an imperial narrative on the space of Canada.

Increasing numbers of immigmnL~ other than British. however. demanded that

canadianization define more c:early what it meant to he situated in Canadian space. With

an imperial narrative still strong. the IODE's response was pragmatic gendered work with

immigmnts. emphasising skills above rhetoric. This was also heeause. with 'racial'

prejudices running high. there was scepticism about how suecessful canadianization could

he. and it was still hoped that immigrants would he British. Chapter six provides a picture

of how the IODE ideally portrayed Canada at this time.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXHIBITING CANADA: THE 1928 ENGLISH SCHOOLGIRL TOUR

In 1928 the IODE cOl1aborated with the SOSBW in a cross-Canada tour by

English schoolgirls which. in both its itinerary and subjccts. can be read as a vivid

geographical enactment of colonial identity. The itinerary forrncd a narr.ltive of supcrior

British-based culture. economy and politics in a resouree-rich. tcchnologically advanced.

democratic Canadian nation. Figure 5.1 outlines thc itinerary. Thc gender. 'r.lce' and class

identities of the schoolgirls worked in 'between' ways; as subjccl~. the English schoolgirls

were positioned to transmit a colonial image of Canada to Britain. Thcir position was

necessarily multiple. as they themselves were simultaneously on display. selting an

example to which Canadians should aspire.

Empire Unity

In the late summer of 1928. the 25 young women of 17-18 ycars old.

representatives of sixteen elite English public schools.' assembled with their parents on

the departure platforrn at Euston Station in London. England, to bcgin a two-month tour

of Canada.2 The girls had been careful1y selected. Nominated by their respectivc

headmistresses, they had survived final selection by a sub-committee of the SOSBW. and

, 'Public' in Britain refers to private. paying schools, as opposed to the statc school
system. The schools were: Bishop Fox's School, Taunton; Cheltenham; Christ's Hospital;
Grassendale; Huyton Col1ege, Liverpool; The Royal School. Bath; Rodean; Sherbome; St.
Mary's, CaIne; St. George's, Harpenden; St. Paurs; St. Felix; Wycombe Abbey; Watford
Grammar School and Woodford Green School. Most of the schools were in the South of
England. Echoes, December 1928. 114, 9.

2 They took a train to Liverpool, and then went by sea to Canada. The tour lasted
from Saturday Il August to Monday 15 October 1928.
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c·-t Dlrocllon of IrOVO. Figure 5.1. IIInerary of the 1928 Engllsh Schoolglrl Tour of Canada

1 Ouoboc City
2 Amherst
3 TrurD
4 Sydnoy
6 Ho1ifo.
a Annopolls
7 SI John
8 Fredricton
9 Woodstock
10 Toronto

11 Nollh aay
12 Winnipog
13 Regina
14 Colgory
16 Vernon
16 Pontielon
17 Chililwack
18 Vancouver
19 Victoria
20 Jasper

21 Edmonton
22 Saskatoon
23 Sudbury
24 St Catharines
26 Niagr. FaUs
26 Hamilton
27 Toronto
28 Ottawa
29 MOnlrDiil

Source: Echoes, Dac. 1928, 114.
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they were wished 'bon voyage' by none other than the Secretary of State for the

Dominions, Colonel Amery.' Figure 5.2 shows the girls arriving at Quebec.

The tour was part of the British Govemment's Empire Settlement scheme of the

19:0s, as outlined in the last chapter. The tour organizers. howcver, were oper.lting on

a much more general level than simply expecting that the 25 schoolgirls themselves

would emigrate. Related to immigration, 'empire unity' was the theme behind the

organization of educational cxcursions for vibrant youth. The badgcs givcn to the girls

frem the SOSBW. as wcll as the minutes of the SOSBW. refer to thc tour as simply an

"oversea tour" that was not specific to Canada. Responding to what she thinks were the

reasons for the tour, Betty Bidder, a member of the tour, recalls:

We were all issued with a badge before we left and 1 still have mine and.
in fact, have even found it 1 see it was from the SOSBW, which 1 think
stood for the Society for the Overseas Settlement of British Women.
Perhaps this indicated that Britain wanted to get rid of us mthcr than
Canada wanted us as immigrants:

The idea of the tour as encouraging empire unity is supported by memories of the tour.

Beatrice Scarr, another of the girls on the tour, offers her contempomry views: "1 don't

think there were any real feelings that we were expected to emigmte. It was l think purely

to enlarge our outlook and to show us what a truly marvellous country Canada was. You

could not fail to see this.,,5 Betty Bidder compares the spirit of the tour with that of

3 Echoes. December 1928, 114, 6. ''The Story of the English School Girls' Tour
(Taken from the Diaries of the girls)."

• Correspondence with Betty Bidder, 27 July 1994.

S Correspondence with Beatrice Scarr, 20 June 1994. Neither Betty Bidder or Beatrice
King themselves emigrated to Canada. Beatrice considered emigrating after World War
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eontemporary 'overseas experience' trips that are taken today hy young ;\ùults throughout

the western world: "my grandchildren go aH over the world ;l' a matter of course, but in

1928 our trip was looked on as a great adventure."·

The idea for 'Empire tours' had begun in the early 1920s when. foHowing a visit

to England by the Young Australian League. a reeiprocal visit to Austr.llia was sponsored

by the Church of England Council of Empire Seulement. Thcre were grandiose pl;lOs 10

send 200 boys from English public sehools on tours of the Empire.7 Along with the

headmasters of public schools. eonnecùng the tours to 'oversea seulement'. Colonel

Amery, was on the Schools Empire-Tour Committee." Between 1927 and 1939 over

nineteen tours were organized and smal1 groups of elite public sehoolboys tmveHed to

South Afriea and Rhodesia, Canada and Newfoundland. New Zealand and Austr.llia.

India, East Afriea, West Indies and Briùsh Guiana."

In 1927 the Oversea Settlement Commiuee of the Colonial Office suggested to the

SOSBW that they eonsider the possibility of a tour to Canada for English sehoolgirls. A,

the SOSBW was eontemplaùng whieh women's organisaùons they would approaeh for

n, but was put off by stories that jobs and housing were hard to find. Betty has a
grandson living in Toronto.

6 Correspondenee with Betty Bidder, 27 July 1994.

7 J .A. Mangan. 1985. The Games Ethic and Imperialism Aspects of the Diffusion of
an Ideal. Middlesex: Viking, 29. See also J. A. Mangan and Roberta J. Park eds. 1987.
From "Fair Sex" ta Feminism: Sport and the Socialisation ofWomen in the Industrial and
Post-Industrial Eras. London, and Totowa NI: F. Casso

8 Ibid.

9 Ibid, 30. The literature on these tours has, so far, ignored tours of schoolgirls.
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hdp in Canada. an IODE national executive officer. Miss Arnoldi. visited the SOSBW

offices while she was in England. 1O The SOSBW asked the IODE if it would co-operate

in a tour and a situation agreeable to both parties was worked out. Enthusiasrn was

subsequently gauged from the IODE's cross-Canada membership. with the response of

"hearty endorsement."'" The IODE had the intention that after the tour. having worked

positively with the SOSBW. it would become the sole representative of the SOSBW in

Canada. and thus extend its influence over female immigration to Canada.'2

The IODE's Hopes

The IODE allempted to centre the tour on Canada. with Empire unir; as an

important. if pcripher.i1 motive. For the IODE. the tour was c1early intended to be more

than an edueational excursion. At the end of the 1920s, the IODE was desperate to attract

British immigrants. Members of the IODE fantasised about the girls. and others like them,

immigr.lùng to Canada. When one of the girls wrote back to the IODE after the tour to

say; "1 shall probably be coming to Canada to live before long because Dad is so

interested in my account of the trip that he has made up his mind to go and see the

country for himself'. the editor of Echoes commented:

10 NAC A-IOS4 MG28 1336. 18. SOSBW Eighth Annual Report 1927. From SOSBW
Fawceu Library. "Readers will doubtless be familiar with a scheme under which a party
of public schoolboys visited Austraiia in 1926. The remarkable success of that tour led
to a suggesùon being.put forward by the Oversea Settlement Commiuee that the SOSBW
should explore the possibiliùes of arranging one for girls from secondary schools".

Il NAC MG28 117.4,2 November 1927.43. IODE National Executive Minutes.

12 The outcome unfolds in the next chapter.
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From the foregoing it is evident that the visit of the English schoolgirls to
Canada will have a far reaching effect. not the least of which will be the
encouragement of British migr.ltion to this Dominion."

Vpon retum to Britain the interests of both the IODE and empire unity found outlets in

talks by the girls at their sehools. and on r.ldio broadcasts. When Beatrice King retumed

to her school she was "asked to tell about 100 of the senior girls ail about it."'· ln a r.ldio

broadcast. Miss Thompson. director of thc tour and member of council of the SOSBW.

commented on "the wonderful hospitality of our hostesses." I~ Each person was a guest in

approximately 22 different Canadian homes. "Wc liked Canada and 1 hope sorne or us

may go back again. We are ail ardent propagandists for the Great Dominion."lo

The Propaganda Tour

The tour provides a 1928 moment in the narrative of hegemonic colonialism. To

follow Edward Said. the strength of the tour \Vas found in the power to block the

formation of 'other' narr.ltives.17 The narr.ltive appears through the girls' diary entries.

which were subsequently published in EcilOes. in a mdio broadcast made upon retum to

Britain. and contemporary correspondence with IWO of the girls on the tour. The diary

entries and broadcast were 'propaganda'. John Mackenzie defines propaganda as "the

lr.lnsmission of ideas and values with the specific intention of intluencing the rccipients'

13 Echoes, December 1928. 114, 5. Editorial.

1. Correspondence with Beatrice King, 20 June 1994.

15 Echoes. December 1928. 114:

16 Ibid.

'7 Edward Said. 1993. Culture and Imperialism. London: Verso. xiii.
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altitudes in such a way that the interests of its authors will be enhanced.""

The tour includes ample evidence of the continuation of the 'hierarchy of races'.

Emphasising the similarities between dominion and 'mother country', the IODE hoped,

would encoumge British citizens to immigrate to familiar territory. Il was aIl-important

èuring the tour that the schoolgirls should be given "an intimate insight into aIl that was

best in our Canadian Iife.'''· Rhetorics of the British 'race' as one big family W;J:, taken

to grcat extremes. It was the IODE's purpose throughout the tour to "make the girls seem

Iike extcnded farnily members", so that they would "have the point of view of relations

visiting their own people and seeing the inside of our Canadian homes and the

atmospherc and sentiment of Canadian Iife."~o The girls were to see and feel Canada at

its bcst. As Betty Bidder recalls:

As far as 1 rcmember, 1 felt like 1 was to be an arnbassadress for Canada,
and was expected to tell everyone bac!:. in England what a wonderful
country it was. 1had no trouble in doing this at home and at school but do
nol flatter myself that it had a great deaI of effect.~1

To the IODE, the schoolgirls epitomized the ideal Canadian, and they were

cxhibited to Canadians as model citizens. One of the IODE organisers proudly asserts in

her post-tour report:

Ig John Mackenzie. 1986. Propaganda and Empire. The Manipulation of British
Public Opinion 1880-1960. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 3.

,. NAC MG28 117, 12. 1.84. IODE Annual General Meeting 1929.

~ Ibid.

~I Correspondence with Betty Bidder. 27 July 1994.
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Twenty-five nicer and more attr.lctive young people it would have been
harder to find and their warm appreciation of what wa.~ done for them and
their intense intere.~t in Canada and what she had to show W:L~ very
refreshing. Their personal feeling towards the Order before they had
finished their tour was a very noteworthy feature of their Canadian
impressions.~

The schoolgirls had identities as 'daughters' of the 'mother country' and future mothers

themselves. They were openly referred to a.~ fine 'British stock'. the carriers of mcial

purity. the reproducers of the next genemtion. There wa.~ a high value placed upon the

redemptive. feminine 'civilizing' effects that motherhood could have on a nation. This wa.~

a time of imperial motherhood. with rccent strong royal female role models. especially

Queen Victoria.

'Race', Natur-,alization and Environment

The "niceness" and "attractiveness" of the girls wa.~ embedded in naturalized

notions of 'race'. health and sexuality. There was a strong connection between the health

of the girls. the health of the 'British race' and the health of Canada a.~ a place. Right l'rom

the beginnings of tour organisation the SOSBW showed a concem for the health and

fitness of the girls. Much care was taken by the IODE in the appointment of Miss Galt.

a nurse who travelled with the girls and looked after their health. There wa.~ a clear

sporting link in that the tour's director Miss Thompson had previously taken a group of

English hockey players abroad. In planning the itinerary much attention was given to

sports and recreation with hints of the eugenics of a healthy body as essential to the

'superior breeding stock' of a healthy nation. This includes comments that the girls had

22 NAC MG28 117. 12. 1.84. IODE Annua! General Meeting Minutes 1929.



gained weight :md would have to lose it by exercising on board ship on the way back to

England.

The constructed health and beauty of the girls is connected to the environment of

Canada. showing the Canadian environment as suitable for British immigr,mts. as opposed

to the 'Iesser r.lces'. Canada is portrayed as a heaithy place, a northern environment of

strength where 'British stock' thrive.~J To advance the Canadian c1imate as being easy for

British immigmnL~ to acclimaùze, the Canadian winter was downplayed in ail aspects of

the tour.~4 The October 1928 editoriai in Echoes suggests that there would be no

suggesùon of a "cold Canada" in photographs or memories.z

Great lengths were taken to 'naturalize' the Canadian environment as a place with

a suitable landscape for 'British stock' to inhabit. The 'marvellous' Nova Scoùa scenery

\Vas passed through on the coast. The Annapolis Valley was described in the broadcast

as "a fruitful. peaceful tract of country, reminding one of old-fashioned pictures of the

promised land."~6 ln the diary entry of Sheila Keane a first glimpse of the Rocky

Mountains is recorded as, "they looked too marvellous for words. with the sun shining

on their snow-capped peaks. 1 don't think any of us thought they would be quite so

23 This is a common myth in Canadian idenùty. See Carl Berger. 1966. "The True
North Strong and Free" in Peter Russell ed. Nationalism in Canada. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press. 3-26.

~4 For a discussion of the links between geography and imperial emigration see Morag
Bell. 1993. "'The Pestilence That Walketh in Darkness'. Imperial Health, Gender and
Images of South Africa c. 1880 - 1910." Transactions of the Institute of British
Geographers. N.S. 18, 327-341.

:s Echoes. October 1928, 113. 5. Editorial.

~6 Echoes. December 1928, 114. 9.
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wonderful. or would seem so extraordinarily near."~' Of Niag:lra Falls. Mary Short Ilotes

in her diary entry. "it was thrilling to think that \Ve \Vere at last at the foot of the Falls

of which we had heard so much. The volume of water and the wonderfully colourcd

rainbows impressed us enormously."~s Images of the landscape of Canada have stayed

with Betty Bidder over the years. As she recalls. "1 have very vivid memories of many

beautiful places from Niagar.l to the Rockies. Sorne are so well known that they must

have survived unspoilt: Niagar.l. Banff. Lake Louise. Jasper Park."~·'

The girls aetually spem lime living 'in nature'. The wilds of Northern Ontario were

chosen for a week-long stay in log cabins. Audrey Fleteher records her dation: "as soon

as our baggage arrived we rushed to put on breeches or gym tunies so that we couId feel

we were really earnpers."JO It was reported in the broadcast of the girls' camping

experiences in Northern Ontario that:

we slept in log cabins on the shores of a perfeet lake. and bathed. canocd.
rowed. waiked (or hiked) held sing-songs round camp Cires. ate corn off
the cob, hot dogs and all kinds of strange but pleasant foods, and in facto
had the lime of our lives. Canadians certainly do know how to make the
most of their glorious Summer.31

Here, 'race' and sexuality appear 'naturai' in what was considered the most strong and

27 Ibid. 21. Sheila Keane. Diary entry 14 September. Banff and Lake Louise.

28 Ibid, 22. Mary E. Short. Diary entry for Toronto-Niagar.l.

29 Correspondence with Betty Bidder, 27 July 1994.

JO Echoes. December 1928. 114.7. Audrey Retcher. Diary entry.

31 Ibid, 9.
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hea1thy of environments, the idealised epitome of Canadian space.)2 The girls' enjoyment

of their surroundings, where they frolic and are at one with 'nature', reinforces their

suitability for Canadian citizenship.

Class, Gender and Progress

The 25 schoolgirls were mostly upper-middle cIass, and had paid a substantial cost

of 100 pounds towards their transponation.)) A few had had their passages paid for by

their schools. This was the case with Beatrice King, who recalls:

My school, Christ's Hospital, founded by Edward VI (son of Henry VIII)
in 1552 very kindly sent me, as 1 had really left school and was waiting
to stan a teacher's training course in January 1929. Miss Thompson had
wanted this school to be represented. AlI the other schools were for fairly
wealthy girls. My father was a parson with a big family and!lQ! wealthy!34

Because class difference operated in a more fluid way in Canada, the girls probably

experienced a broader spectrum of society than that to which they were used in England.

Where possible, it was arranged that the girls meet young Canadians of their own age and

social position, "for the personal friendships that may thus arise are all a great

strengthening of ties between the two countries.,,35 As Betty Bidder recalls:

)2 Karen Dubinsl'1" 1993. /mproper Advanees: Rape and Hezerosexual Confiiez in
Onrario. /880-/929. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 148. Dubinsky
suggests that at the time Nonhem Ontario was considered a "superior physical
environment".

~) The remaining costs were met by the fundraising of the IODE.

34 Cortelo-pondence with Beatrice Scarr. 20 June 1994.

~5 NAC MG28 117. 12,1. National Annual Meeting 1929.
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Our hostcsses wcre unfailingly generous and kind and were l'rom ail
possible walks of life. On our arrivaI. wc wouId see a bunch of women of
ail ages backed by a row of cars varying l'rom a shining new Packard (no
Cadillacs that 1 remember) to a Model T Ford. and the hostesses and their
homes covered thc samc range. 1 am sure 1 sample everything l'rom a
millionaire's house to working class cottages: wc probably were most
comfortable in the middle-class professional homes l'rom which we came
but 1 hope wc behaved reasonably weil in any of them.'"

Al'ter the tour there were frequent references by the SOSBW. the girls and by the IODE

itself to the wonderful hospitality of the IODE and the lengths that it went to during the

tour. Beatrice King remembers the IODE as "kind and entertaining."" As she recalls:

"Then we stopped at small stations and were given a great welcome and given pamphlets.

souvenirs. fruit etc. This made us feel Iike royalty. We took tums to thank them. Then

on we would go. ,,;\8 Even breakfast was often preceded by welcoming speeches. to which

the girls took it in tums to reply; "Being one of the younge.~t. my tum did not comc

around for a third time. for which at the time 1 was gratefuI.,,39 The social schedule was

hectic and tiring. "Sometimes 1 fear", reealls Betty Bidder "we must have seemed very

off-hand, if not down-right rude; a diet of almost uninterrupted sight-seeing doe.~ tend to

cause mental indigestion, and 1 can reme~,!ler saying thul if 1 have to admire another

town hall 1 shaH scream.".0

The girls were the guests of many prominent Canadians. The welcome extendcd

36 Correspondence with Betty Bidder, 27 July 1994.

37 Correspondenee with Beatrice King, 20 June 1994.

3S Ibid.

39 Ibid.

"" Correspondenee with Betty Bidder, 27 July 1994.
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in Duncan. British Columbia. is typical of the pomp and circumstance surrounding the

tour. Cicely M. Nelson notes in her diary:

....we had a royal welcome - it is simply wonderful the way so many
people tum out to see such nying visitors! We put a wreath on the War
Memorial and then we sang the National Anthem. The Mayor extended a
welcome to us and everybody seemed so pleased to see us that we were
only sorry we couId not stay longer.·'

Privileged class position allowed access to official space. The tour itincrary is full of

dinners and luncheons with mayors. lieutenant govemors. and members of parliament.

making for a highly pressurcd itiner.lI)'. Legislative buildings across Canada. attributed

to British-styled democrJcy and justice. and the connection to constitutional monarchy

werc emphasised. with royalty given a prominent position wherever possible. For

example, there was a visit to the Prince of Wales's ranch near Calgary. In Regina, writes

Pamela Butcher. "in the aftemoon we visited the Parliament Buildings. which were very

fine. We were pleased to sec a photograph of little Princess Elizabeth hanging on the wall

there."·~ Rosamund Upcher comments that Parliament buildings in Ottawa "were very

interesting, especially the peace tower, and we ail thoroughly appreciated the privilege of

being allowed to see the Memorial Chamber. which is most unusual."·3 It commemorates.

of course, Canada's loyal part of the Empire in World War I.

At various moments during the tour, the appeai was made to gender identity: the

girls were shown domestic science rooms, attended a household economics lecture,

.1 Eclzoes, December 1928. 114,22. 25 September. Victoria to Jasper.

<1: Ibid, 6.

.., Ibid. 23. Rosamund Upcher. Diary entry.
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llandicr.lft fairs and were given feminine presents. Here gender appcars in stark contra.~t

to the imperial propaganda narrative of agriculture. resourccs and industry. But because

they were identified as British and of privileged class. their gender did not exclude the

girls from the more masculine and 'public' spaces. They were shown the present

competency and future commercial promise of Canada. At the national exhibition in

Toronto the girls were presented with a full Empire narr.ltive. Schoolgirl Phyllis Carter

notes in her diary:

We were taken to the Empire Marketing Building. which was beautifully
laid out. Wc were particularly interested in the lovely models of animais
and scenes of different parts of the Empire. We rushed around the Ontario
Building and saW all of the natural resources in the Province. Then we
dashed through the agricultural section. Afterwards there were bands and
fireworks.....

Empire unity was made visible in the relationships of staples tmde. There appcarcd 10 be

no end to the diversity and richness of the resources that Canada contained. ln British

Columbia:

We were shown over some huge lumber mills. some of the biggest in the
world, 1 believe. It is marvellous what can be done with an enorrnous tree
in a few minutes, and mther sad in a way. A mighty tree trunk is dmgged
in from the river, and in a few moments cut up almost a.~ though it were
butter, the whole thing being done by one man directing a va.~t mass of
machinery:5

In Sudbury, Muriel Brown shows an understanding of the production of nickel; "we all

agreed that to visit Coniston is the best way to learn the 'Mond Process' for nickel - much

.... Ibid, 7. Phyllis Carter. Diary entry.

45 Ibid, 9. Broadcast.
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betler than consulting a Chemistry text book. "46 In Calgary they took in "the modern city"

and surrounding oil wells "with strange jets of gas spouting over the countryside. ,,47

Throughout the tour the agricuiturai resources and wealth of Canada were

emphasised by visiL~ to a wide variety of experimental farrns and orchards. At Regina the

girls visited the gr.lin exchange and participated in the Harvest Thanksgiving: "One has,

of course. heard descriptions over and over again of Canadian wheat fields, and it is

impossible to convey an adequate impression to yoU.,,4. In the fruit-laden Okanagan

Valley the girls "ate more peaches than one could have believed possible" and met many

English settiers, reinforcing the notion of the bountiful life in a Canadian environment that

is put forward as suited to British immigrants above ail others:9

Developing Dominion

AIl development was linked to Canada's position in the British Empire. As Miss

Thompson stated, the "idea was that the girls should lcarn something of the past history

of Canada, as weil as gain an impression at least of its present position and future

development."SD They were shown "our historical beginnings in Quebec and the

Maritimes" and then moved through the country as "our civilization moved West," and

capped it aIl off with a week's visit to the universities to obtain "a more intimate

016 Ibid. 22. Muriel Brown. Diary entry.

47 Ibid. 9. Broadcast

... Ibid.

49 Ibid.

sa Ibid.
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knowledge of the young people of their own age."~1 There is an emphasis throughout the

tour on becoming familiar with the heroes and great men who had helped ta huild

Canada. with continuai reference ta grand narr.ttives of eonquest and domination. ln

Quebee City. with no guilty feelings about how French Canadians might view the site.

they visited the exact landing place of General Wolfe. the British hero who captured

French Canada for the British in 1759. This is not to say that there was no recognition

of a French Canadian presence. but that it was an input considered ;n relation ta the

hegemonic status of British Canada. Recalling the tour. Beatrice King wriles Ihal her

favourite parts were "Montreal or Quebec. as they had such a French influence. and Ihe

history involved with these twO."l1 In the Maritimes al Fort Champl::.in. the girls learned

more of FrenehlEnglish rivalry and in Winnipeg they reeeived lessons on the "thrilling

history" of the pioneers of Ihe Hudson's Bay Company.~3

Unlike the heroies, economie merit and cultur.tl supremacy of the British and

French, Native peoples were to be marvelled at for their 'primitive' ways of the past. In

Chilliwack, British Columbia:

We visited an Indian schocl, and it was interesting to see the children
show us England on the map, and on being asked, the (to us) somewhat
puzzling question "what is the other name of that country'?" to hear them
ail respond without hesitation, "Our Mother1and." What a queer wor1d il
is!S4

li NAC MG28 117, 12, 1. 1929 National Annual Meeting.

~ Correspondence with Beatrice King, 20 June 1994.

S3 Echoes, Deeember 1928, 114, 9. Broadcast.

Sol Ibid.
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This comment is an indicator to the extent to which seeing Britain ..'; the centre of Empire

had supposedly infiltr..lted the Native mind.

At the end of the tour there was time for the girls to reflect upon and consolidate

their experiences. The girls were split into three groups to spend a week at McGill.

Toronto or Queen's University, where special courses on Canadian history and literalUre

placcd an emphasis on imperial progress. modernization. the superiority of Britain. and

a slrong Canada within the British Empire. The courses arranged for them helped the girls

in "focusing some of the ideas they had collected throughout the tour."ss Cicely M.

Nelson writes about her courses at McGi11:

Dr. Cyrus Macmillan gave us IWO lectures on "Canada in Literature" which
made us realize, 1 think of the first time. !hat Canadians are just as much
heirs of Shakespeare as English people and that what we ail really ought
to work for is Empire literature.s6

The courses summarized Canada and the narrative of the tour more genera1ly as a

portrayal of what Canada had been. presently was. and might be, shown to those who

were idea1ly sought to create il. This was to be a place mimicking Britain. and subsuming

ail difference into the colonial identity of Canada.

Conclusion

The 1928 English schoolgirl tour of Canada demonstrates how the IODE created

a narrative of Canadian history. within the larger narrative of Empire. The tour possessed

ail the qualities of the IODE's earlier pageants and entertainments. making the concept

SS Ibid.

S6 Ibid. 23. Cicely M. Nelson. Diary entry.
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of 'Canada' '!.~ delicious as Okanagan peachcs. Further. the IODE's position in promoting

Canada. yet l'rom a colonial. Britain as superior. perspective sees it utilizing British

interests for its own benefit. The schoolgirls thcmselves bccamc part of the narr.ltive. and

provide insight inlo who could belong to the hegemonic construction of colonial identity.

As the girls discovered the Canadian environmenl and society. their multiple idenlities

showed the important intersections of gendcr. dass and 'mce'. The lour is also teslimony

to the extent that the IODE wouId go to populate Canada with Brilish immigmnls. Il WilS

an important moment that would fade quickly as the Great Depression changed

expectaùons and possibiliùes.
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CHAPTER SIX: DAUGHTERS 0 .. THE EMPIRE, MOTHERS IN THEIR OWN
HOMES. 1929-1945

The IODE's rcpresentation of colonial idcntity during the Depression and World

War Il was char.tcterised by Britain's weakening position in relation to a stronger Canada.

Although the influence of investments and popular culture from the United States was

increasing at this time. British immigranl~ were still valued as superior. and the IODE

eontinued to negotiate access to spaces where it could reinforce its own construction of

Canadian identity. largely unaware of American and French Canadian presences. During

World War H. when Canada came to Britain's aid. cIass position and organisation along

stringent 'impcrial' lines led to a massive contribution to the war effort by large numbers

of IODE women. The IODE used its maternal position to reinforee allegiance to Britain,

but its perception wa.~ ever more Canada-centered.

The 19305

After the 1928 schoolgirl tour, disappointed :hat il had failed in the attempt to

become sole Canadian representatives of the SOSBW, the IODE seemed tired of trying

to encourage British immigmtion.' Rejected, the IODE expressed inereased pragmatism

in il~ attitude towards Britain. The 1929 transfer of the canadia:lÏzation work to the

Immigration Committee of the Order was an aeknowledgement of how there would have

1 NAC MG28 1336 A-I054. SOSBW 1929 Annual Report, 32. Soon after the tour
the IODE asks the SOSBW if it ean become the sole representatives in Canada, and the
situation is very tense when the SOSBW turn down its request; "We are glad that in spite
of the inability of the IODE to correspond officially with the SOSBW, we may still count
upon their kind help in varions directions. We owe a debt of gratitude to the Order in
relation to the Schoolgirls' Tour, and should greatly regret a severance of connection with
such good friends."
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to be even more active eanadianization. as weil as securing British immigrants.' When

SOSBW representatives Fr.lnklin and Hargreaves visited Canada in 1930 to meet with the

IODE about the immigr.ltion of educated girls and to reconsider the IODE as sole

correspondents. the IODE was sceptical. With more educated girls gr.lduating l'rom

Canada. they no longer thought that large-scale interim domestic work would bc viable"

The IODE's caution is not surprising given the onset of the Great Depression. The

Depression forced radical reconsider.ltion of Empire settlcment schemes and cffectivcly

"killed the grand emigration plans of Amery and Milncr. the dominions having no interest

in adding to their unemployment.". At the end of the summer Bennett. the new

conservative prime minister. cut off immigration. With lhousands of Canadians

unemployed. the IODE grew more sceptical of immigr.lnls. especi:llly those l'rom the

British 'lower classes'. Although it was opposed to cutting immigMion altogcthcr. the

IODE was suspicious of Britain's using Canada as a way to allcviate its own domcstic

problems.s When the Empire Settlement Act camc up for renewal in 1937. thc IODE's

position recognized that Britain "with its large numbcr of unemployed is cxtrcmcly

z NAC MG28 117 12.1,6. National Annual Meeting 1930.

3 Ibid. The National Executive minutes record that;"Miss Franklin asked if the Order
would be willing to undertake the settlement and placement of a small numbcr of women
in such work. but it was explained that a survey had been made two or three years ago,
and the result had been most disappointing."

4Dane Kennedy. 1988. "Empire Migration in Post-War ReconstrUction: The Rolc of
the Oversca Settlement Comminee. 1919-1922". Albion, 20. 3, Fall 1988,403-419.44.

S John A. Schultz. 1990. "Canada and Empire Settlement 1918 - 1930." 150-173 in
Stephen Constantine ed. 1990. Emigrants and Empire: British Settlement in the Dominions
Between the Wars. Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press. 168.
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anxious to place these people in the Dominions."t, The IODE feIt that Canada could afford

to "select prospective selliers with the greatest care" so that they "arc not to become

failures or add further 10 the relief rolls."?

The IODE's preference for British immigrants and a British-based society remained

unchanged. In a 1938 Vancouver radio broadcast. IODE member Mrs Hodgson stated:

British selliers are badly needed ir. Canada today for its future well-being
and in order that our British herit.1ge and traditions may forever remain
part of our national pride. It is hoped that our govemment wiII soon see
ils way cIear to open the gates of Canada to selected settlers from the
British Isles.'

A booklet prepared in 1939 titled "Canada Within Empire" shows how little ideas had

changed since 1900. Canada's vast spaces were united not by features of their location in

Canadian space, but instead to the British Empire:

The great distances separating the peoples of the various Provinces, the
Jack of a national educational policy, the racial and religious differences
all make it difficultto achieve a conscious national unity, but a knowledge
of our .::ommon heritage within the Empire, the principles of justice and
freedom, should form a basis for mutual understanding and cooperation.9

The symbols of Canadian identity to be taught to immigrants were still defined through

the subjugation of difference; the symbols of the flag, coat of arms, and monarchy arc

• Echoes, March 1937, 146,51. "Only last January the British House of Commons
approved a resolution which would enable the Govemment to contribute 75% of the cost
of any migration scheme, against 50% at present." This was a preliminary step to extend
the expiring 1922 Empire Settlement Act for 15 more years.

? Ibid.

• NAC MG28 Il7, 19. Radio Scripts of Broadcasts on IODE History and Work.
"Vancouver AM" 1938.

• NAC MG28 Il7, 40, Misc. IODE. 1939. Canada Within The Empire. Toronto, 5.
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menùoned and Great Britain is still "the Mother Country". Aside from the four 'r.lces· of

the English. Scottish. Irish and French-Canadians" there \Vas a signilic:mt er.\sure of

ethnie groups in Canada. III Despite promises that assimilation would permil others 10

panicipate as citizens. it was only by taking on a new identity Ihat immigr.lnts might

belong; ultimately they were striving to\Vards something in which they wouId never be

able to parùcipate fully. despite the claim of "ideals dear to all Canadians.""

At this time. as during the century more gener.llly. education was an area of

sustained effort by the IODE. who realised the importance of education in promoting ils

ideals and was quick to sec the importance of textbooks and libmries for schools.l~

Educaùon often overlapped with canadianization, especially when the objective was to

educate new Canaùians in the ways of the colonial ideology. This work involved English

lessons in order to break down barriers to "foreigners in our midst" being instructed in

"patrioùc ideals." 13 Calendars, pictures, and other symbols of colonial atlachment were

la Ibid. 18.

II Ibid. 5.

12 For a discussion of Canadian textbooks see Timothy J. Stanley. 1990. "White
Supremacy and the rhetoric of edueaùonal indoctrinaùon: a Canadian case study" in J. A.
Mangan. ed. Making Imperial Mentalities: Socialisation and British Imperialism.
Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press. 144-162. J. A. Mangan. ed.
1993. The Imperial Curriculum: Racial Images and Education in the British Colonial
Experience. London and New York: Routiedge. is a collection of essays focusing on "the
funeùon of educaùon. curriculum and textbook in shaping imperial images of dominance
and deference." intro., I.

13 BCARS (Provincial Archives and Records Service. Victoria, BC). n1i1im7p IODE
Provincial Chapter minutes 15 October 1928. "Whereas we, the Provincial Chapter of
British Columbia are mueh concemed regarding the conditions existing in our Country
among the foreigners in our midst. viz- the Doukhobors and others, that they do not seem
to he instructed in the English language. whereby it is very difficult to instruet them in
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constantly provided to schools by chapters across the country. a practice that has

continued to the present."

As the cenlUry has progressed and hegemonic identity has changed, me IODE has

shifted not only il~ messages, but its places of influence. A Regina member expresses a

shift in influence on education boards and research:

At one time, and 1 mention it in my history. we were on every education
board in Saskatchcwan, IODE was on that board, they were always invited
to bc on it, bccause wc had input and wc did our research and we knew
what wc wcrc talking about. That isn't happening anymore. 15

Thc IODE attracted a large number of teachers as members. One such member recalls her

mcmorics of tcaching in the 1930s, and what shc now perceives was a challenge to a

British curriculum. Here, the connection of patriotic work in the classroom, to fighting

in war is strongly articulated:

Working with children in my day, you automatically taught patriotism. 1
don't think things were always rosy, because before 1was married in 1934,
1 remember one Friday aftemoon everything was done and 1 had a bright
class of boys and they'd cali them junior high today. They were ready for
high school and. 1 said right now. you can have a concert. and they always
loved a concert and 1 always tried to get my children to speak on their
feet; 1 thought it was very important for them to be able to stand up in
front of people and express themselves. So they would elect a chairman
and the kids had to do what the chairman told them to do; if it was to
speak for three minutes on day light saving and so on and in-between that
we'd sing songs, and we were singing "Rule Britannia, Britannia Rules the
Waves." So there came a knock at the door, and it was the Principal of the
school, the first time that rd ever seen the man and 1 said "What do you

patriotic ideals."

14 NAC MG28 1I7, 9, 6 May 1964. In 1965 it would be 40 years since the IODE
calendar, started by National Education Secretary Wilhelmina Gordon. In 1964 the IODE
printed 37.000 calendars for schools.

15 Interview, 18 April 1994. Regina, Saskatchewan.
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\Vant'?" and he said "We're not allowed 10 leach those war mongering songs
any more." This is 1934. 1 said "Oh. who says so'!" He said "The
Department of Edueation." That was at the beginning of \Vhat we .Ire now
in. bilingualism and multicultur.llism and so on. you know.

Four or live years later 1 stood on the platform of the CPR station out the
back of town here and the tmin was leaving for Halifa:... lt was a train full
of soldiers and the boys were on board and the IODE \Vas there with our
baskel~ and we had kleenex and candy and cigarettes and things you give
young people going away. And there were three or four of those boys
therc who had gone to school with me and 1 knew and thcy knew me and
1 said to one of them. he used to caddy lor me at golf. boy he W'1S .1 good
golfer. 1 said "Honey. have you any idea what you're going to light for.
besides a pay cheque?" and he turned around and he looked at me for .1
few minutes and he said "They didn't give us much chance to learn. did
they Mrs. Baker'?" 1 said "No. they didn't." And 1 said it's just sad to bc
leaving that way. And that was my one feeling that 1 had to that 1939 war.
1 blame Canadian schools for the watering down. you know. right now we
take our Canadian troops and we put them off in Cyprus or we put them
off in Somalia or somewhere cise and they haven't had any - and l'm going
to use the word - INDOCTRINATION to give them a reason why as a
Canadian they should be there. And 1 think that's wrong. That's like me
giving you a 10aded gun and saying go kil! anyone you want to. You don't
have to have a reason. and 1 don't think it's right. lb

This "indoctrination" is the narmtive of colonialism that the IODE actively promoted

through education. In the 1930s education that cmphasised strong attachmenl~ to the

British Empire provided the precursor to participation in World War Il.

World WarII

World War II. yes that's when the IODE really flourished bccause there
was a need in every field. for veterans and veter.lns' children and sending
things overseas and raising money to help with the overseas projects. Tag
days and everyone was so patriotic that IODE really flourished. Of course
that's why we were established in the very bcginning.17

16 Interview. 21 October 1993. Fredericton, New Brunswick.

17 Interview2, 25 Oetober 1993. Saint John, New Brunswick.
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1 think probably IODE had its greatest importance during the war. 1K

The men who sail in little ships through treacherous waters endure with
fortitude and patience the trials through whieh they must pass because of
what they learned of these virtues al their mother's knee. 1

·'

Canada prides herself on having been on the side of the motherland and
since war began has paid her way. has the largest volunteer fighting force
in the World. the largest small arms faetory in the Empire. and has been
privileged to share in the great glories as the daughter who is mistress on
her own house.20

As previously argued. much of the work on women's participation during wartime

has foeused on women as an essential identity. a group inherently different from men.

This 'maternai' reasoning. however. added weight to the separ.lte spheres framework. and

this has led to women's contributions as being seen as relegated to a private feminine

sphere. reinforcing the very categories of patriarehy. This framework was reified during

wartime by spatial dividers such as the 'homefront'. On the contrary. this thesis argues that

the IODE and its multiple positionings during wartime ail served to contribule 10 the

production of Canada.

World War Il saw the IODE negotiating a place through a wide spectrum of

identities and spaces. In EcllOes in 1942 there are references to the role of the mother in

international relations:

Who has such valuable training in a kind and just diplomacy as the Mother
of a family'? Who so impartial when judgement is required? Who so
anxious to distribute fairly the material benefits at her disposai? 1 beg of

1K Interview, 23 Oclober 1993. Fredericton, New Brunswick.

IQ NAC MG28 Il7, 6. 1I. National Annual Meeting. Presidential Address by Mrs
Horkins.

20 NAC MG28 1I7. 6. National Annual Meeting, 31 May 1944.
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you mothers. carry this spirit of tolerance and understanding to c\'crv
membcr of the human mec. :md wc shall havc new In~emation:;1
Relationships?

Maternai saeritiee is eonstrueted as international in int1uence. rcpresenting supreme moral

fortitude. As eonstrueted mothers. the women of the IODE occupied a domain of grief

and sorrow. It was a domain that was sustained by .. 'hands on' useful work". of aiding

the war effort.~ When the maternai identity was eombined with Canadian :lnd British

identities the effeet w:tS a rousing patriotie eombination and assertion of patriotism. An

example of these identities working in eombination is at the IODE annual meeting in

1940. where the IODE national president remarked:

The exercise of mutual tolemnce is of vital importance. Many women arc
experiencing pangs of deep sorrow at the present time. They have h.td to
say good-bye to either a husband. a son. a brother. a sweetheart or a
nephew. They arc worried and their nerves are on edge. People arc likc1y
under stress of great emotion to lose the large perspective. We should
think of this before criticising too severely. Canadians have inherited a
splendid pas. l'rom their British ancestors and it is within our power to
hand down to our descendants equality and freedom. together with
selflessness. co-operation. and mutual tolemnce.~'

In keeping with the spirit in which the IODE was fortned. her words also appeal to 'rolce'.

and British ancestors. As "daughters of the Empire". Canadian IODE membcrs had a part

to play in helping the women and children of Britain. Of the women of the Empire

Horkins noted in her speech a year later:

Their spirit and their sacrifice in this terrible war is the wonder of the

21 Echoes. Auturnn 1942. 168. 14. "Women and International Rdations."

n Interview. 9 October 1993. Campbellford. Ontario.

23 NAC MG28 II7. 6. 1I. National Annual Meeting. Presidential Addrcss by Mrs
Horkins.
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world. Every day. with unflinching courage and ncarly always with a
smile. they say farewell to the faces which thcy have loved. not long since.
but have lost awhile.24

Again. mothcrs must make sacrifices for national and imperial victory. As Horkins

continues:

The blood-stained year of 1941 has brought manifold sufferings. 
sufferings beforc unknown - but the fortitude of the women has been
unequalled in ail the annals of history. These indeed are the times that try
women's souls. but ail honour to the women of England. to the women of
ail the United Nations. so goes the toast. without their courage we should
be lost.:!.'

Canada's contribution is put in context of loyalty to Britain, and the allies of Britain and

Canada. It is not enough for women to l'eel the horrors of war; thcy must also work for

victory.

Working for Victory

The vital input of women's voluntary work was recognised by the IODE. In her

book Canadian Women in the War Effort, Charlotte Whitton wrote of women's home

responsibilities that:

These responsibilities had-and still have-a value, in the national economy.
of millions of doUars in the "non-gainful" occupation of hundreds of
thousands of Canadian homemakers whose inability so to keep the gears
of home life meshing would mean the complete collapse of the home front
behind ail war effort in the Dominion,26

At the same time that it was linked to the nation. women's work was considered to be the

24 Ibid. 15.

:s Ibid. 10.

2b Charlotte Whitton. 1942. Canadian Women in the War Effort. Toronto: The
Macmillan Company of Canada Limited. '.
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most suited to household and personal service. considered by Whitton :L~ the "most natur:11

and accessible area of women's effort.""(original emphasis)

As collective mothers the IODE 'adopted' ships :md military b:lses. stating that "the

authorities have found the interest taken by a civilian group in a ship and its sailors to be

very beneficial to the mor.ùe of the men and now desire every ship to have a sponsor or

"fairy godmother.""~· Between 1942 and 1950. 357 ships were adopted by IODE

chapters.29 Items sent to the ships varied l'rom patriotic pictures of the King and Queen

to coffee percolators. clothing. boxing gloves and :L~htmys. ,n

Being "fairy godmothers" was a complex project for the IODE. Shipments went

missing and ships put in requests for items that their supcriors did not want them to have.

Caught in the middle. IODE chapters were chided by the navy. A letter to the IODE l'rom

the navy regarding the PWSC Winnipeg inquires:

May 1 ask if you are putting sweaters in the Ditty Bags'? This is contmry
to the understanding reached with the Dominion Council of the Navy
League and a policy whieh 1 am satisfied is unwise. Many of the men
receiving ditty bags have ail the sweaters they need while other men arc
in great need of these sweaters."

The IODE was particularly strong in work with the navy and people working on the se:L~.

27 Ibid. 4.

~8 NAC MG28 117. 23. 15 March. 1943. Mrs Angas reports that therc are 51 ships
on the records of the Department of National Defence Naval Service without sponsors.

29 NAC MG28 117. 23. Adoption of Ships 1942-1950.

30 Ibid.

,1 Ibid. Lener to the IODE co-ordinator. Mrs Richardson.
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This was because the Navy fell into more of a 'between' category than the army and

airforce, and receivcd fewer provisions. The IODE operated a canteen in Halifax and a

Scaman's Mission in Saint John. New Brunswick:

It's still on Prince William Street and that's where the seamen wouId come
in during the war when they were on leave or had a break from their ship
and the IODE entertained almast every night of the week during the war,
with dances, and serving rcfreshmenlS, coffee, for years we made saeks
and things that they wouId need on board ship, heavy mittens. socks and
we made dilly bags.3~

As in World War 1. knitting was a significant work of the IODE. Knitting patterns

werc circulated for members to follow. "We ail knitted." says one member who lived in

North Bay. Ontario. during World War TI; "It was to send overseas. 1 pity who ended up

wearing it: 1 didn't know what in the name of goodness 1 was doing!"33 As a 'reserve

army of labour' women were frcquently ealled upon to supplement governmem clothing

supplies. One member recalls that the coast guard and merchant marines didn't have

uniforms from the government: "They weren't volunteers. but they weren't actually part

of service [but] they did an awfullot of work getting the convoys across to England." She

helped a woman who used to make vest~ out of scraps of fur from fumers: "1 was a little

girl, and we didn't have sitters in those days and so mother dragged me along and 1 used

to help her match the pieces of fur to make up these veslS for the merchant marines and

it was great fun and we'd get c1ifferent patterns.").l

n Interview. 25 October 1993. Saint John. New Brunswick.

33 Interview. 8 November 1993. Kingston, Ontario.

34 Interview. 4 November 1993. Ottawa, Ontario.
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That kind of work took place at 182 Lowther Avenue. the national headquarters

of the IODE in Toronto. Figure 6.1 shows members at work in the packing room.

Recalling headquarters during the war the same member recalls m:lking lavettes to send

to bombed-out families in England:

They had a stable at the back and those were the working and packing
rooms during the war. And it was busy pr.lctically eighteen hours a day.
people packing and working. I used to carry our sewing machine on a
street car dowll to this place. We lived a fair distance away but they only
had one sewing machine and if you want to get any work donc you need
a lot of them.'~

Given the IODE's strong background in education and Iibr.tries. and its history of

complicit patriotism. the department oi national defence had contidence in the IODE. and

suggested that they supply books to the troops.'" The campaign for library books

contributed to Canadian citizenship. A pamphlet produced in support of the book

campaign asserted that; "Books Banish Boredom! Books Boost Morale! Books Uplift and

Educate!"37 Building upon its positions as mothers and educators the IODE gained access

to this space of citizenship formation. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the IODE's display at the

Canadian national exhibition in 1941 and members preparing books. The IODE controlled

what sorts of books should and would be read by trOOps. The IODE states that "cash is

wanted as the IODE has preferred buying power and through experience knows the type

of books the service people like.,,38 Troops were at once defending Canada and Empire

35 Ibid.

36 Ibid.

37 NAC MG28 Il7, 23. Adoption of Ships. 1942-1950.

38 NAC MG28 Il7. 23. 5. Armed Services Libraries Campaign. 1943-1945.
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Figure 6.1 NAC PA 187894. World War II Members At Work In The Packing
Room At 182 Lowther Avenue
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Figure 6.2 NAC PA 187896. IODE World War Il Service Librdry Display At The
Canadian National Exhibition
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and reinforcing a sense of colonial attaehment. Figure 6.2 fi.,aturcs a poster that appeab

to a pristine Canadian landseape. linking reading to strong. healthy home!:md.

The IODE was just as vigorous and as tïnll in the proseelltion of World War II

as they had been in Wor!d War I. Whercas it hegan World War 1 hy donating a

battk:ship. the IODE began World War II by donating a Bollingbrooke Bomhcr. Figure

6.4 shows the bomber being presented to the Royal Canadian Airforce. ln 1940 the IODE

raised SIoo.ooO within six weeks for the Bomber l'und. and S130.000 additional \Vere

sent directly to the Lord Beaverbrook Airer.!ft Fund in England.'·' In 1942 the IODE

eampaigned for the îoreed internment of "enemies" living \~ithin Canadian territory:

Wbereas in this time of war there are enemies of the British Empire withir.
our borders, be it resolved that a petition he sent to the governmcnt of
Canada at Ottawa l'rom the IODE petitioning them to deprive enemy aliens
and subversive naturalized Canadians (who have been naturalized during
the past five years) oftheir liberty, and place them in concentration camps
for the duration of the war. CARRIED:o

Oid racist attitudes surfaeed in the IODE's caU for internment. The British Columbia

provincial chapter, for example, asserted in 1944 "that the dual nationality of the Japanese

will never allow them to become assimilated into Canadian life."41 Individual members

and local chapters varied in their sensitivity; national and provincial levels were especially

rigorous. Rumoured reports of weakness towards internees made it into the national

minutes. National executive in Toronto, informed that on the prairies information was

39 Charlotte Whitton 1942, 31.

40 NAC MG28 117, 6, 30 May 1942. National Executive Minutes. The motion is l'rom
Alberta IODE.

41 NAC MG28 117, 6, 6 September 1944.
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Figure 6.4 NAC PA 135174. Presentation of The Bollingbroke Bomber By The

IODE To The RCAF
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received that chapters were supplying magazines and cigarettes to enemy aliens in

intemment camps. responded. "This action is being severel)' eriticised by Canadians

outside the Order.""Z The suspension of democr.ltic values. so important to the IODE. is

understandable only in so far as the IODE deemed such action necessary to promote the

goal of victory.

World War II saw Canada. through its contributions to the war move to a stronger

position as a nation. A~ Britain was devastated by the bombs of the Blitz. Canada's

position of strength became very apparent. As President Horkins notes in 1939:

We have many things to be thankful for in Canada - our gr.lnaries arc full
of wheat. our sheep are gr.lZing on the hillsides and our birds arc still
singing. So far there is no danger of the horrors of bombardrnent or the
heart-rending uncertainties which confront non-cornbatants in war. Think
of these blessings! And let us pray as we never prayed hcfore: "Oh God.
make wars to cease!",

In this speech there is increased awareness of the 'positionality' of Canada. and Canadian

environment and resources are strong and important. The courageous reaction of British

citizens was used further by the IODE to glorify British identity. Horkins notc.~ in 1941.

"We should be proud to give as weil as to lend to help those who are ail 'in the front

lîne', and whose endurance and heroisrn compcls the hornage of the world. ,,44 Britain was

4Z NAC MG 8 Il7. 5, 3 July 1940. National Executive Mit)utes.

43 Echoes, Autumn 1939, 156.3. Mrs Horkins. "A Message to the Members of the
Order."

.. Echoes, Spring 1941. 162. 3. Mrs Horkins. "How Much We Many Owe That
Dauntless Few."
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slilllhe "spearhead of modem civilizalion" and "solid bastion of democracy."·s With this

example before them. the IODE perceived a strong place for a Canadian nation to perform

the dutYthat is "of par.lmount importance to us as Canadians: it is to give our time. our

money and our bmins to help win this war.".. And here. women as mothers had an

important part to play as daughters of the Empire. and mothers in their own homes.

Distinguished Visitors and Warbrides

The IODE was active in helping with British war gucsts in Canada. National war

g:Jest convener Edith Angas reports in 1941:

These are Britain's mothers and children who have come to us for shelter.
Hitler with his bombs may destroy her homes. but he cannot destroy the
love that has been fostered in those homes. nor break the ties of love
which bind this Empire; he may break in pieces the lovely churches of the
Motherland. but he cannot break the faith that has been nurtured in those
churches. nor kill the spirit which is born of faith:'

The IODE saw the opportunity during war to recruit 'eligible' new Canadians. British

women who were marrying Canadians were sent wedding dresses by IODE members. In

Fredericton. New Brunswick a member says. "There weren't any wedding dresses. so

IODE rounded up a number of wedding gowns in different sizes, sent them off to Britain.

and loaned them to the girls so that they would be married in a proper dress.".;8 The name

.s NAC MG28 1I7. 12, 2, Il. Mrs Horkins. 1940 National Annual Meeting.
Presidential Address.

.. Ec/lOes, Spring 1941. 162, 5. Mrs C. H. Wilson, National War Service Convener.
"Are We Facing the Facts?"

., NAC MG28 117, 12,2,79. 1941 National Annual Meeting.

.;g Interview, 23 October 1993. Fredericton, New Brunswick.
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of the donating ch~pler was lixed to lhe oUllits "so lhat the thanks of those to whom lhese

dresses are Ioaned may go to the donating chapter.",.

The enthusiasm with which the war b,ides \Vere \Veleomed W;\s reminisccnl of the

1928 treatment of the English schooh!irls. These women being "secured". were believed
~ ~ ~

to be "a fine type of English or Scotch selt1cr whose influence wil! be feit al! over the

Dominion." With military efticiency IODE officers urged. "our machinery must be set ur

immediateIy. so as we may not Iose the opportunity of contacting further arrivais. "jll The

Canadian govemment also took active steps to get the war brides lo Canada. it was the

first time in history that t~ey had provided "home to home" tr.msportation fOI' the

dependants of its servicemen.51 To help the women to adapt. the IODE in 1944 produced

a welcome booklet titied From Kirh ra Kin: "So you will find us different, but thanks to

our fine British institutions we dwell together, bounden subjects. loyal to one crown, but

Canada is proud of her full-dr.lwn strength and rights within the household of British

nations."52 Here is evidence of the multiple identities which the IODE valued. of mother,

Canadian, British subject and membership in the British Empire. a.~ one big home.

Conclusion: Preparing for Pesee

At the end of World War li the IODE actively supported the retum to the home

49 NAC MG28 II7, 6. 6 September 1944. National Executive Minutes.

50 Echoes, February 1944, 174, 2.

51 Ben Wicks. 1992. Promise You'U Take Care Of My Daughter: The Remarkable
War Brides of World War II. Don MiIIs, Ont.: Stoddart, 40.

52 Royal Commonwealth Society Libr.lry. Charlone Whinon. 1944. From Kith ra Kin•
14.
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of women who had been in paid employment. The IODE had supported women in the

army during World War Il, justifying its arguments by the British example. Despite the

challenges war scemed to offer to patriarchy. the IODE, as representatives of the

mainstream. did not intend to overturn the division of labour in Canada. As early as 1943

the IODE was corresponding with the Government's advisory committee on reconstruction

in developing a plan to deal with "problems that will arise. on the conclusion of

hostilities, in connection with the re-employment. readjustrnent and rehabilitation of

women now engaged in war occupations.lJ The IODE appears initially surprised that the

sub-committee on postwar problems of women foresaw women as being so disruptive.

and state that "it is also regrettable that the members of the sub-committee seem to take

it for g....mted that all women (married and single) in war occupations will seek

employment in the postwar period."l-I The IODE believed that women should be

encouraged to retum to their homes because "the preservation of home life was of the

utmost importance to the nation."ll

Thus the IODE continued to align itself with motherhood, a position of vital

importance in its war efforts. and believed that a woman's 'place' was in the home. This

conception of home became during World War II, more assertive, more confident, more

'proven' and more Canadian-centered. From its place as mistresses in the 'home' the IODE

S3 NAC MG28 I17. 6, 6 October 1943.

l-I Ibid.

SS Ibid. See Ruth Roach Pierson. 1986. "They're Still Women after Ali"; The Second
World War and Canadian Womanhood. Toronto: MeClelland and Stewart, for arguments
that wartime meant practical and not ideological change in attitudes toward women and
work.
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had negolialed access 10 different spaces in order 10 be daughlers of the Empire.

representing a slrong. loyal Canadian identily. During peace lime the IODE participated

in powerful and innovalive war memorializalion.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
"OTHER THAN STONE AND MORTAR"; INNOVATIVE WAR MEMORIALS

This chapter shows how the IODE combined education with memorialization to

construct and perpetuate colonial identity. Through its war memorials, the IODE has used

memory to produee identity. instilling a shared sense of the past, and defining aspirations

for the future.' Running through this chapter is the theme that from the design of the

memorials can he read a c1ear view of shifts away from constructing Britain as an

imperial centre to centering Canadian space. This involved considerable transformation

in the construction of memorials, but through a powerful combination of practicality and

emotion, the IODE used memorialization to introduce innovations in Canaclian education

and welfare.

Gendering the Memorialization Process

The IODE was involved in memorializing Canada's part in war through gendered

'feminine' activities concerned with the care and nurture of the national 'family'. To follow

Anne McClintock, "nations are frequently figured through the iconography of familial and

domestic space."~ As the Boer War ended. one of the first projects of the IODE was to

establish the South Africa Graves Committee which worked with the Guild of Loyal

Women of South Africa to locate and mark the graves of faIlen Canaclians. The IODE

was concerned that the government of Canada was showed inefficient respect for the

1 James Fentress and Chris Wickham. 1992. Social Memory. Oxford and Cambridge
MA: Blacl-.-well. 25.

~ Anne McClintock. 1995. Imperial Leather. Race. Gender and Sexuality in the
Colonial Conquest. London and New York: Routledge. 357. See also Marina Wamer.
1985. Monuments and Maidens: The Allegory ofthe Female Form. New York: Atheneum.
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Canadian war dead; these 'sons of the British Empire' whose heroic sacrilice must not be

forgotten and whose dependents must be cared for with dignity:'

To perpetuate the memory of the war dead. the IODE have contributed a variety

of stone memorials. estimated at 1.300: Of eommanding physical presence. these

monuments were positioned in a variety of landscapes l'rom public squares to quiet

cemeteries.S As in other ventures. the IODE collabor.lted with other interest groups. local.

national. and international. Figure 7.1 shows the IODE assembled in on the eve of World

War II in May 1939 at the cenotaph outside of City Hall in Toronto. Laying wreaths at

war memorials is performed on Remembrance Day. and as part of national annual

meetings held in the spring.

Memorialization was also achieved through the process of naming. Many IODE

chapters have been named for war heroes or military contingents. while others have taken

the names of battalions to which they were attached. Special 'memorial chapters', were

3 For work on memorials in Canada see Brian S. Osborne. "Canadian Nation
Building: A Monumental approach to Landscapes of Power." Paper Presented at the 9th
International Conference of Historical Geogr.lphers Pre-Conference Symposium.
Landscape and Identity. 28-30 June 1995. Garden Hotel, Singapore.

• Robert Shipley 1987. To Mark Our Place. A History ofCanadian War Memorials.
Toronto: NC Press Limited.

S See Nuala Johnson. 1995. "Cast in Stone: Monuments, Geography, and
Nationalism." Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 13, 51-56, for a
discussion of "the relationships between the memorialisation of the past and the
spatialisation of public memory". AIso sec H. E. Gulley. 1993. "Women and the Lost
Cause: Preserving a Confederate Identity in the American Deep South." Journal of
Historical Geography, 19,2, 125-141, for a discussion of how "the United Daughters of
the Confederacy emerged as an umbreUa organization for memorial groups and shaped
public memory in the South by maintaining a positive image of Confederate veterans."
The memorials that they built "emphasize male-dominated military activity but also
identify women's roles in a patriarchal southern society."
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Figure 7.1 NAC PA 187891. At The Toronto Cenotaph. 1939 National Annual

Meeting
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forrned. such as the Silver Cross chapter in Ottawa. in which membership was restricted

to those women to whom the memorial silver cross had bcen awarded in mcmory of

husband. son or daughtcr who had made "the supreme sacrifice" during World War 1."

Members of chapters have unfailingly placcd wreaths on memorials. cared for the families

of dead and retumed womcn and men. donated money. food and toys to soldiers' l'amilies.

and visited veterans' hospitals.

Such benevolent 'feminine' care saw the IODE acting as replacement

'breadwinners' and fathers. and making up for state absences. The ethic of eare and

responsibility was particularly innovative in the area of education. The Elizabeth Tudor

chapter. for examplc. focused its effort on educational work amongst the chiklrcn of cx-

soldiers, so that they were "assisted in placing their feet upon what is hoped will he the

pathway of success.,,7 The IODE offered bursaries to children whosc fathcrs and mothers

had been killed or totally disabled in World War 1. The IODE bursaries started off valued

at $250 for four years. and 249 were given out in total.8 The arehitect of this work in the

inter-w::r years was Wilhelmina Gordon. a lecturer in English at Queen's University in

Ontario. III 1920, Gordon wrote that "veteran's sons and daughters who were mentally fit

and eager to go to college had almost nowhere to tum for help now that their fathers were

6 Lome Pierce Speeial Collections, Queen's University. F5012 1934 134 Booldet, The
Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire. Chapters ofthe Order. 1934, Ottawa, Canada,
47.

7 Ibid, 51.

8 Queen's University Archives, Wilhelmina Gordon Collection. Box 4/13 IODE
correspondence. NAC RG38, 358. In its 1919 Pension Act the Govemment of Canada
allowed for the continuation to age 21 for a ehild takiug a course of instruction.
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no longer ..bic to provide for them."" Her words exemplify the political connections

between the IODE and fedeml govemment. as her thinking was closely in line with that

of her brother-in-Law. W. F. Nickel. a prominent member of parliarnenl who was also

outspoken on opportunities for children of the war dead. Nickel is recorded as saying that

"jf there is one thing more than another that a child is entitled to whose bread-winner is

taken away it is a fair chance in Iife." 10

The First War Memorial

The IODE's national bursary scheme for children who had lost a father was part

of a gr.lOder and more arnbitious project. the IODE's first war memorial. Towards the end

of World War 1. the IODE started planning for a memorial "other than stone and mortar

that should be their tribùte to those who had sacrificed their Iives."11 (emphasis added)

By this time, a govemment agency, the Imperial War Graves Commission, had taken over

the responsibility of marking graves. 12 The IODE embarked on new kinds of

commemorative projects which would give a sense of the past and define Canadian

aspirations for the future. The first war memorial involved three educational ventures:

9 Queen's University Archives. Dr. W. Gordon 1954. "The First War MemoriaL A
Brief Account of its Early History". 1.

10 Desmond Morton and Glenn Wright 1987. Winning the Second Battle. Canadian
Veteran and the Retum to Civilian Life 1915-1930. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
53.

Il IODE. 1990. Record ofthe Post Graduate Scholarship Holdersfor the- Years 1945
1990 of the First and Second War Memorials. lnstituted by the National Coopter of
Canada IODE. vol il 1945-1990. foreword.

12 See Michael Heffernan. "For Ever England: the Western Front and the Politics of
Remembranee in Britain". Forthcoming in Ecumene.
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bursaries. to make sure that dependents of \Var dead not he disadvantaged: the distrihution

of patriotic educational material: and post-graduate scholarships. In an open Icner to

members l'rom the national press and publicity comminee in 1919 the plan was

sweepingly set out:

This is a most e::tensive and varied scheme of Patriotic Educational
Propaganda. designeci to cover every phase of education. and l'rom which
Canada nationally should. as the years go on. reap a rich barvest in sound
patriotic citizenship."

The educational memorial was "undertaken with a view to instilling an intelligent

patriotism into the minds of the young people of Canada and the building up of a sound

Canadian citizenship." ,. Such patriotism was to be achieved through placing in 1.000

schools a series of war memorial pictures. reproduced l'rom the artistic n:cord of Canada's

part in the war, as executed under the direction of the Canadian war records oflice in

LondonY The pictures would invoke a social and spatial memory "~() that the children

of Canada may !:le constantly reminded of the heroic deeds of the men and women. whose

sacrifices saved the Empire and its cherished institutions."'· Individual chapters raised

money to purchase the pictures. which were centrally ordered through the national

education secretary.

13 NAC MG28 117, 23. IODE open letter, to the Regent. officers. and memhers.
Toronto 15 September 1919. Signed Annie Bethany McDougald. LaUI';:' J. Thompson,
Constance J. Laing, all of the National Press and Publicity Commiuee.

,. Lome Pierce Special Collections, Queen's University, LP F5012 1945 134 The
Imperial Order Daughters of the Empire - What it is and WhUl it Does. 10.

IS Queen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Collection. File 4/13 • mise.
1919-1950s.

16 NAC MG28 117, 23, 8. "War Memorial Fund 1919".
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The pictares frum World War 1 would creatl~ memories which blocked out other

narratives and universalized the experier.;;" and culture of anglo-celtic Canada." In

a':,4:tion to World War 1 scenes. the collection of suitable representations included heroes

and heroic deaths. such as the death of Wolfe in the British conquest of Quebec. French

Canadian and aboriginal figures appeared only ',n support of colonial identity. Nor was

the construction of colonial memory limitcd to visual represeatations. Books were

purchased as part of the educational memorial. and the IODE intended to provide every

school in Canada attended by children of foreign-bom citizens with a full set of the

"Daughters of the Empire Historical Library". in the conviction that the foreign-bom.

unless they were educated to share colonial social memory. would threaten thes~ beliefs.'"

Along with the pictures and books. the IODE offered illustr.lted lectures to the children

of Canada on the history and geogr.lphy of the Empire."

Memorializing Educa~ion

Towards the end of World War II the IODE mapped out its second war memorial.

by expanding work on ~he bursaries. the scholarships and the educational materials. To

IODE membcrs "there seemed no finer or more fitting way to honour the memory of

those who gave their lives in World War II than in making possible a richer. more

" Sec the work of Iris Marion Young 1990. Justice and the Politics of Difference.
Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press. and Edward Said. 1993. Culture and
lmperialism. London: Verso.

,. Queen's University Arehives. Wilhe1mina Gordon Collection. Box 5113. pamphlet
eonceming canadianization.

" Details of this part of the War Memorial were introduced in chapter four.
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abundant way of life for their child~en:"() Due to increased government intervention in

areas of previous IODE initiative. such as g.,lve marking and education assistance for war

dependents. more importance was placed on gener:ll nation building :md in the creation

of collective memory. There was an evcn greater general dissatisfaetion with stone and

mortar and a cali for useful memorials such as parks. hospitals. homes for the c1derly :md

wounded.J' In this vein of combining the innovations of the s~'Cond \Var memorial with

useful and nation-building memorials, was the extension of the IODE's post-g.,lduate

scholarships.

The war memorial scholarships were supported by a Canada-wide endowment

fund.~ As distinct from the bursaries whicil were largely based upon need. they were

awarded for academic excellence and primary concern was to select the most able and

promising available graduates of Canadian universities. They were offered "with quiet

pride" as "a tribute to those who envisioned a betler world. a peaceful homcland and wero:

willing to take up the struggle to ensure its future."') The sch'Jlarships were distributed

evenly among provinces for post-graduate study in the 'mother country'.'· Table 7.1

20 May Kertland 1975. IODE The Third Twenty Five Years. Toronto: G. Best
Publishing. 62. Over the years 1950-1965 293 bursaries were awarded to a value of about
half a million dollars.

21 Arnold Whittick 1946. War Memorials. London: Country Life Limited. 1.

~ A iarge fundraising campaign was undertaken by chapters in all of the Provinces
of Canada.

23 Record of the Post Graduate Scholarship Bolders For The Years 1945-1990.
Foreword by Cecilia Furness. National Officer and War Memorial Secretary.

24 IODE. 1945. Record of the Post·Graduate Scholarship Bolders for the First
Twenty Years of the Fùst War Memorial Instituted by the National Chapter of Canada.



• Table 7.1. First War Memorial Scholars

Province Women Men Total % of Total

Alberta 9 7 16 14
British Columbia 5 7 12 10.5
Manitoba 0 13 13 11
New Brunswick 0 9 9 8
Nova Scotia 3 11 14 12
Ontario 4 10 14 12
PEI 2 9 11 10
Quebec 3 9 12 10.5
Saskatchewan 1 13 14 12

Total 27 (26.5%) 88 (76.5 %) 115

Source: Record of Post-Graduate Scholars for the IODE
First War Memorial

Table 7.2. Place of study for ihe First War Memorial Scholars

University Number % of Total Scholars

Oxford University 39 34
University of London 31 27
London School of Economies 21 18
cambridge University 15 13
University of Edinburgh 6 5
University of Liverpool (Marine 1 1

Zoology)
University of Wales Aberystwylh 1 1

(Agri;:ulture)
British Post-Graduate 1 1

Medical School and National
Neurological and London Hospitals

Total 115

Source: Record of Post-Graduate Scholars for the IODE
First War Memorial

•
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shows the distribution by sex and province. The IODE sought individll:tls who cOlllù he

further tr.1Îned in the ways of useful citi7.enship. anù it consiùcrcd that British univcrsities

could provide an education superior to that available in Canada.

The comminee of selection for the war memorial scholarships wa.< instructed by

the nationai chapter to prefer. other things being: equal. a "returned man" or an immcdiate

relative of a man who served in the W:J?'. and this is apparent in the large share awardeù

to persons with relatives who were killed or permanently disabled on overseas service:

of the 115 tirst war memoriai seholars. 28 had fathers who served. fourteen had brothers

who served. and 45 themselves served in either Worid War 1 or Il.'· Seholarships

designed for returned soldiers potentiaily discriminated against wom,:n. The IODE.

however. supported education for women. as weil as women in politics and non-traditional

occupations. As Table 7.2 shows. in the first war memorial. 23.5 per cent of the rccipients

were women. This is quite an aehievement eonsidcring lower participation rJtes for

femaies pursuing gr.tduate degrees at the time. and it can be asserted that the IODE

effectively eontributed to getting women into positions of masculine power and influence.

The acceptance of difference in the selection of scholars was more contentious.

Focusing on educationai forms of memorial ailowed the officiaily non-denominational

IODE to instigate a project that ailowed for religious differcnees. This in part explains

:!S Queen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Collection. Box 4/1321.7.20.2.
Letter from Gordon to Miss Laing.

26 Record of the Post-Graduate Scholarship Holders For the First Twenty Years of
the First War Memorial. Those serving during World War II suspcnded thcir seholarships
in o=der to join the war effort
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why the IODE was a leader in the turn to pr.letical expressions of memorial during the

early part of the century. The IODE was in fact an overwhelmingly protes:ant

organisation, and ils claim to non-denominational status masked real biases. Trouble had

arisen in 1925 in Prince Edward Island when the religion of a candidate came up for

discussion. One member complained it was not fair that IODE money should go to

educate nuns and priests. whereupon the national education secretary, Wilhelmina Gordon.

wamed the Island members to settle their differences swiftly, or risk having their local

control over selection taken away.~7

ln practice, the selection process a1lowed ample room for screening out candidates

of difference. sinee it involved subjective judgements about the character and good

citizcnship of applicants. Local committees were comprised of IODE members and

university professors. The selection process reflected the anglo-eeltic membership of the

commiuees as weil as the anglo-celtic make-up of Canadian university students. The

majority of narnes that appear in the record of scholars are anglo-celtic, hardly st.:rprising.

but ethnic :Jlocation of scholarships has changed over the seventy years of the

prograrnme, and !ittle by !ittle, more Canadians of other ethnic backg:ounds, have b'~en

awarded scholarships. This has been where there is the perception that they have

assimilated into the mainstrearn values of Canadian citizenship. meeting the requirements

of the anglo-mainstream educational narrative.

:7 QlIeen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Collection, Box 4113 flle M
1924-1926 18 April, 1925. Letter to Gordon from Hazel MacMillan. convener of the
Prince Edward Island War Memorial Committee; 9 May 1925. Correspondence from
Gordon to MacMillan.
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In.:>erial Knowledge and Colonial Identity

Through memoria!izing \Var. the IODE has eneoumged Canadian education. Bv...... ... .

modelling the seholarships on the Rhodes Sehol:lrships. and hy scnding Can:ldian

gmduates to British universities. the IODE expressed a timl colonial agend:l.~s Consistent

\Vith a sense of Canada that \Vas derived from Britain. the IODE tirst \Var memorial

encour..ged study at the centre of the Empire so that students \Vould retum to the

periphery instilled with imperial ways. The topics studied by seholars renected the IODE's

colonial agenda.29 Scholars were to study topies of history and eeonomy of relevance to

the British Empire. The tirst war memorial scholars \Vere coneentr.lted in four institutions.

As Table 7.2 shows. 92 per cent went to the University of London. Oxford or Cambridge.

and the London School of Economies. tive per cent went to Edinburgh. In 1925. IODE

scholar James Stuart Marien responded to Gordon's .:Juestion about the value of studying

in Britain:

The IODE student in Britain should and 1 think does. rctum to Canada
with a truer understanding of the British people. a wider conception of the
World Emp;l~. and a clearcr vision of Canada as a nation mt~r than a
particular province. Absence from one's eountry is usually conducive 10

patriotism and the Canadian who retums to Canada after a year or so
abroad is often a truer Canadian than when he left.;IO

2S Ibid. IODE. 10 August 1920. Prospect and Retrospect. Toronto: IODE National
Edueational Comminee, 5.

:!9 For a contemporary general discussion sec J. A. Mangan ed 1993. The Imperial
Curriculum, Racial Images and Education in the British Colonial Experience. London and
New York: Routledge.

JO Queen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Collection. Box 4113 26 March
1935. Letter from James Stuart MarIen in response to questions that Gordon has asked
students concerning the benefits of overseas study.
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This was what the IODE wanled to hear. Marlelt wenl on to complete a Ph.D. at the

University of London. and then returned to Halifa.x. Nova Scotia. where he worked in the

Public Archives and gave occasional lectures in sehools.'1

There wa~ much working-through to be donc in the carly years of the scholarships.

Until 1926. duc to a lack of money, the scholarships were awarded 10 different Provinces

in alternate years. The inferior status accorded to Canadian degrees in Britain created

problems. Becausc Canadian studcnts in Britain were often required to complete a

gruelling qualifying year. but IODE support was only for one year. Many returned to

Canada not with a gr.lduate degree. but with a diploma or a second Bachelor's degree. As

A1berta's first scholar in 1924 recalls 70 years later:

London University didn't recognize an Alberta BA, so 1had to take the last
year of their BA course. which mcant British history from year one and 1
had to write the finals. ail of the finals. except for they excused me the
language ones. Latin and Anglo-Saxon. and ail the rest of them, and that
meant hours and hours and hours of lectures in addition to working on a
thesis. And 1 chose the thesis of evolution of Indian-Native Policy. So 1
had lectures at Bedford ColI.:ge, and 1was registered at King's College in
the Strand and 1was at University College and 1did the postgraduate work
at Bedford. 1was doing research in the British Museum and taking lectures
in the Mallot Building........ Weil it was just for one [yt;;:r} and you
couldn't re-apply for il. So 1didn't fimsh. T stayed on for a while because
1 still had family. 1 was born in Bril";,,.32

The problem was resolved in 1928, by making scholarships more easily renewable and

rccognising that the students were victims of the impcrial structure of prestige that the

,1 IODE. 1990. Record of the Post-Graduate Scllolarship Holders. Marlett died in
1946. only a decade later.

n Inten iew, 27 April 1994. Edmonton. Alberta. She was an IODE scholar in 1924.
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IODE sought to perpetuate."

The memorial scholarship progr.lm continues :0 the present. Although the

scholarships still exist as a memorial to past wars. the military scrvice of scholars

themselves is of less importance. This obviously makes demogmphic sense. Out of over

400 second war memorial scholars eighteen men and one woman were on active service

during World War II. thrce men havc servcd in pcaceùmc. and a considcmblc nurnber

have been involved with war administr.ltion through work in government dcpartments:\.I

IODE memhers have rcpeatedly cxprcssed concern that thc scholarships not he structured

to favour male relaùves. In the 1950s they challengcd initial priority to men.,S for lcar

that deserving women students rnight be overlooked in favour of male relatives who were

also eligible for government rchabilitation progmmmes.'o By 1990 the sharc of

scholarships awarded to women had risen to one third (l18 women out of a total of

406)", weil above the national postgmduate parùcipation mtes.

" Queen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Collection. Box 4/13 file 
Bursary Holders 1924-1927. 18 May 1926. The Provincial Chapter of British Columbia
passed a rcsolution that. because scholars in Britain needed IWO years to attain a degrce,
that the nine annual post-graduate schola~hips he made biennial, and of $2800 in value.

34 IODE. 1990. Record of the Holders of the Post-Graduate Scholarships.

,S NAC MG28 117, 11. 30 May 1952. Minutes of a meetin[! nf the War Memorial
Committee to deal with First War Memorial business at Niagara. . "The question was
raised as to whether therc was a tendency to award the Post-Gr.ldUalc Scholarship to the
candidate who had seen rnilitary service in World War II, on the grounds of sentiment
rather than to the candidate who scholastically showed the most promise".

;6 See Desmond Morton and Glenn Wright, 1987.

3' IODE. 1990. F<tcord of the Post-Graduate Scholarship Holders.
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As the British Empire was tr.lnsforrned into the Commonwealth". the post-

gr.lduate scholarships progr.lm adjusted its vision. Whereas the scholarships were initially

for topics on Empire history and economy. in 1972. terms of reference \Vere broadened

to include "any subje.:ct vital to the.: interest of the Commonwealth."" The 0pp0rlunity

ceased to bc a pilgrimage to Britain. the seholarships are tenable in any Commonwealth

country and are intended to bc used wh-.:rever the educational 0pp0rlunities are of gr.::atest

utility 10 Canada. In the second war memorial the same four institutions, the University

of London, Cambridge. Oxford. and the London School of Economic still dominate.

receiving over 60 per cent of seholars, but there has been increasing diversification in

institutions attended by scholars, with over 55 universities in Britain being attended so

far. The increasing number of scholarships used within Canada, signais a more positive

appr.lÏsal of the Canadian education system. The University of Toronto has received six

per cent (23) of thc second war memorial scholars. Queen's and McGill Universities,

along with The University of Toronto arguably the more 'established' of Canadian

universities, have received the next highest numbers:o A further sign of the rejection of

a narrow colonial knowledge is the diversificatior in the 1960s, in the number of

Canadian universities attended; much in the way that had happened in the diversification

of British Universities that scholars attended in Britain during the 1950s.

lt \Va.~ the unabashed hope of the IODE that their scholars should become the

" See W. David Mclntyre. 1977. The Commonwealth ofNations: Origins and Impact.
1869-1971. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.

~. May Kertland 1975, 62.

40 IODE. 1990. Record of the Post-Graduate Scholarship Holders.
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"makers of Canada."'! It was hoped that (hey wouId retum home after their studies tll

become active Canadian cilizens. Where possible. the IODE formed networks 10 lind

suitable scholars employment. These networks also sen'ed to wam against the

disappoiming scholars who did not live up to expectations. Wilhelmina Gordon was not

slow to send leuers where she thought that unfavourable information about seholars

should be known. In 1931 she wrote to the Principal of Manitoba College in Winnipeg.

warning him that a candidate to the college was known to her as being in debt for his

time in Edinburgh. debts that the IODE had covered for him. and that he had a problem

with drink:2

Overall. however. pr-.lÏse has been heaped upon the IODE scholars. and they have

indeed assumed posts of responsibility and leadership in all parts of Canada. Their careers

include cabinet ministers. a former speaker of the house. ambassadors to Spain. Morocco

and New Zealand. a Canadian Tmde Commissioner in Hong Kong. doctors. psychiatrists.

dergymen. lawyers. c;;:~f reporters and war correspondents with the Canadian

Broadcasting Corpomtion. and newspapcr editors. geogmphers. historians, archivisl~.

chemists. and repr.)sentatives in rnany facets of industry:l The largest numbcr. however.

approximately one third, have followed careers in higher education. These scholars have

beautifully fulfilled the ambitions of the IODE. By educating yet another genemtion in

41 IODE. 1945. Rec' >rd ofthe Post-Graduate Scholarship Hoiders for the First Twenty
Years of the First War Memorial. Dctwiler in foreword. 2.

42 Queen's University Archives. Wilhelmina Gordon Colkction, Box 4/13
correspondence 1930-3I. 6 Mareh, 193 I. Letter to Principal MacKay, Manitoba College.

43 May Kertland. 1975, 63.
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the ways of citizenship. they represent the ultimate in perpetuating the memory and

concept of Canada which the IODE feels it has had a hand in creating.

Conclusion

The IODE was founded during war. and we have seen how the IODE has

remembered and enshrined the virtues of Canadian identity through its initiatives this

century in the memorialization of war. The IODE's war memorials ensure a sense of the

past and influence the future people and place of Canada. The IODE has been a step. or

.-. often a war. ahcad of the government with gr.lve marking and bl:rsaries for ehiIdrcn of

dependents and post-gmduate seholarships. il has skilfully known how to be effective.

from its gendered position as women. and to make the most of privileged connections.

The subjects. places of study and recipients of the war memorials all represent the

changing production of colonial identity; demonstmting the lr.lnsition from mimicking an

imperial centre. to standing alone as a nation. centered in Canadian space. The IODE have

known how to utilize education and encourage young minds to perpetuate national

ideology that represents Canadian identity.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DEFENDING COLD WAR CANADA

The Cold War not on!y encolllpassed a eonsider.lble ehunk "f the history
of twemieth-century Canada but also had a signifieant int1Ul:nee lln "'hat
Canada by the last decade of this century has become.'

The Co!d War forccd a re-consider.ltion of Canadian identity. While the IODE

promoted democraùc principles of tory progressive eonscrvatism. its methods and attitudes

towards Communists were int1uenced by the individualism and politics of the United

States and the ideal of 'private'. gendered spaces of home and motherhood. Communist

threats to democracy. real or imagined. forced the IODE to consider what was 'Canadian'

and to re-define Canada through the difference that it sought to destroy. This process

involved moving away from colonial altachmenl~ to Britain. towards identities located in

Canadian space. The IODE's work with immigr.ml~ and citizenship demonstmted this

shift. articulating a clear and confident vision of Canadian citizenship. With the increased

emphasis on the individual, the home and gender play an important part in negotiating

access to represent Canadian identity. Masculinist conceptions of democr.lcy, howcvcr,

have not considered how sueh spaces have been vital components in producing Canadian

hegemonic idenùty.

The New Enemy: Communism as :1 Threat to Democracy

Over the entire past decade there has brooded the shadow of imminent
catastrophe should a World War develop and our increasing national
awareness has been tempered by the tensions of a Wo~:1 divided into

1 Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse. 1994. Cold War Canada: The Making of a
Nczrionallnsecuriry Stare. 1945·1957. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. x. intro..
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mutually suspicious armed camps.'

The IODE's actions against Communism necessitate a discussion of democracy in

which conceptions of 'masculine' citizenship are problematised. The assumption of a

universal male citizen has dominated much of the thought on Cold War demoeracy. To

challenge this masculine penopective the literatures of feminism and citizenship, and

r.ldical democr.ltic politics, previously discussed, are drawn upon. To re-cap, the presence

of the IODE in society has been separ.ued, at times by the IODE itself, into a female

realm aside from, and of Jess importance !han. masculine ideas and projects. A strong

concept of a universal male citizen has served to exclude women from 'public'

recognition. and to focus their concem upon a separated 'sphere' of home. Lately, the

essential categorizing of the 'spher.::s' fr.lmework is being questioned, and the place of

women as citizens rc-thoughl. Following Chantal Mouffe:

If the category "woman" does not correspond to any unified and unifying
essence, the question can no longer be to try to unearth il. The central
issues instead become: how is "woman" consttucted as a category within
diffcrcnt discourses? How is scxual difference made a pertinent distinction
in social relations and how are relatio.'ls of subordination constructcd
through such a distinction?)

Positioning the IODE as a group of women who reprcsent hegemonic identity rcveals it

as operating 'between' and across consttucted 'public' and 'private' spheres.

Throughout the Cold War the IODE advocated strategie voting as a taclic against

Communism. The rcasons for abandoning a non-partisan stance and instead urging

, Echoes. Summer 1958. 231. 3. Editorial.

) Chantal Mouffe. 1993. The Retum of the Political. London and New York: Verso,
78.
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members to use their votes 'wisely' at once engaged \Vith a 'public' lcyel of polilics and

a 'private' gendered domestic realm. Indeed. it \Vas pcrccived that:

The most powerful weapon that Canadian \Vomen have today against
Communism is the vote. Sorne of us do not realize that we how have more
than fifty per cent of the voting power in the Dominion. Think of it! But
the mere castin!: of a vote is not e:lOugh. We should have detinite- -
information about the candidate for our support - his or her former
affiliations and real aims and objects. Failure to make certain about such
matters has already made possible the entry of pro-Communists into our
parliaments:

It was as women. yet motivated by conœrn for the nation. that the IODE abandoned their

non-partisan status. In 1948 a motion W'IS passed at the annual meeting that as

"immediate concerted action is imperative". every member of the IODE must be "urged

to take an active and intelligent interest in the selection of candidates for Municipal.

Provincial and FederJI elections and use her vote to int1uence toward the defeat of

Communism."s The following year. members pledged to fight the "menace of

Communism in Canada"; "Who". the IODE national president McCurdy is quoted as

saying, "can measure the power and int1uence of 32.000 women in Canada, speaking out

and acting in unison when they felt that the principles for which they sland arc

threatened?"· T!le request was reiterJted nine years later in 1957 by the editor of Ech()e.~:

As every member of the arder is aware. the IODE is non-political and
non-sectarian. In these words of comment there is no intention to extol or
to condemn any shade of political opinion-other than Communism which
we heartily condemn-or any party represented in Parliamenl.... Let us also
makc sure that each of us may be equally proud of the part we as

• Ec/lOes, Christmas 1948, 193, 13. Mary A. Pease. "Our Threatened Values".

S British Columbia Weekly. New Westminster. 14 July 1948.

• The Daily Colonist. Victoria. British Columbia. 29 May 1949.
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individuals play in the tïdds of Municipal. Provincial and National
govemment in decting those who wil! forro and carry out the policies (hat
will shape the future destinies of our country and in the training of our
children in the responsibilities of citizenship.'

There was no place for Communism in the citizenship sought by the IODE. As women.

the IODE expressed concem for children. a concem which had evervthin" to do \Vith. '"
politics. and which was not confined by 'public' and 'private' borders. but which justitied

the IODE's place as mothers in politics.

The IODE was urging members to VOle for progressive conservalism. Primarily.

the IODE saw Communism as a threat to its conception of democr.lcy. an important

defining component of its Canadian identity. Democr.lcy was viewed by the IODE as

embedded in govemment. constitutional monarehy. and thc right to vote. "Purc

democracy" was "a society consisting of a number of citizens who assemblc and

administer the govemment in person.". It rested upon the four freedoms - freedoms of

worship and speech. and freedom from want and lcar. The IODE modelled its concept

of democracy on 'British democracy', and patriotically stated that it was "owed to the

Motheriand to keep Canada free. ,,9 The words of the Provincial President of Ontario in

her 1949 annual speech capture the presence of a strong colonial attachment to Britain:

Therefore. may 1say that the undeviating purpose of our Order is to foster
and maintain our Dominion and maintain for our Dominion and our
Empire our way of life, our freedom of choice and as a matter of fact, ail

7 Echoes. Autumn 1957.228, 3. Editorial.

8 Echoes. Summer 1958, 191. 23.

9 Echoes. Spring 1954, 214. 24. Mrs Cecil L. Brown. National Convener of Empire
and Worid Affairs Committee. "This Perilous Interval of Peace."
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that we connote or imply in our meaning of the word Demoer.lcy.lo

Britain's banered posl-World War II eeonomie position and the movement towards

independencc of Commonwealth countries was put aside as the IODE glorified British

tr.ldition and Empire ~uilding with statements such as:

The hall-mark of British justice and British law is indelibly stamped on t~e

parliaments of aIl free nations everywherc. England has stood alone.
defending the gates of freedom with head bloody but unbowed. longer than
any other nation. either recorded in history or now extant. 11

This was humble hyperbole considering the aid recently given in World War II. but a

logic necessary for the continuation of colonial attachments that set England alone as the

example to be emulated.

These democr.ltic sentiments werc grounded in a tory politics moulded around the

time of Canadian confeder.ltion. The ideology for this form of democracy was derived

from a combination of Bossuet. Burke. Bentham and counter-rcformation catholicism.

eightccnth-century English tory-conscrvatism. and nineteenth-century English

utilitarianism.l~ John Conway notes that "British conservatism and its expression in

Canada in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries arc based upon an organic rather than

an individualistic concept of society."13 This conservative democracy strcssed that the

10 Ontario Provincial Headquarters. 1949 Minutes Ontario Provincial Chapter IODE.
10. Provincial President Ma...y Brown.

11 Echoes. Spring 1954. 214. 24. ''This Peri10us lnterval of Peace."

I~ W. L. Morton. 1972. The Canadian ldentit)'. 2nd ed. Madison Wis: University of
Wisconsin Press. 86.

13 John Conway. 1988. "An Adapted Organic Tradition" DlIedalus. Journal of the
American Academy ofArts and Sciences. FaI!. 117. 4.
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goals of society could not be achieved :n one generation. "Change. to be fruitful must-. - - . .

be brought about slowlv. so that the desircs of one generation will not obliterate ilS. ~

obligations to secure the good for its successors.": ln contrast. Ameriean liberalism W;L'

bascd upon the belief in unending progrcss. with Americans placing value on

individualism and individuality above community.'" Whereas Amcriean assent h;IÙ ta be

constantly renc\\cd. Canadian assent was pcrsonified by the monarch and moùiticd ;L'

need arose by the crown in parliament: hence the IODE's continual emphasis on Canadian

constitutional monarchy and its institutions.

The IODE consistently expressed such organic sentimcnts. cmphasising the

importance of training future generations in its colonial construction ofCalladian idcntity.

In the Cold War it was the Communist threat. and not the Unitcd States. against which

these beliefs were directed. For example. Communists were portmyed as being much

more prep....-ed and appealing than IODE members beeause of the IODE's form of

democmcy:

One great difficulty for the mother or the tcacher in combatting
Communist influence is the fact thal the Communist missionaries make the
one irresistible appeal to the black and white tones of Communism seem
to offer a simple. direct answer to "what's wrong with the world. In this
situation. even the mother finds herself regarded as a reactionary. and her
thinking dismissed beeause she "belongs to another gener.ltion." And there
is another complicating factor: that political science and economics classes
did not concem themselves as extensively with Communism in mother's
and father's day as they do now.... Oemocmey is the fruit of many
generations of living and experienee. Yet Oemocraey must be presented to
the young in a vital. exeiting form if they are not to veer off into the

14 Ibid. 11-12.
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modern political pitfalls."

Communists were perceived as present in women's domain. and eradicating Communism

was lherefore the concern of women. In 1951 in Edwes a powerful "waming" appeared.

arguing that "to break up our free society from within is the main objective of the enemy.

Compassion and human feeling arc ruthlessly exploited and THE YOUNG ARE

UNREMITTINGLY PURSUF..D."It'(originai emphasis) The warning is directed at the

National Federdtion of Labour Youth (NFLY) which was en/isting youth for apparemly

"prdisewonhy" purposes. "the betler to receive Communist poison later."" It was an

appeal to motherhood that the IODE used to f:ght Communism.

Negotiating a Space through Gender Identity

Crcditing democrdcy to 'public' figures only panial/y explains how and why the

IODE was involved in producing Canadian citizenship. The IODE engaged with a

perceived "masculine domain" of democracy and politics not in spite of being women. but

bccause of il. The connection between the space of the home and democracy was cIear/y

put in 1942:

Democracy like so many saving graces, has its beginning in the home.
Consequent/y women have a special responsibility. In the home members
of the family must learn to live cooperatively: they must learn discipline.
tolerance. unse/fishness. se/f-restraint and. above ail. consideration for the
rights of others. These arc the first principles of democracy. Building for
democracy is a task for the women of Canada. If we have vision. we shall

.5 Eclloes. Spring 1948. 190,5-6. "Communism and the Canadian Woman."

•• Eclzoes. Summer 1951.203. 15.

" Ibid.
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succeed. IS

Women are called upon for ,heir essential qualities as women. to dcfend and promote

democr.!cy. They should do so from their position in the home. defending their families.

Defence of families was a frcquent appeal made to IODE members during the Cold \Var.

In order to uphold democracy women should exercise their capacity as caregiyers and

mor.!l walchdogs over children and youth. As the editor of Eclwes alerts the readership

in 1951:

Have you ever wondered how you would behaye if any enemy started
dropping bombs on Canada and kept dropping them. forcing you and your
family and your neighbours to live close to death. perhaps for a malter of
years? That is something that did not happen to us in World War 1 and
Worid War II. But it happened to other people and it is almost eertainly
that we will have to face if World War III develops. There may be no war
- we pray there will not be - perhaps no bombs will fall. Yct today in a
grim world. tense with dread. we have the need for clear eyed eour.!ge.
steady thinking. unshaken faith. We need civilian morale now. war or no
war. and we need women able to create and maintain il. Wc who love
Canada ean so sene her now. 19

Through women's capabilities as carcgivers and nurturers. the task of democraey

is theirs. Figure 8.1. an Echoes cartoon "Removing The Red Stain - A Noble Work of

Mercy". drawn by a Canad:an eartoonist during the 1947 IODE Annual Meeting. cle:lrly

displays a mother figure sweeping away Communism from her comfortable sphere of

apron and broom. In the accompanying article "The r.O.D.E. Fights Communism". the

national president of IODE asks C. Bruce Hill. of St Catherine's Ontario. president of the

Canadian Chamber of Commerce. what women can do from the family to fight war? In

18 Echoes. Autumn 1942. 168. 44. Mrs J. D. Detwiler.

19 Echoes. Spring 1951. 202. 3. Editorial.
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reply Hill says that women as 'mothers' should exereise extreme e'lre as 10 wh'lI their

children arc :aught both inside and outside of the home. To lïght Communism. a \n'man

ean "keep hersdf informed on national and world matlers and she ean be eardul of the

organisations she. herself. joins"; and on top of this adv!cc it would he use fui 10 leaeh

children. "pride in and 10Y.llty 10 thc traditions l'f demoeraey of Ihe British Empire and

their application to Canadian life today."'o

The IODE considercd youth to be the most vulner.lble and likely largels "f

Communists. It was the place of the IODE as 'mothers' to intcrvene and rcscue ehildren

from Communist influences. Democracy at once had everything to do wilh the home. ;L~

weil as the nation. A reprint in Echoes of an editorial in The Vell/Col/ver Province is

indicative of the threat to Canadian youth, In Ihis editorial a mother tells how she lost her

son:

From a tractable boy he has become a defiant. unmanageable youngster.
Ali the good old Canadian tr.lditions have gone by the board. Canada.
aceording to him, is a nation of war-mongering capitalists. 1 am, he says.
an ignorant illitemte. when 1allempt to argue with him. These children arc
not old enough to rcmember when Canada was a sweet and pleasant land.
They see their parents harJ.ssed by priees and taxation which make even
necessities hard to obtain. Communists are appealing to the youth of our
country as Hitler appealed to the youth of Germany. TlJrough fun ...parties
at which their insidious propaganda can he disseminated. If rcputable
political parties arc doing nothing to catch and hold the loyalty of young
Canadians. Communism is. In another four or live years these youngsters
will he old enough to vote. God help Canada then!21

:!Il Echoes. Autumn 1948, 192. 8.

21 Echoes. Christmas 1948, 193, 12-13. "Kidnapped by Communism," A Leller to the
Editor of the Vancouver Daily Province.
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Women's intervention. it was believed. couId be the most successful through the education

of youth. An article in Ec/zoes in 1948 stated that:

One aspect of the Communist threat particularly concems Canadian
women. This is the propaganda appeal of Communism to youth - because
the training of youth. in the home and in the schools. is particularly the
responsibility of women. And a heavy responsibility it is.:!1

Fear in the schools was intensified by the belief that North Americans led a complacent

lifestyle that left opportunity for the Communist peril to strike. The construction of just

who Communisls were had plenty to do with Canada's southem neighbour.

Who the Communists Were

Thc IODE's concepts of dcmocracy wcre challenged and altered by the Cold War.

with important conscqucnccs for Canadian identity. Arguably. the events of thc Cold W,J

Icd Canada to "choosc" to bc positioned next to the United States. turning away from

Britain. and 100king to occupy a respccted place on the worid stage.~ This was a shift

away from a strongcr colonial attachment to Britain. leading to tension between British

dcmocratic valucs and the values of American individualism that were situated across the

bordcr. Such tensions were played out in the IODE's definition of the Communist threat

and its methods of 'combatting' Communism.

Three major types of Communists. ail seen as challenging Canada.were

constructed by the IODE: Communists in the Soviet Union: Communists in Canada; and

:!1 Ec/zoes. Spring 1948. 190.5. "Communism and the Canadian Woman."

23 See Denis Smith. 1988. Dip/omacy ofFear: Canada and rhe Co/d War. 1941-1948.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press. Instead of belllg dictated to by the United States•
Smith emphasises Canada's 'choice' of action during the Cold War.
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immigrants from countries under Soviet int1uencc. Wherc the Soviet Union \Vas

conccmed. rhe IODE believed it to be at the opposite pole from 'British demoeracy'. "The

Russian Statc is omnipotent," the IODE argued. and individual human beings arc

unimportant. A Communistic government is inevitably a tyrannical one."'" Communism

was seen as a force undermining Christianity. the ehurches and mo'.llity. EcllOes in 1945

published a drawing with the inscription "An indication of Communist Publicity.

Communist workmen throw an effi"v of Jesus Christ and of the Sacmment inlo a "arbane:=., 0 ::0

pit,"25 As Figure 8.2 shows. this cartoon simultaneously rejecled Soviet industrialization

and atheism. The presence of a toppled liberty bell indiates that this cartoon was a direct

import from the United States, Ironically. it is American republicanism lhat is at thrcat

here, and not the Canadian body politic.

The Soviet Union was deemcd evil, but who were the Canadian Communists

threatening from within? Merrily Weisbord has suggested thal "the mythology of

Communism had always been inextricably bvmd up with the Soviet Union. the prime

example of a Communist State.',26 As was the belief of the Canadian and Unitert States

govemments and many other organizations during the Cold War. the IODE equatcd ail

progressive organizations with the Soviet Union, thus discrediting and silencing them as

traÏtors. Purported links to the Soviet enemy were sufficient grounds to denouncc

24 Echoes, Spring 1948, 190, 5-6. Released by the special IODE Committee to Study
Ways and Means ofCombatting Communism. "Communism and the Canadian Woman."

25 Ibid.

26 Merrily Weisbord. 1994. The Strangest Dream: Canadian Communists. The Spy
Trials. and The Cold War. 2nd ed. Montreal: Vehicule Press. 215.
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Canadian Communist Party members. trade unionists. and 'peaeeniks', As Whitaker and

Marcuse have recently suggested. the Cold \Var in Canada had an enormotls impact liron

indigenous. progressive politics. that \Vere "n:ndl'red so difticult bv the l'aise ehoiccs

apparemly imposed by the rigidities of the Cold \Var. ,,:7

So powerful an aur.l did the IODE build tlp around il' imagined enemy. and so

gre;;t was the lcar gener.lted amongst members. that the IODE was not often called upon

to detine clearlv the characteristics of Communists. Rather, in sweeping statements, il W;IS

common in one sentence to condemn uncritically Communists alongside Fascists. For

example:

At one time it was fashionable to dismiss the Communist party throughout
the world as a group of blundering malcontents, just as it was once
fashionable to tag the National Socialist Party in Germany with the same
label. But the Nazis demonstrated that they knew a great deal about
introducing propaganda into the education of youth - the Communists are
equally expert in this field.:8

The reference to Nazi Germany solidified the image of Communists as being to the Cold

War what Germany was to World War II.

The peace and trade union movements fell panicular victims to the generalized

:7 Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse. 1994. Culd War Canada: TIll: Makitlg of a
National lnsecuriry State, 1945-1957. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. xi. "Forces
"bolstered" tended to he the forces of wealth and power; those that it undermined tended
to be the elements of potential opposition to wealth and power."

:8 Echoes. Spring 1948. 190. 5-6. "Communism and the Canadian Woman." This
conflation of political perspecùves other than the IODE's was a static str.ltegy throughout
the Cold War. In 1959 it is written in EcllOes that; "We who helieve in Democr.lcy arc
honestly shocked at the regimentation of minds and affront to human dignity imposed
upon citizens of dictator govemed states. whether Communis!, fascist or modem feudal
in form. We are convinced that wc have compete freedom of judgment and expression
and reasonably limited freedom of action." Echues. Autumn 1959. 236. 3. Editorial.
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attack. In Canada. the Cold War began \Vith the rivetting Gouzenko trial. \Vhere scientists

and Communist politicians \Vere subjected to humiliating detainment and trial after the

dcfection of a Russian ciphcr clcrk callcd Igor Gouzenko. Gouzcnko revealed a supposed

Soviet espionage system that \Vas using Canadian civil servants to supply secret and

confidcntial information concerning atomic secrets to Soviet intelligence. T\Velve

Canadians and one British civil servant \Vere detained by the RCMP and a special Royal

Commission \Vas sct Up.2<J The reverberations for left-wing movements were debilitating.

Further to attacking Canadian Communists. the Gouzenko Affair contributed to

silencing peace activism.)O Labelling scientists as Communists. as was donc \Vith the

Canadian Association of Scientific Workers. was an effective way of calling a haIt to the

international control of atomic power.)1 Like\Vise. in the United States. scientists working

toward international control of atomic weapons were silenced. The international-control

movement collapsed: the nuclear arrns race began.)2 The Cold War was off to a

frightening start and "fear was malignant: henceforth it paraiysed thought. sustained

29 Whitaker and Marcuse 1994,27. Robert Bothwell and J. L. Granatstein eds. 1982.
Tlze Gouzenko Transcripts. Tlze Evidence Presented to the Kellock-Tascllereau Royal
Commission of 1946. Ottawa: Deneau Publishers and Company Ltd.

:10 Marcuse and Whitaker 1994. 37. "International control of the atomic bomb and
international access to the research that had produced the bomb was central". See also
Paul S. Boyer. 1985. By Tlze Bomb's Earl..., Liglzt: American Tlzouglzt and Culture 'It tlze
Dawn of tlze Atomic Age. New York: Pantheon.

)1 Merrily Weisbord 1994, 153. Weisbord writes that "it would he decades before
other broad-based lobbies for the international control of atomic po\\er would dare to
speak out." Merily Weibord.

)2 Paul Boyer 1985. 106.
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ignorance. and bn:d intolerancc. ,,"

As a discipline. geography W:1S gi\'en new importance in the Colù War. New

information was neeùed about the enemy. and here "geographical knowlcdgc" was uscful

in commanding territory. tackling foreign policy problems. and winning the Colù W:lr:

geography was considered by somc to be "the means of tuming up a generation of young

fellows who will take more easiJy to navigation and map-reading and who will .:aldl on

l'aster to the peculiarities of sonar.'··\J

As the IODE was quick to emphasize Canadian political dilTerenccs from the

United States. there was the potential lor Canadian toryism to resist Ameri.:an :ll1ti-

Communist tactics. Whitaker and Marcuse write:

The Tory right represented a potential soft spot that never materialized.
The old enemies of empire failed to take hoId again in postwar Canada-or
at least not to excite anti-Americanism on any scale. The conservative
press tended to strike a genemlly pro-American line. mther anti-Communist
argument went down very weil indeed with conservative English
Canadians. By 1948 there was no longer any danger that 'Empire emotions'
would override American tics even among the deepest-blue sections of
Tory opinion.3S

.

Whitaker and Marcuse argue for a shift in Canadian conservative thought from anti-

33 Denis Smith 1988. 236. The after-shocks of the Gouzenko Affair reached ail left
wing organizations. as a broad-based highly ideological attack enforced a "rcady
acceptance of the Jogic of guilt by association." Whitaker and Marcuse. 110, 184.
Although the Canadian Government and public opinion were sympathetic when Can:!dian
scholar and Diplomat Herbert Norman committed suicide in Cairo in 1957, for thosc
deemed as 'security risks' because of their politics or sexuality, there was much 'witch
hunting' within the Canadian Civil Service.

J.l William H. Hessler. 1959. "More and Better Geography Needed." 40-47. Deccmber
1959, 46. Naval Institute Proceedings.

3S Whitaker and Marcuse 1994, 263-264.
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Americanism 10 anti-Communism. )i, As representatives of "the deepest blue sections of

tory opinion". those with "Empire emorions". with hindsight. to a certain extent the [ODE

support Whitaker and Marcuse's argument. especially in the tactics used against

Communism. Yet. in democr.ltic ideology there remains the slrong presence of 'British

heritage'. the influences of which led to a distinct Canadian Cold War identity.

During the Cold War the IODE showed a strong sense of mission in crushing

difference. notably in denouncing the peace movement. A vivid example was the IODE's

reaction to the visit of the Very Reverend Hewlett Johnson. the dean of Canterbury. The

'red dean' was worrisome because as "a tireless apologist for the USSR" his cross-country

speaking [our of Canada in 1948 "attr.lcted large 'respectable' audiences and inspired the

formation of groups that bccame local branches of the Peace Congre.~s. ,.;7 Sponsored by

the Toronto Peace Council. the dean's cross-Canada itinerary included Vancouver.

supposedly under the auspices of the Vancouver br.lnch of the Council of Canadian-Soviet

friendship.3K

The IODE used its influence to try to deny the dean entry to Canada. An

emergency meeting of national officers in Toronto resulted in a message to acting prime

minister Louis St Laurent describing the dean as "a supporter of the doctrines of

Communism emanating from Russia. ,,)9 An editorial in the St Catharines's Stelndard

36 Ibid.

37 Ibid. 366.

lK Vancouver News Herald. 27 October 1948. "IODE WouId Hait Visit of Red Dean".

39 The Varsity. 27 Oetober 1948. "IODE Asks Ottawa to Bar 'Red Dean.
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supported the IODE's cali:

The IODE doesn't want him admitted to Canada at ail. and that patriotic
body of women is quite right. Communism cannot be combatted if we
entertain and encourage it right at home."O

Other newspaper reports called upon supporters of the dean. "It is profoundly disturbing"

reported The Vancouver News Hem/d. in a statement made by Reverend J. Gregory Lee

of St Peter's Anglican Church in Ottawa. "to find a body like the IODE in company with

the Mosley fascist group of Great Britain. who recently sought to preven! the dean

speaking before an East London audience.""'

The IODE reaction to the dean's visit was fuelled by a fear that Communists

would inliltrate the church. Although the IODE pî.lyed for peace. it branded the peace

movement as Communist. and in contradiction to Canadian democracy. Latcr in 1955. the

national executive minutes denounced a "new Communist snare". warning Canadians not

.., St Catharines Standard. 28 October 1948. Editorial."Veto is Justified".

41 Va/lcouver News Hera/d. 29 October 1948. "Cleric Hits IODE Move to Ban 'Red
Dean' Tour. The British Co/umbian drew further attention to the hypocracies of the
IODE's reasons for seeking to ban the Dean; "Moreover, the implication - that the
ordinary Canadian is not to be trusted to make his own selection of ideologies • is an
indirect denial of the validity of the democratic theoty."Tlze British Co/umbian. New
Westminster 30 October 1948. Student newspapers were even more blunt. The University
of British Columbia student newspaper. Tlle Dai/y Ubyssey, Vancouver. 3 1Iolovember
1948. reported that the IODE, through its campaign, was inadvertently serving as a good
publicist for the Dean. Meanwhile. at The University of Toronto and McGill University
student newspapers accused the IODE of infringing upon the very tenants of democracy
that it claimed to promote; the freedoms of speech and association. In their editorial "rs
Free Speech a Menace?" the papers both srated that, "the IODE, which prides itself on
its British Connection. might be surprised to 1= that a soapbox in London's Hyde Park
offers more freedom of expression than is found in IODE circles." Tlle Varsiry. 9
November 1948. Editorial. "rs Free Speech a Menace?" The McGil/ Dai/y. Montreal.
reprinted the same editoriaL
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ta sign petitions of the Canadian Peaee Congress.'~ Siding against the Soviets. it is boldly

stated in EcllOes:

HERE rs THE TRUTH: - Ever since 1945 the free West has been
endeavouring to outlaw the atom bomb for purposes of war and to reducc
progressively ail other armamenlS in the only practicable and indeed
possible way. that is by international agreement under the United Nations
with impartial international inspection in all countries concerned. The
Soviet Union's refusal to accept inspection has been the insuperable barrier
to progress in all negotiations so far. A recent suggestion of a Soviet
change ofattitude on inspection has not yet been converted into a concrete
proposaI. Meanwhile Soviet propaganda continues to misrepresent the
situation. pretenLing that they alone arc preparcd to ban atomic weapons.
The fact is that Soviet policy has been the only obstacle in the way of
world disarmament.'J

Following this rcasoning. Canada had no choice but to support nuclear armament. and

supporting peace r.lllies and international co-operation was futile. trcasonous and

encouraging to Communism. In 1958 when the United Church tabled a resolution to

support a 'ban the bomb' par.lde down Toronto Streets. the IODE rcsponded that "reds"

arc "taking in" churches.....

Enemy Immigrants

Along with Soviets and left-wing Canadians. immigr.lnlS as a group were

considered CornmunislS or potential CommunislS. Immigrants from 'red' countries who

would arrive in Canada and spread their anti-democratic ways were eautioned against. In

01: NAC MG28 Il7. 7. 1I. 115. February 1955 The IODE's information comes from
the Alert Service. which daims to have got the information from The Canadian Tribune.
a Communist paper which it was monitoring. It announced that the petition was headed
"Appeal Against the Preparation for Atomic War."

4~ Ec/zoes. Spring 1955. 218. 7.

.... Sudbury Daily Star. 3 June 1958.
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1946 the Province of British Columbia IODE tabled a motion that led to the rcsolution

at national executive that:

Be it resolved that the Canadian Govemment. when considering the future
immigration policy for Canada. be urged to give preference t; settiers of
British origin and people of Allied countries. restricting admission of
people of enemy countries until such time as Nazi and other anti
democratie doctrines shaH have been eradicated. and assur.mce can be
given that such immigmnts will subscribe to our democratic ideals:~

The IODE's traditional preference for British immigranL~ recalled earlier racist positions

when it argued that it was owed "to pioneers of the country that future generations will

be predominantly white and predominantly BRITISH...•• (original empha.~is) These

sentiments represented Canadian govemment pohey. In 1947 Mackenzie King made a

famous. much quoted statement that the govemment would atlempt to foster the growth

of the population of Canada through the eneour.lgement of immigr.ltion and that "the

people of Canada do not wish. as a result of mass immigration. to make a fundamental

a1teration in the character of our population."·7

Under the 1947 Immigmtion Act there was praetieally free entry for people from

Britain. Ausu-.ùia. New Zealand. South Afrie:!, Ireland. and the United States. Citizens of

other "non-entry" eountries were eligible only if they had special skills in demand. as in

.5 NAC MG28 117. 7. 29 May 1946.

.. NAC MG28 117, 183.9 Oetober 1946.

•7 Anthony Richmond. 1967. Post-war Immigrants in Canada. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press. 3. Freda Hawkins thinks that Mackenzie King's staternent was
unstartIing and low key, and designed to "preserve heritagc". Freda Hawkins. 1989.
Crirical Years in Immigration: Canada and Ausrralia Compared. Kingston and Montreal:
McGill-Qucen's University Press. 36.
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agriculture. mining. and lumbering. or if they had adequate means for their own support....

The occupations in demand 'Would permit taking on persons displaced by Worid War II.

and hence serve the purpose of moving Canada to a more prominent position in

international affairs:" According to Robert Hamey. displaced persons provided ideal.

almost chattel labour. anù their recruitment satisfied Canada's reputation "for high moral

purpose among the community of nations and the image of generosity of spirit in

providing access to a land of second chance. ,,50 In this vein. Canada admitted an

increasing number of refugees - between 1946 and 1966 more than 300.000.S' There were

special arrJ.ngements for those displaced persons possessing skills in demand. with

agriculture and resouree labour being high priorities. For example. Polish and Italian ex-

servicemen received special treatment.s:

... NAC MG28 Il7. 7. 8. 10 September 1947. National Executive Minutes. There are
offices in the United Kingdom. and throughout Europe. South Afriea and South America.
In Germany there is co-operation with international refugee organisations for persons frorn
Displaced Persons Camps. There are no provision for 'Oriental' immigration. except for
wives and childrcn of Canadian citizens of Chinese origin.

49 The Vancouver News-Herald. British Columbia. 29 May 1946. "IODE Terms
Immigration 'Moral Obligation' Of Canada." The article states that "A new policy of
immigration. ba.ored on moral obligation to suffering countries and increased prosperity to
Canada. has been suggested to the Dominion Government, Miss D.V. Taylor. of Ottawa.
told the 46th annual meeting. National Chapter IODE today," .

sa Robert F. Harney. 1991. "50 Great A Heritage As Ours" in If One Were To Write
a Hisrory: Selecred Wrirings. Toronto: Multicultur.l1 History Society of Ontario, 333.

SI Anthony H. Richmond 1967. 15.

s: Ibid. 7. In 1946 Order-In-CounciI3112 provided forthe admission from the United
Kingdom and Italy of ex-servicemen from the Polish armed services. These were single
men who agreed to remain in agricultural employment for a minimum period of !wo
years. In ail. 4527 came under the scheme.
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Given the numbers of refugees arriving in Canada following World War Il. the

cali for British stock was ail the more urgent. The IODE carefully monitored displaeed

persons. and according to its persistent hierarchies of 'race'. stereotyped the types of

occupation to which refugees were most suited. In 1946 the unmarried. Polish war

veterans. stereotyped as strong and rurJ.!. were noted as having been tested for physical

fitness and farro experience. Finnish men. associated with the seas and forests of

Scandinavia. were thought to be suited to work in lumber and fishing. with women. east

as clean and orderly. fit for domestic service.SJ

The IODE was particularly concemed about the arrangements for young displaced

women. In 1947. it reported that 2.000 displaced girls. out of a projected 10.000. were

due to arrive in Canada. On 19 October 775 persons were duc. including 100 girls for

domestic service. the rest going into lumber camps in Ontario. Al'ter strict medical

examinations, the girls would be sent for do.nestic work at prevailing wages for at least

one year.Sol The IODE suggested that members canadianize these new arrivais and make

arrangements "for social teaehing of our language and facts of ollr country."S5

The IODE was quick to dissociate groups of immigrants arriving in Canada l'rom

eastem Europe l'rom Communism and quickly aided them in canadianizing. Hungarians.

for example, were shown as escaping the dreaded clutches of Communism. A newspaper

5J NAC MG28 Il7, 7, 6 November 1946.

Sol NAC MG28 Il7, 7, 8 October 1947. National Executive Minutes. The young
women are to be sent to Charlottetown. Saint John, Moncton, Montreal. Ste Agathe,
Kitchener. Belleville, Ottawa, Oakville, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary. Sainte Boniface.

55 Ibid.
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report in 1956 states:

Hungarians hate the colour red. Symbol of Russian oppression. This is one
foible discovered by social groups working with the largest contingent of
refugees yet arrived from the Communist-suppressed country. Red means
Russian. and the refugees don't want to be confused with their oppressors.S6

In Alberta. the Saint Margaret of ScotJand chapter IODE. founded in 1955. demonstrates

the efforts made by the IODE to canadianize newcomers from Communist countries. With

an all-Hungarian membership the chapter made a tenuous yet bold connection between

Saint Margaret and Hungary. There were contested c1aims as to who Margaret haà been.

but !inking Hungary and Scotland. emphasised the similarities between the two 'heritages'

and legitimated the place of the Hungarian New Canadians.57 Chapter activities were to

canadianize immigrants. acting as interpreters for immigration authorities. working at the

emergency c10thing bank. and assisting with English classes. Through the Red Cross, they

supplied rnedicine to Hungary. and during the Hungarian up-rising met each group of

refugees arriving in Calgary."S8

It was comrnon for the IODE to portray immigrants from eastern Europe as fleeing

from the perils of Cornmunisrn to the democracy and freedom of Canada, a place where

S6 The Daily Sentinel RevielV. Wooclstock, Ontario. 12 December J956.

S7 Glenbow Archives. M 7127 file 59 IODE. According to one story Margaret was
born in Scotland in 1045, the daughter of Gisela, wife of Saint Stephen of Hungary; she
became known as the Patron Saint of Hungary and Scotland. A miscellaneous cutting
from the scrapbook of Mrs. C. S. Buchan (Frances) Calgary, Alberta, October 1955 says
that "the story behind the name chosen for the second new r.O.D.E. chapter is that of
Margaret. a young Hungarian born girl who was given assistance by Malcolm the Third
of Scotland." Private collection of Audrey Webster, Calgary. Alberta.

S8 Glenbow Archives. Calgary Provincial IODE Chapter Minutes. 17 May 1967. A
picture of the Queen was frarned and hung in the Calvin Hungarian Presbyterian Church.
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complacent citizcns took democracy "for granted." This problem of complaccncy was

arliculated in a 1948 statement sponsored by the Special IODE commillce to study ways

and means of comballing Communism:

The trouble is. most of us take Democracv for granted. The young men
and women coming into Canada thcse days fro~ the Displa~ed P~rsons
camps of Europe don't take Democr.lcy for gr.lnted. Some of the young
women who have beco:ne domestics in Canadian homes \Vere daughters
of well-to-do families. university-educated. products of cultured homes.
They were hunted out of those homes. they lost their families because of
totalitarianism. That they were rescued at al! is bccause of Democracy 
Democr.lcy which won the war and now is sending aid to the suffering.~·

As the IODE had sent aid to Europe during World Wars 1and II to fight the Axis po\Vers.

it sent aid to fight Communism.""

Canadianization

Out of the perceived threats posed by the Cold War. the IODE was forced to

arliculate a Canadian identity. grounded in Canadian space. The IODE began to give more

allention to Canadian values than to 'r.lcial' origins. With the diminished imponance of

the 'racial hierarchy'. the potential for the canadianization of ail immigr.lnl~ incrcased. and

when combined with an arliculate sense of Canadian identity. and the sense of Communist

threat. there was much work to be done. In 1951. for example. the IODE was instrumental

in setting up CanCldian Scene. a bi-monthly. non-profit information service which

distributed press releases in the languages of the major immigrant groups. IODE members

59 Echoes. Spring 1948. 190.5-6. "Communism and the Canadian Woman."

60 The Vancouver Herald. 30 May 1956. "IODE's Aid to needy Helps Fight
Communism". and The Gazette. Montreal 29 May 1956. "IODE Material Aid to Needy
Overseas Will Fight Communism. President States."
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Mrs Osier and Mrs 1ennings were acting on fears that foreign-language newspapers were

teaching Communist doctrine· ' to "the tens of thousands of Europeans who enter Canada

each year.""2 The imMigrants. it argued. were regarded by Communists as "fenile ground

for their ideological distonions." and Canadian Scene was crcated to provide an

alternative - "a clear and interesting picture of what is going on in this country.

empha~izing the institutions of democr.lcy and inculcating a feeling of national pride in

thcir new homeland. ,,0, In an attempt to control the ethnie press. "as a perfect means for

crcating good Canadian citizens", Canadian Scene allowed the IODE to exen a degrce

of control over the content of immigrant papers. and ta rc-formulate Canadian identity....

The articulation of a Canadian-centercd identity also emerged in the IODE's

welcome work. The initial pon contact provided the opponunity to combine welfare work

with canadianization. The IODE used the demand for its gendered work to hand out

literature. In the late 1950s, for example. 992 New Canadians entering Canada through

the Pon of Saint 10hn, New Brunswick. wcre met by IODE members who offercd nags.

trcats, toys, books, socks and mittens to the children.6S From the end of World War II

bI NAC MG28 117.4 February 1948. National Executive Minutes.

62 Saskatchewan Archives Board. RS98 iv 15. Canadian Scene Annual Report 1958.

6, Ibid.

... Ccmadian Scene. Pamphlet. 1994. From Calladian Scelle.

6S PANB, 6 April 1959.4. The Saint 10hn Municipal Chapter. Work at the pons and
stations of Canada continued as a staple activity of local IODE chapters until aviation
took over. It is not until 1959 that there is mention made al the IODE's National Annual
Meeting that the IODE should try to "cover the airpons". NAC MG28 Il7, 13. 1, 5.
Quebec remained the busicst pon in the mid-1950s. In 1956. "Members of the IODE last
year put in a busy lime helping immigrants landing at Canadian pons. In addition to
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lhrough 10 lhe end of lhe 1960s adulls were given booklels such a.' Tell Sr,'ps ro CWl<ldiall

Citi~ellship and This Callada of Ours.'"

In 1955. Mrs. G. L. Hamillon of Windsor Ontario. nalional immi"ralion and
'"

canadianization convener. claimed lhal members lasl year spenl 2.030 hours working al

lhe docks. "They handed OUI 1.204 pounds of biscuilS. served 65.000 cups of coffee and

25.280 glasses of milk.·7 The objeclive of lhis work was lhal "lhe Daughlers of the

Empire. as first ranking women's palriolic organizalion. can and should. by example

awaken every Canadian cilizen 10 lhe contribution they can make lowards building a

strong and noble national fUlure lhrough Assimilation and Canadianizalion.",.. Al lhis

lime. lhe reading maller was produced was approved. and often produced in collabor.ltion

with the federal government. In 1953 "close li'lison" was kept with the Department of

Citizenship and Immigration. Ottawa. The IODE saw its position a.' "providing the

medium for the distribution of govemment liter.lture preparcd by it for the newcomer.,,""

In the 1950s citizenship courts became a focal point of IODE efforts. The IODE

welcoming newcomers the IODE distributed coffee. milk and biscuits. Even during bad
weather and trying circumstances the IODE made an allempt to be on hand to welcome
newcomers".

66 NAC MG28 Il7. 7. 7 February 1951. 500 copies of This Canada of Ours were
produced for the IODE by the Royal Bank of Canada.

67 The Daily News. Prince Rupert. British Columbia. 29 May 1956. " Wide-Range of
Assistance Given Immigrant by IODE."

68 Provincial Archives of Alberta. acc. no. 83.456 box no. 2. IODE Provincial Chaptcr
Summary Reports. 15 January 1948-15 January 1955.

69 Echoes. Christmas 1953. 213. 11. Mrs G. L. Hamilton. National Convener of
Immigration and Canadianization. "I.O.D.E. Helps Newcomers To Become Canadians."
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was involved with every stage of the proccss for immigrants from arrivai tO full

citizenship. As Canada becarne centml to the IODE's vision. as weil as the importance of

'skills'. there was a clearer and more important emphasis on citizenship values. An

example of typical chapter activities for the lead-up to these courts was such as in

Calgary in 1955 where:

In the Calgary Municipal minutes of December 5. 1955. a Mrs C.E. Gray
spoke on the work being donc with new Canadians. Miss Halstead has
offered te teach the New Canadians basic English. and Mrs. Marshall will
assist by serving coffee during the lessons. Plans are being made to
improve the courthouse procedure when new Canadians get their
citizenship. Books and Christmas cards are still needed. The Rupert Brooke
chapter donatcd six pictures to the Reception Centre.7D

In canadianizing New Canadians. education and the English language were eonsidered

vital.7I It was stated at the national annual meeting in 1959 by the immigration and

citizenship eonvener that:

1 cannot stress strongly enough the term integration. In it lies the clue to
the suecessful absorption into Canada of the immigrants who come to our
shores. and to their happiness in their new homeland. Our work must thus
be directed toward facilitating and hastening this process of inregration.72

Through the contact provided in the prepar.ltion for citizenship court, the IODE was able

to give English lessons, and teaeh 'Canadian values'. The IODE helped immigrants with

70 Glenbow Archives. M7127 Box 5, #52, 5 December 1955.

71 The Leader Post. Regina Saskatchewan, 29 May 1951. "Speedy Language Training
Urged For Immigmnts."

72 NAC MG28 117. 13, 1, 5, 95. National Annual Meeting 1959. The National
Immigration and Citizenship Report by Mrs Douglas Jennings.
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pre-court preparation. in filling out citizenship forms where there \Vas no ofticial hclp.')

and classes with new applicants for citizcnship on their rights and privilegc of being a

Canadian citizen.7•

At the citizenship courts the IODE created a special place in the post-ceremony

receptions. Its stated aim was to provide the New Canadian with an experience such that

they might "remember the day on which he was given his citizenship not as a humdrum

one on which he had to attend at court. but as a proud. bright and festive milestone in his

life.,,75 The IODE felt that they were fulfilling their mission when individuals wrole to

them to say. "My wife and 1 will never forget the wonderful reception we had l'rom the

IODE the day we took our citizenship. The warmth and kindness of that reception will

have a great influence on us for the rest of our lives.,,7.

In citizenship court receptions the IODE negotiated between the spaces of

refreshments and citizenship. In retum for its gendered catering services. the IODE was

permitted to hand out patriotic propaganda. Amongst the greeting cards. calendars and

maple leaf pins distributed in New Brunswick during the 1960s were tea cups and saucers

with the IODE crest on them, with the purpose of triggering drinkers' memories as to the

message of the IODE.77 In St Andrews. in 1966 the Passamaquoddy chaptcr prescnted six

73 Ibid. 97.

7. Private Collection ofJoan Church, Regina. History ofthe Province ofSaskatchewan
IODE. 1914-1994.

75 NAC MG28 Il7, 13, 1,5,97. National Annual Meeting 1959.

76 PANB. Saint John Municipal Chapter. 1966-67.

77 PANB. Provincial Report of Immigration and Citizenship 1964-1965.
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new Canadians with a crested cup and saucer. and cenrred on the refreshmenr table a

large cake covered with small Union Jacks." OveralJ. the courts represented a festive and

proud moment for the IODE and Canadian identity. It was an idenrity that. a1though

firmly intluenced by Brit:lin. was now produced in Canadian space.

Part of the more confident Canadian-cenrered idenrity l'an be read l'rom the

certificates of natur.llization that were handed out at citizenship ceremonies. Figure 8.3

is a ccrtiticate given out during the 1950s in New Brunswick. The responsibilities and

privileges of citizenship were more clearly articulated in the post-WorId War II years than

previously. yct there is no sense of contlict with the British tradition or recognition of

French Canada and no indication of the move to American individualism which appeared.

as wc shaH sec. in other areas of the IODE's work. Here the British body politic of

constitutional monarchy and the "ancient liberties of the British peoples" and the

associated freedoms are articulated. Ironically. the IODE's confidence came at a time

when the pereentage of British immigrants as a total of Canadian immigrants continued

to decline.'" Furthermore, in situating Canadian identity in North America, the IODE was

employing anti-Communist strategies of the United States to uphold these British-based

democratic values.

78 PANB. 1965-66. In 1966 The Passamaquoddy Chapter IODE of St Andrews, New
Brunswick.

'" See Anthony H. Richmond. 1967. 4. Of the IWO and a hall' million immigr.tnts who
entered Canada between 1946 and 1965. one third were l'rom the United Kingdom. This
proportion peaked in 1957. when it \Vas eclipsed by other groups.
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Combatting Communism V.s. Style

The IODE's tactics for combatting Cornmunism were heavily influenced by the

United States. In 1948 the IODE set up a special commillee to "combat Cornmunism."

Made up of representatives from the four of the major commillees of the arder, the

national educational. empire study, Echoes and film commillees, this committee was

assigned to make "an intensive study of the whole subject of Cornmunism and to

disseminate as much as possible, correct information to members of the Order."sa Despite

ardent statements such as "we who believe in Democracy arc honestly shocked at the

regimentation of minds and affront to human dignity imposed upon citizens of dictator

governed states, whether Cornmunist, fascist or modern feudal in form"", the tactics used

bore a striking rcsemblance to the tactics that the IODE accused Cornmunists of using.

'The Alert Service'(TAS), for example, run out of a Toronto office, was an IODE-funded

service started in 1950, with the intention of "helping Canadians to equip themselves to

meet the propaganda and infiltration efforts of Cornmunists."82 In this office Maxjorie

Lamb was re.~ponsible for writing and printing Alens:

pamphlets written in plain English to keep Canadians accurately and
constantly informed about the policies and operations of Communism. and
to devise and encourage sound methods of combatting Communist
subversive above-ground tactics in Canada.Il'

llO EcllOes. Autumn 1948, 192. 8.

SI Echoes. Autumn 1959.236.6-7.

82 NAC MG28 Il7. 14. 21 September 1961. Minutes of the Democratic Action
Committee. 1957-63. In 1961 S500 was sent by the IODE to the Alert Service tl) fund
10,000 a1erts. memoranda. and pamphlets.

ll3 NAC MG28 I17. 13. 1.7.97. ''The National World Affairs Report."
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MaIjorie Lamb was wrilten about as being "both nationally and internationally recognised

as a qualified expen on Communist above-ground activity in this country and on methods

of countering it."Sol A trained interior decorator. with an education in Canada. England and

France. and former president of Altrusa International. she gained her momentum for

"combatting Commnnism in 1926 when she was studying at the Sorbonne in Paris."·~

The Alerts took the form of simply typed lexts of approximately four pages. which

could be readily copied. 1962 titles included CommWlism and You. Communist

Organizations. Communist Literature and Propaganda. and Conspirarorial Communism"·

The IODE was active in distributing the Alerts nationwide. first to its own members. for

discussion at meetings. then to school libraries. chureh groups and industries. At election

tirnes it was anticipated that members would distribute the Alerts to areas with

Communist candidates.87 It appears that the IODE's ideas for these Alerts came directly

from the United States. Guy Oakes has wrilten about "Alert America". and an "A1ert

America Convoy" • a comprehensive information service that distributed pamphlets.

dramaùzed the Soviet threat and convinced Americans that civil defence was necessary

for survival.88

84 NAC MG28 117.14.1963. Minutes of the Democratic Action Committee. 1957-63.

Ils Tlle Telegram. Toronto. 30 January 1959.27. "She's Redhead Who's Out to beat
the Reds:'

116 PANB. IODE Miscellaneous files. Samp1e copies of the Alerts.

87 NAC MG28 I17. 14.78. National Annua! Meeting. 1963.

88 Guy Oakes. 1994. Tlle lmaginary War: Civil Defense and American Cold War
Culture. New York: Oxford University Press. 82.
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IODE propaganda. while overall emulating that of the United States.

simultaneously forced the IODE to consider and define more clearly than before what

constituted 'Canadian'. The IODE was quick to recognize the power of the media. In

1948, national president Mrs New set out four objectives of the IODE with regard to the

"complete eradication of Communism in Canada."·' The IODE wanted the government

to make information about Communist activities available to the press, and to translate

information for foreign language newspapers. The IODE recommended that members

across Canada set up listening committees to "determine whether the cause of democracy

is being undermined by radio progmmmes," and the Canadian broadcasting corpomtion

was urged to "make fuller use of commentators and newscasters who will impress upon

the public a greater realization of the menace of Communism.,,90 With its history of

encoumging British-influenced Canadian arts and culture. the IODE was active in

submitting a brief to the 1951 The royal commission on national development in the arts.

Meanwhile. at the local chapter level school prizes in arts and music continued across the

country.

Attempts to influence the media were made by the IODE throughout the 1950s.91

In 1957. the special committee to combat Communism was re-titled the "democmtic

action committee." Its purpose was "to mould the thinking ofour people along democratic

•• EdlOes. Auturnn 1948. 192. 8.

90 Ibid.

91 The Edmonton Journal. 26 May 1955. "IODE Out To Combat Communism in
Canada," At the National Annual Meeting in Winnipeg it is reported that "the IODE
wants the CBC to broadcast fuller reports on Communist activities to canadians,"
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ways and thereby instil true patriotism...·~ The goal was to he achieved through comic

books and cartoon stories dealing with Communism (similar to then popular comic book

set-up of biblical stories); youth programs would work through schools.·' ln 1959. the

IODE still felt that there was not enough awareness of propaganda that threatened

Canadian institutions:

Books. press. radio. TV. stage and screen advenising. and even on
occasion the pu!pit have become the tools of propaganda. While we worry
about survival in case of atom bomb or guided missile attack. we may
scarcely he conscious of the danger we run of losing our precious right of
independent judgment....

Pushing for Canadian content was ail the more urgent given the observation of Whitaker

and Marcuse that at the time "Canadians' images of current events were strongly defined

by pictures and voices produced by American and British eompanies (sometimes with

shon Canadian features tacked on).,,95

In defining "Canadian heritage". entrenched aspects of the British body politic and

Canadian tory conservatism were upheld. One example of taking an initiative in

broadcasting such pro-democratic r.ldio content was in a patriotic programme in New

Brunswick. In 1957, Mrs F. L. Miller, as part of New Brunswick IODE's Canadian

Heritage Program. organised a series of broadcasts around the topic of "Canadian

heritage." It was the intention of the producers of this series to "awaken the people of

on NAC MG28 II7, 14. Minutes of the Democratic Action Committce 1957-63.

93 NAC MG28 II7 14. 1957. Minutes of the Democratic Action Committee.
Suggestions from Saskatchewan.

94 Echoes, Autumn 1959. 236, 6-7.

9S Whitaker and Marcuse 1994, 19.
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New Brunswick to a new consciousness of the freedoms and tmditions which they are

privileged to enjoy: freedoms and tmditions which are becoming priceless in the twentieth

century.,,'H> Present in this broadcast was the intention to "keep fast the ideals of British

Democmey in New Brunswick. ,,97 The broadcasts were centered around allegiances "to

the crown of England and the justice. freedoms. and responsibilities it represents. ,,9K The

live-minute r.ldio talks were givl~n by 'respected' citizens such as the lieutenant governor

of New Brunswick. as "the Queen's Representative in New Brunswick"; the premier

speaking on "the Privilege of the Vote in a Democracy". and the chief justice speaking

on "What British Law has meant to New Brunswick." A historical geographer discussed

"Our Maritime Heritage. A Basis for a Sound economy" and the lieutenant general gave

the talk on "the British Commonwealth and Canadian Defence. ,,99

Civil Defence

In the IODE's involvement in civil defence should have come the clearest

alignment away from British influences towards the United States. Because of its location

in the home. separate from the 'public' masculine spaces of citizenship. civil defence is

largely absent in mainstream accounts or discussions of the Cold War. The 'success' of

civil defence. however. depended upon its ability to show the vital interdependence of

home and national defence. As Guy Oakes argues. civil defence was conslructed as the

96 PANB MC 200 MS 7/18 Mrs F. L. Miller. Speech from the linal broadcast.

97 Ibid.

4K Ibid.

... Ibid. Geographer R. Whidden Ganong and Lieutenant General E. W. Sansom.
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moral obligation of every houschold and "construcd the practiccs dcmandcd by family

preparedness as civic virtues indispensable to the American way of life"loo In contra.~t to

British heritage programmes. which were representative of progressive conservalism. civil

defence was an individualistic activity. which tied national security to the chamctcr of

family Iife and American family values.

The IODE was a strong supporter of Canadian govcmmcnt civil defence

programmes. In 1955 the national chapter established civil defence liaison officers at the

provincial. municipal and primary levels. The liaison officers attended special courses at

the Canadian civil defence college at Amprior. Ontario. on a variety of topics which

covered the spectrum from being gendered masculine to feminine. lo ,

Gender identity was an important part of the IODE's contribution to civil defence.

In a letter to conveners. national r.O.D.E. civil defence liaison officer Mrs Osier. with

substantial of World War II experience said:

There is one phase of Civil Defence trammg which no housewife or
mother should overlook - Basic Home Nursing. This Course is bcing
taught by St John Ambulance and the Canadian Red Cross"12

Civil defenee, aceording to a 1955 advertisement in Echoes. was "a common sense way

of dealing with any eommunity disaster. IODE membcrs were urged to leam to do

100 Guy Oakes 1994,8.

•01 Echoes. Spring 1955, 218. 10. "IODE Members Aeross Canada Prepare for Civil
Defenee," The tasks were general welfare, emergency elothing. emergency feeding,
emergeney lodging and registration and inquiry procedures. ftrefighting, radio monitoring,
knots and casualty handling, personal services, evaeuation, transport, chaplainey,
maintenance, recreation, medical services, supply, communication, care of pets. and
personnel.

.02 NAC MG28 117, 8, 6 April 1955.
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everything that they could to protect their own lives and the lives of their families. As

citizens they should make sure that local civil defence organizations are strong and

active. 103 In the emphasis on home. the IODE was arguably adopting American virtues

of self-determination. personal responsibility and self-help. These were virtues believed

to be anchored in the family-"the primary locus of their inculcation and practice." and the

location of "moral structure" of the family and the "spiritual strength" of American home

life."'Ool

Explaining the IODE's participation in an individualistic, American-influenced civil

defence that represenlS a shift from being a colony of Britain to a nation situated in North

American is not an adequate interpretation of the IODE's involvement in civil defence.

Canadian civil defence was distinctively 'Canadian' and the IODE's prominent position in

civil defence was based upon ilS organic-grounded participation in World War II. At an

emergency clothing course in Amprior in 1954, Mrs. OsIer and Mrs. C. L. Brown went

along to represent the Order. Out of fourteenrepresentatives, there was only one other

woman.I05 The vaille of having the competent women of the IODE involved was

recognised by the federal co-ordinator, Major-General Wortbington. who noted:

Since the I.O.D.E. has been actively engaged in the collection and shipping
of clothing over a period of years, it is natural to believe that the members
of the Order will not only be vitally interested in participating in this phase
of the Canadian Civil Defence programme but. also, will be able to

103 Echoes, Spring 1955, 218, 23. "Civil Defence. what is Civil Defence?"

IGI Guy Oakes 1994, 105.

105 Ibid.
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contribute a valuable back-log of pracùcal experience. 106

While the work of the IODE was gendered. its overall purpose of preparing to defend

Canada was central. The IODE was held in such high regard not primarily because its

members were wives and mothers. but because of their grounding in the Briùsh body

poliùc. in tory conservaùsm. and defence of the nation.

Canaclian civil defence. as it represented Canadian identity. was a uniquely

Canaclian-centered activity. Unlike the United States civil defence progmmme. Canadian

chil defence was organic and communitarian. emphasising "community" above the

inclividual home. This is evident in its participaùon in huge civil defence exercises,

gaining more prominence and importance than individuals preparing their homes. Mrs

Mitchie. wife of the Canadian governor-general. and the Alberta provincial civil defence

liaison officer for the IODE, associated the civil defence movement with the Briùsh body

poliùc. Commenting on 'opemtion lifesaver' a mock evacuation of 40.000 people l'rom

Calgary in September 1955, she summed up the IODE's place in civil defence:

Across Canada, many members of the Imperial arder Daughters of the
Empire are participating in Civil Defence activities. The arder has always
sought .0 further the national security. Here is a vital service in which
many more of our members could make a valuable contribution. I07

National security through national community was the key to Canadian civil defence.

During 'operation lifesaver' IODE chapters in Calgary worked as units, in a variety of

tasks from members who were nurses assisting at welfare stations, to "those who had

106 NAC MG28 1I7, 8. 89. 3 March 1954. Naùonal Executive Comminee Minutes.

107 Echoes, Autumn 1955. 220. 43. Mrs Thomas C. Mitchie. Alberta Provincial
Defence Liaison Officer. "Operation Lifesaver."
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taken special Civil Defence courses were in their places at the registration tables or atthe

emergency feeding station. ,dOS This collaboration outside of the home, uniting as a nation,

to defend the nation, was the major emphasis, and not at-home individual preparedness.

Conclusion

During the Cold War, the rODE's response to constructed 'threats' to Canada

caused a shift whereby colonial attachment. weakened and there was a move to focus on

Canadian space. This shift was influenced by diverse ideologies from Britain and the

practices of the United States. Gender was integraJ in both the identification and

combatting of the 'enemy'. While the rODE articulated British sentiments, at the same

time, it was the tactics of the United States that were adapted to fight Communism. Out

of the threats believed to be posed by Communists, the IODE articulated a clear vision

of Canadian citizenship. This vision was still based upon British principles, but was more

encompassing in emphasising the ability of immigrants to assimilate, over their 'racial'

origins. The Cold War forced a serious engagement with Canadian defence and nation

building in the Canadian North. This is an em which the next chapter enters.

lOS Ibid.
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CHAPTER NINE: TOWARD THE GEOGRAPHY OF CANADA

We give them things to wear on their heads to keep them warm. Scarves.
we're always knitting. Every night when l'm watching television. we never
stop. Now if l'm too tired 1don't knit but if l'm wide awake like 1am now
l'Il probably be knitting tonight. They don't take long. Stuff to keep their
hands warm. Something that they can pull down under their cars because
it's cold there in Labrador. Now we have to make the strong fentex type
slippers - something that doesn't wear out.'

The IODE's most recent projects reflect a Canadian identity that is much changed

from the early years of the twentieth century. The old 'racial' categories have broken

down. and new Canadian-centered identities of citizenship are emerging. Instead of

concentrating on assimilating immigrants. the IODE has shifted focus. to a group of

Canadian citizens who. although living within Canadian territory. were previously

considered 'foreign'. This change represents a move from Canada as a dominion in the

Empire with an identity centered on Britain. to a nation situated in Canadian geographic

space. In following the argument for multiple spaces and identities. this chapter shows

how the IODE has negotiated the construction of national identity at the intersections of

gender. race and class identities. The changing composition of the hegemonic. with the

decreasing confidence in colonial attitudes. is reflected in the drifting apart of the IODE

from the government toward spaces of charity and the home. Further. the irony of seeking

to assimilate Native peoples into the national project, and make them the 'same' as other

Canadians. while clinging to the essential spatial and social difference of the North is

1 Interview. November 1993. Montreal. Quebec. The interviewee is referring to a class
of nine year olds 'adopted' by ber cbapter.
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dmwn out.

Economie Modernization and Cultural Assimilation

The Canadian Nonh was the last region to which the IODE tumed i15 attentions.

115 geogmphic isolation and i15 low economic value meant that for the first half of the

century the IODE saw the Canadian North as ou15ide of i15 vision of Canada. This is

ironie, because as a nation Canada had already developed a mythical identity through i15

nonhem location. From the late nineteenth century, "the true Nonh strong and free"

provided justification for the rhetorics of a robust and healthy nation.2 Yet no place was

found in such rhetorics for the Native inhabitan15, who were viewed as culturally

backward 'others' and whose territories were seen as economically worthless.3 The Nonh

evoked by 'southem' Canadians was a vast and harsh land, a masculine zone of heroes and

explorers, of freedom of movement, of escape and confrontation with nature in the raw;

a distant place having little in common with the rest of Canada.4

There have been two major phases of IODE work in the Nonh. Although IODE

records mention Labrador and the Nonhwest Territories as far back as the 1930s, it was

not until the late 1950s that the organization turned attention in a concerted way to the

Nonhwest Territories and the Yukon. This was part of a shift that placed greater

2 Carl Berger 1966. "The True Nonh Strong and Free" in Peter Russell ed. 1966.
Nationalism in Canada. Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1966, 3-26.

3 See R. Quinn Duffy. 1988. The Road to Nunavut. The Progress of the Eastern
Arctic Inuit Since the Second World War. Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press.

4 Carl Berger 1966, and Lisa BloolO. 1993. Gender on Ice. American Ideologies of
Polar Expeditions. Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press.
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importance on the geography of Canada. Aid previously focused upon regions outside of

Canada. such as Korea. India and Africa. moved back into Canadian lerritory.~ This was

in part a recognition of disparities previously downplayed in the socio-economic.

educaùon and health of Canadian citizens. At this lime all Native Canadians were

'othered' as one by the IODE. as can be seen in a 1960 rccommendation to the

government to assist Canadian ciùzens of Naùve origin:

The IODE feels that in a country which gives largc sca1e aid to
underdeveloped countries in many parts of the World. il is essenùal tha!
a research programme be instituted immediately to ensure that our own
CÎtizens of Indian origin achieve equality of opportunity with the utmost
speed.6

Directiy related to the push to assimilate and modernize Native peoples was Canada's new

identity as a world leader in international affairs. This identity was to bc led by domestic

good example and harmony.

In the course of setùng an example in human rights to othcr countries. on 19

January 1962 new immigration regulations were introduced that laid primary stress on

education, training and skills as the conditions of admissibility to Canada, regardless of

the country of origin of the applicant.7 This change officially ended the preference for

S In the post-war years medical supplies and technology went to Korea and Africa.
As mentioned in chapter eight, aid to post-war Europe was also significant.

6 NAC MG28 Il7. Canadian Eskimo Fund. n.d., 1959-1963.

7 NAC MG28 Il7. Loose document. Ellen Fairclough. 1962 Regulations and
Statement, 1. Freda Hawkins. 1989. Critical Years in Immigration: Canada andAustralia
Compared. Kingston and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 39, writes that the
new law was intended to remove racial discrimination as the major feature of Canada's
immigration policy, retaining only one priviIege for European immigrants over most non
Europeans-the sponsoring of a wider range of relatives."
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British immigrants. Minister of immigration, Ellen Fairclough, stated that the new

regulations represented "a conscientious and sincere effort on the part of the govemment

of Canada to cnshrine the principles of equity and justice which will guide responsible

officiais in the discharge of their difficult and complex duties. ". As Canada manoeuvred

into a new position of strength on the world stage its racist immigration policies were an

embarrassment.

Ellen Fairclough was in fact a long-time IODE member who had held the national

office of the immigration and citizenship division and had been prominent in the Ontario

provincial chapter. It appears that to Fairclough, Canada's world position was more

important than ingrained prejudice! Hawkins has suggested that the pressure for the

changes came from senior officiais in Canada, including the deputy minister of

immigration, who saw that Canada could not operate effectively within the United Nations

or in a multiracial Commonwealth "with the millstone of a racially discriminatory

immigration policy around her (sic) neck."10

The IODE responded to the new regulations by supporting govemment policy. In

1964, having had time to mull over the new regulations, the IODE stated that; "Canada

respects the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of the United Nations which outlaws

discrimination by reason of national origin. Therefore, it seems out of place for the Order

8 Ibid, 7.

• Ibid, 6. In regulation 31 Fairclough states that "It is my hope that the new
Immigration Regulations will commend themselves to all members of Parliament,
regardless of party, to all Canadians and to prospective immigrants around the world."

10 Freda Hawkins 1989, 39.
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at this time to advocate what might seem like a discriminatory immigration policy."" So

as to preserve the democratic traditions and institutions of Canada "the Order might

endorse a non-discriminatory immigration policy and at the same time press for a more

intensive progr.llllme of education for democr.ltic citizenship among aIl Canadians. and

particularly among immigr.lnts."'~ The IODE was forced to retlect on its longstanding

preference for British Immigr.lnts. notably. ils 1922 resolution:

Now. 40 years later. insisting on a "preponder.lnce of British citizens
amongst those admitted to the country" means that wc arc in favour of
admitting people from The West Indics. India. Pakistan and the
Commonwealth Countries in preference to people l'rom the Netherlands.
Denmark, Germany etc.'~

In the 1920s. only one in six British subjects was 'white', but 'people of colour' were

blocked from immigrating to Canada in large numbers and therefore did not lead to any

question about Empire-preferences. In 1964. however. the situation was much changed.

Reassertion of the old 'racial hierarchy' that favoured northern Europeans brought

Commonwealth identity into question. with those of 'white' and 'european' ethnicity

presented as superior to Commonwealth people of colour. 14 As a result. in centering

Canada, the IODE was able to re-assert previous prejudices through the weakening of

Commonwealth atta.:hments.

" NAC MG28 1I7. 9. 1.4 March 1964.

12 Ibid.

,~ Ibid.

'4 Ibid. "Some people maintain that there is some discrimination through
administrative procedures. for example - we have missions or posts throughout Western
Europe but there are almost no missions in the coloured countries."
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In this context, immigration became of less importance to the IODE than ever

before, and national identity became a more secure and important part of the IODE's

representation of Canadian identity. By focusing on Canadian citizens themselves. and on

the spaces of Canada. from a North Ameriean geographical standpoint. the IODE

introduced more analysis of Native peoples. made a cali for national unity. "lild gave more

attention to French Canada:

At the present time in Canada there is a need for promoting National
Unity. Our policy of promoting British immigration over any other group
could be eonstrued as a slight to the French Canadians and people of other
than British origin.'5

This attention to French Canada was a response to the increasingly vocal expression for

the recognition of French Canadian difference. The IODE's neglect of the French language

went uncheeked until it risked embarrassment. In 1956, a draft letter from the Sherbrooke

Municipal chapter advised that the IODE will no longer be permitted to present

naturalization greeting cards to new citizens in the court house uniess they are printed in

French as weil as English. '6 The IODE's national conven~r of immigration and

canadianization agreed with this and was surprised that the problem had not arisen before.

She thought that if bilingual cards were printed, they shouid be available to ail interested

chapters. The convener stated that "government literature is printed in bath languages and

1 feel that the arder should do the same in this respect."" ln 1975 the Postmaster

15 Ibid.

16 NAC MG28 117, 8, 5 September 1956.

" Ibid.
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Gcncral's special assislanl announced lhe pOSI office could nol help lhe IODE \Vilh i'.s

\Vork: a polilC \Vay of tclling lhem lhal lheir booklel \Vas no longer suitable. beeause

chaplers had heen placing an English-only booklel. lil1ed Ho\\' 10 Become Cl CCl1lCldül1l

Citizen. in pOSI offices.

The IODE in the Canadian North

The IODE's representations of colonial idenlity are played-oul in ils \Vork in lhe

Canadian North. This \Vork merilS detailed discussion since il includes a ne\V sense of

Canadian geographic spaee. and allemplS to make 'Canadian eitizens' out of the people

living in the North. ln intervening in the North. the IODE was associated with the

government effort to increase ilS northem presence. Intertwined with ambitions for the

social welfare of the Native peoples was a c1ear eeonomie agenda. From the beginning

of IODE intervention in the North. mention was made of the eeonomie and resouree

potential of the arctie. and the place of a Native labour force.'" The IODE president stated

in her opening speech at the 1959 Annual Meeting in Regina that:

The great minerai weaith of the Arctie is just heginning to be tapped. The
Canadian Govemment is in the process of building roads to link strategie
points and it is inevitable that eommunities will follow the industries a.~

they are established. The Eskimos must, therefore, he provided with the
educational and vocational training necessary to enable them to fit into a
competitive industrial life. They have marked ability for anything
meehanical and are readily absorhed into industry.19

After World War. Il the Canadian govemment and private companies looked with

18 NAC MG28 117, 26, 2. 1959.

19 Ibid.
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increased interest to the resource potential of the North. Tapping into the economic

potential of the North was a usefuI way for Canada to incrcase ilS presence in the North

and confirm sovereignty over the land. The intercst in economic rcsources, as weil as the

conditions of the people of the North, was therefore understandable in an imperial

context. If Canada did not step up its development of the arctic, the country risked

forfeiting its sovercignty daims to the Americans, or worse still, the Russians. Recalling

the early IODE work in the North, one member reveals:

1 don't know if this has come to light in any of your studies, probably not.
The Canadian Govemment were worried about the Russians coming in.
Wc were afraid that if we didn't work in the North we might Jose that part
of Canada. So the Government wanted us up there.zo

As argued in the previous chapter, the Cold War forced a new consideration of

North American-situated defence concerns. In particular, the United States looked to the

Canadian North, increasing their presence in Canada, building airbases and radar stations.

Geographers were implicated in such exploration and development of the North. Indeed,

the discipline was given a boost through research and the preparation of documents that

detailed the geogmphy of the North, as American geographers looked with new interest

to the potential for northern development.zl In 1954 the government decided to collaborate

with the Americans to build the distant carly warning (DEW) !ine. Figure 9.1 shows the

zo Interview, 4 November 1994. Ottawa, Ontario.

21 A large amount of material appeared on the North, for example, George H. T.
Kimble and Dorothy GoocL eds. 1955. "Geography of the Northiands." American
Geographical Society. Special Publication 32. New York and William H. Hessler. 1955.
"Canada Our Closest Ally." United States Naval Institute Proceedings. 81, 3, 625.
Annapo!is., MD.: U.S. Naval Institute.
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Legend

- L.oClltion of IODE h«111

Ontario IODE 1992 Mailing List for tho NWT
A Bakor Lake
e Cambridgo Bay
C Coppormine
E Fort Smith
F Gille Hayon
G Polly Bay
H Rae Edzo
1 $ponco Bay
J Snowdrift
K Wriglay

Ontano loeE 1992 Mailing L'it lor Labrador
L Black Ticklo
M Cartwright
N O"vII lnlot
o Happy VnUlly.

Goo.. &v
P t1opodalo
Q Mllkkovik
A Mary'. Harbour
S Mud Lako
T Nain
U Nonhwolt Riwr
V Sha.hltl~htt

W Panldi.a Riwf
X Port Hop' Simplon
y Rigolet
Z St. Lawis

•
Figure 9.1. The Canadian Nonh as a Zone of ColoniZalion and Defence.

Sources: 1) NAC MG28 117
2) Provincial Chapter Ontario IODE 1992 Mailing Ust
3) Raimar. K.J. The Environmenra' Effecrs of rhl> DEW Lina on rha Canadian Arcric. 1993
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line. This system of defence along the vast northern border would warn against long-range

bomber attack.22 The DEW line went beyond defence in its outreach. Mineral exploration

and infmstructure were located long the line. The McGill sub-arctic research station

opcned in Schefferville in 1955 to contribute to geogmphical research in the North.23

Further. it made sense to concentrate at the sarne places the welfare services which were

demanded for the people of the North.

Such strategic and economic plans had important implications for the people of

the North. In 1955 an article in The Canadian Geographer made the observation that "the

human geography of the Canadian Arctic is being rapidly recast. ,,24 In the short run. the

changes meant employment opportunities for Native peoples and. from another point of

view. a new utility for people who had been seen as redundant. The IODE was able to

relate ils work of helping northern peoples to 'catch up' and conform to the rest of

Canada. to ils broader longstanding belief in economic modernization and cultural

assimilation. Citing starvation and appalling conditions. in contrast to the weaJth of

minerai resources. technology and progress. there was a new feeling of welfare towards

a population perceived to be desperate. In 1959. for example. an article by an IODE

22 Peter J. Vsher. 1982. "The North: Metropoliran Frontier. Native Homeland?" 411
456 in L. D. McCann. A Geography ofCanada. Heartland and Hinterland. Scarborough.
Ontario: Prentice-Hall. 429. The DEW line was a combined V.S. and Canadian project.
There would be radar-detecting stations crossing from Alaska to the central Canadian
Arctic to Baffin Island at the seventieth parallel and a radar line at the fifty-fifth parallel.

2,1 Schefferville. formerly Knob Lake. is located on the fifty-fifth parallel. and was the
location of a new airstrip. radar and weather equipment, and was the sight subsrantial
iron ore mining. Two Native Bands were re-Iocated to the area.

24 G. H. Michie and E. M. Neil. 1955 'Cultural Conflict in the Canadian Aretic' The
Canadian Geographer. 5. 22-41.41.
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member in the organization's magazine Eclzoes was titled "The Eskimo. His (sic) Future

is a Challenge":

the frontiers of civilization are pushing fanher and fanher nonhward.
confronting the Eskimo with a new way of life. and he is going to require
help in the process of adjustment.~<

The discourse of modemization involved the Canadian government acting as guardians

to Native peoples. They were treated as children. who needed to be brought up untilthey

were old enough to look after themselves.26 The objective was to help Native people 10

escape from their 'primitive' conditions. made ail the more harsh by their cold

environment. to obliterate differences. and make the Nonh 'the same' as the South. There

was little perception. however. that Native peoples were 'Canadians'. On the contrary. this

'development' was undenaken with much the same attitude as the IODE had had in its

work in India and Africa. Likewise. the govemment saw Native peoples a.~ freakish

'artifacts', to he counted, marvelled at, and relocated.n

Work in the Nonh was another way to counter the Communist threat and 10

strengthen the Canadian eeonomy. The IODE was consistent in il~ seveml strategies for

citizenship and assened in the Nonh the symbols of il~ imagined Canada. Imperial and

patriotic work in the Nonh involved deploying symbolic markers in the landscape, such

as the provision of a Union Jack and staff to the newly cstablished Northwest Territories

:!5 Echoes, Autumn 1959,236, 6. "The Eskimo - His Future is a Challenge."

26 Duffy 1988, XXÏÜ.

n Sec Frank J. Tester and Peter Kulchyski: 1994. Tamamiit (Mista1œs): Innuit
relocation in the Eastem Arctic. 1939-63 Vancouver: UBC Press.
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court of record in 1956. and in 1967 a Canadian Oag ta the Narthwesl Territaries court.~s

After members had attended a seminar on the 'Canadian Eskimo' in 1958. the

!ODE contaeted the federal government to ask how it rnight help. "We were told that

while the government was responsib1e for educational and welfare services, there were

many other ways in which wc couId be of tremendous assistance. ,,~9 The government

suggested that the IODE build a community hall for the Eskimos at Frobisher Bay, a fast-

growing community of about one thousand people. The plan was for the government to

provide a site, for the "Eskimos" to donate their labour, and the IODE the cost of

materials of approximately $20,000, In this pilot project the IODE considered itself to be

the first women's organization to commence work in the arctic.>o This claim was an

exaggeration, since women missionaries and church groups had had a presence, but the

IODE presence as a Canadian patriotie order, with citizenship at the heart of its

operations. differed from that of a religious or benevolent organisation,>1 The close co-

operation with the government, and the IODE's willingness to be directed by the

government, shows the IODE's longstanding pattern of negotiation between spaees of

home and charity, government and policy. Like the donation of battleships, bombers and

scholarships, this was a considerable undertaking and demonstrates the IODE's strategie

~g May Kertland. 1975. IODE The Third 25 Years. Toronto: G. Best Publishing.

:!'I NAC MG28 117. 14. Minutes of the Eskimo Affairs Committee.

)0 Ibid.

>\ NAC MG28 117. Canadian Eskimo Fund N.D. 1959-1963. The Women's Auxiliary
had been helping sinee the 1920s and there had also been women's missionary work in
the Arctic.
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nation-building concern.

Constant in the IODE's work at this time was a helicf in 'progrcss' ;md in th.:

assimilation of all difference into a hegemonic order. At the IODE national m':':ling in- -
Regina in 1959 the Canadian Eskimo Fund was estahlish.:d. wilh th.: .:ommunily h;lll ;11

Frobisher Bayas its tirsl project. In her opening addr.:ss 10 memb.:rs lh.: prcsid.:nt S.:l OUi

the need for economic modernization and cultural assimilation:

Conditions in the Arctic are changing in that the Caribou. which seven
years ago were estimated to number 675.000. have decrcased to
approximately 200.000. A second grcat hardship is the decline in the priee
of furs. This situation. together with the faet that the frontiers of
civilization are pushing farther and farther northward. is confronting the
Eskimo with a new way of life. and he is going to rcquirc help from his
fellow Canadians in adjusting himsclf to it.;~

The message was that modernization was desif"Jble. and resistance was futile. The North

must beeome the same as the rest of Canada. and northem people will have to move

beyond the deemed harshness and inadequacy of tf"Jditional ways. It was with a great

sense of optimism that the building of the eommunity hall at Frobisher Bay went ahead.

ln this project the IODE was very much a part of the govemment's relocation seheme for

Inuit. The hall was located at Apex Hill. a new settlement on the DEW line. five miles

from the main centre of Frobisher Bay. Apex Hill was designated by the govemment as

an "Eskimo rehabilitation centre". a lransitional housing centre for E.~kimo farnilies who

were entering waged employment33

32 NAC MG28 117. 26. 2.

33 Duffy 1988. 30.
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The 1958-1963 Canadian Eskimo Fund Committee enjoyed an immediate, rapid

accumulation of funds. The hall at Frobisher Bay was such a success that it was promptly

followed by a hall at Tuktoyaktuk in 1960. and a hall at Baker Lake in 1961.:1-1 Figure 9.1

shows the location of these halls. These projects, a1so situated a10ng the DEW line, were

similar in design and funcùon to Frobisher Bay. In Tuktoyaktuk, the government was to

pay half of the total cost of the building according to the raùo of resident Inuit and non

Inuit.35

The three community halls were grand visible and symbolic schemes of Canadian

imperialism. In building them, the IODE attempted to influence the culture of the Inuit

and to make them more like the IODE ideal of Canadians in the South. The sense of

'community' would promote a1legiances as Canadians. In 1962, Mrs Robinson, as naùonal

president 'of the IODE, visited the arctic for two weeks and opened the Tuktoyaktuk hall.

Upon her return she told The Toronto Star, "The hall has been given outright to the

people up there, They can use it for their dances, for the showing of films, for anything

they like.,,36 The "anything they like", however, would preferably be the acùviùes of

Canadians of the South. Owing to stereotypes concerning Inuit identity, much hope was

held for the adoption of 'southern' culture; such as western-style barn dances. It was noted

in the records of the IODE Eskimo Fund in 1959 that "the Eskimos, being a light-hearted

301 Echoes, Autumn 1960, 240.

35 Ibid. This worked out at 45 per cent.

36 Toronto Star. 13 December 1962.
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people. have a flair for entertainment.,,)7

Overal1. there was an optimism about this tïrst stage of work in the North. It

occurred in a context of the use of "Eskimo" and "Indian" as uncontested names. t'lken

for-granted beliefs in 'progress' and 'modemization'. and the need to defend Canadian

democracy against a communist threat. It was undertaken in direct consultation with the

govemment of Canada and was surprisingly 'public sphere' in scope; that is. the IODE

inter.lcted in constructed 'public' spaces with influential policy makers and was highly

regarded by its col1eagues. By 1969 Iittle had changed in the pcrccived need for

modemization and assimilation. In her prcsident's report in 1969. Mrs Leggett makes it

clear that the North belongs to ail Canadians and that IODE aid is seen as contributing

to the extraction of wealth;"The North is a challenge to ail Canadians. It is a rich land

with great natural wealth. Canadians should realize this and ensure that thesc resourccs

are developed for the benefit of ail Canadians.")K To become "useful and participating

members of Canadian society", Native peoples, she says, will ideally be trained so that

they can achieve "equality of opportunity" through providing the labour force of the

North.J9

The perception of modem technology as the key to assimilating indigenous peoples

into the living standards of the Canadian South persisted into the 1970s. In 1972, a rcport

on "Operation Help Me" says that Inuit used to lead a harsh Iife with large groups

J7 NAC MG28 117, 8, 5 Nov 1959 Eskimo Fund Frobisher Bay, 315.

38 NAC MG28 117, 13,2, 14, 1969.

J9 Ibid.
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starving to death in the 1950s as a consequence of being in a state of tr.msition from their

old ways of living to the use of new tecimology such as snowmobiles:o The report goes

on to state that. "Eskimos arc obviously caught between two ages. one with technology

and one old and tr.lditional. They cannot return to their old ways but they could receive

assistance from modern technology," especially in r.ldio communications:'

As the government moved tÇlwards the acceptance of difference, the IODE's

responsc was to retrcat to a 'privatc' sphere where it would not have to deai with the

intensc and uncomfortable contr.ldictions in its work. Collaboration at conferences with

members of govcrnment was replaced by collaboration with the wives of public servants.

More and more, the IODE camc to rcly upon informai women's networks, which often

operated through high society connections. In 1973, for example, Mrs Michener. wife of

thc govemor gencraJ, after a discussion with Commissioner Stuart M. Hodgson of the

Northwest Territories, suggested to the IODE that it provide hearing aids:2 Michener was

aiso responsible for introducing infant incubators for the North. By the beginning of the

1970s the initial IODE grand schemes had given way to more modest and localized health

and education projects. In supplying the most up to date equipment, the IODE forged

ahead with its belief in modemizing the North. while at the same time it situated itself

in a feminine rcaJm of benevolence, cure, and charity. providing aid to women and

childrcn. Heavily bureaucratised residential schooling had not needed the IODE. but as

40 NAC MG28 117. 26. 1. "Operation Help Me" typed July 1972.

41 Ibid.

42 St Thomas Times.• Ontario. 19 June 1973.
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these schools became inereasingly unacceptable to all conccmed. thcre \Vas an increased

demand for the IODE to work \Vith ehildren. Hospital supplies. espeeially x-ray m:\chines

and hearing aids. representing highly valued forms of technological progress. hecame

IODE projeclS. making up for government underfunding. The provision of sueh equipment

reinforced the identity of Canada as modem and progressive.

The Focus on Labrador

By 1977. many of the schemes initiated by the IODE \Vere taken over hy the

govemment and IODE support \Vas no longer needed in the North. particularly the

Northwest Territories. so that in 1979. the IODE tumed to the second major phase of its

work: with the Native peoples of Labmdor. There is no doubt that the work of the IODE

in Labmdor has been voluminous and remains underpublicised. Espeeially in Ontario.

Quebee and Atlantic Canada. but all aeross Canada. IODE ehapters have eontributed to

the many projects. It is estimated that more than $2 million was r".llsed and spent in

Labmdor between 1979 and 1993:' Figure 9.1 maps the 1992 locations of aid to Labr.ldor

and the Northwest Territories from IODE Ontario provincial headquarters.

De~"pite the low visibility of their work out~ide of Labmdor. the IODE claim that

people in Labrador know who they are. One member who has been to Labr".Idor recalls

that on dropping into the tiny village of Red Bay by helicopter. unannounced:

We were walking in to a school. nobody knew we were coming. and there
was absolutely no question that everybody knew who we were. And who
IODE was. The flISt group said, weil. we're just using the map that you've
sent, and somebody else, these are your skates and your skis, just like that.

4) National Headquarters IODE. Unpublished 1993 IODE report.
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But they'd had no chance at aIl to prepare and pull their stuff out.'"

Changes in Canadian identity arc reflected in the spaces and identities of the

IODE's work in Labr.ldor. The importance of gender in work done by the IODE has

become more important than ever. The reliance on informai. class-based networks has

been maintained and reinforced. Reminiscenl of tum-of-the-century philanthropists. the

IODE works most in the arcas of education and health carco The IODE now has virtually

no direct contact with govemment; instead. it contacts individual teachers and nurses.

asking them what their schools and hospitals need. The IODE finds itself still operating.

now very awkwardly. with ideals of modemization and assimilation and. as a

consequence. continues to retreat from more overt attempts at canadianization to

'feminine' spheres of carc and nurture, with the emphasis on children, rather than citizens

in geneml. There is more satisfaction with projects which give "boosts" to a variety of

needs. r.lther than the highly visible hall building of the pasto This move can be summed

up in the 1994 national president's recent comments regarding a new substance abuse

initiative:

Now our "good works" are being channelled in a different direction. We
are paving the way for a peer counselling program to help combat
substance abuse in Labrador. If we can save the life of one child. if we
can give one child renewed hope, our efforts will be rewarded:~

. Gone is the staunch language of assimilation, patriotism and canadianization. Now talk

.... Interview. 25 February 1994. Toronto. Ontario.

015 Ec/lOes, 359. 4. 1993/4.
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is of "good works". individual hope and charity.

This change in scale is retlected in the IODE's oflici;ll status. Where in ils

beginning years the IODE used staunchly to declare that it was a patriotic order and not

a charitable or bene\'olent organisation. it has now reversed its rhetoric. The IODE is now

oflicially a charity. possessing a charitable number from the government. and is somewhat

fearful of being 'political'. lest their charity number be taken away. Members today seem

much more comfortable talking knitting and providing food for children than about the

economic development of the North.

Whereas in the Northwest Territories education and welfarc were areas of

government intervention. in Labr.ldor they have increasingly become the responsibility of

the IODE. Distant residential schools arc no longer accept;tblc to cither Inuit or

government. leading to more need in local schools for IODE help. Education is still secn

by the IODE as an essential tool by which the people of Labmdor ean improve their

'quality of life'. the looser phrase now used in place of the rhetorics of progrcss and

modemization. Edueaùon is the key to becoming employable, and bccoming employable

is the way to economic progress and cultural assimilation. In 1982 the IODE established

a bursary fund to provide students from Labmdor with funds for education in Canadian

universiùes. The IODE has equipped an industrial arts room at Happy Valley-Goose Bay,

and has rccently been equipped "to help student~ stay in school and bccomc

employable...... Chapters across Canada 'adopt' underfunded sehools in Labr.ldor and

supply them with equipment. One Quebcc membcr says:

... Echoes, 358, 1. 1993.
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They don't have books to read. they need books. So what we do. in our
chapter. is we senti them books and magazincs or wc give them a new
subscription to them. whatever they like. And for Christmas we send them
favours. candies. and !ittle chocolate Santa Clauses so that they can receive
these things and have a !iule bit of Christmas too juse like we !lave because
most of them are Inuit and they know nothing about having wonderful
liule parties and we send them party hal~.~7

Because learning is not possible when children are cold and tired the IODE prepares

children for learning by providing food and clothing. The snack pack progr.unme in the

schools of Labrador provides milk. juice. fruit and cheese. The sarne Quebec member

describes how her chapter is occupied providing clothing:

Then our chapter last ye::r did a whole knitting of slippers for thcir fect.
because a lot of them come out of their boots and they're cold and they
run around in their bare feet. so we give them a pair of slippers each. And
recently we sent them nineteen liule tuque hats....

The province of Ontario IODE operates a project called 'foolWear for kids'. Says a

member of the project in Ottawa:

The children up North didn't have proper boots. so we made arrangements
with different foolWear manufacturers. raised money. and sent shipments
up to different areas. That's when we discovered that the children didn't
have socks. so we used to send up socks:9

Crisis and Retreat

The work of making the North the same as the South makes sense ooly as long

as the North is recognised as different from the South. The more that members of the

4'Interview. 22 November 1993. MontreaI. Quebec.

""Ibid.

49 Interview. 4 November 1994. Ottawa. Ontario.
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IODE perceive the North as changing to become 1ike the South. the less needy the North

becomes. and no more deserving of help than people in the other cilies and rcgions of

Canada.'o Because of this contradiction. it is necessary to sustain selectively the North as

other. Prominent IODE members have made trips to 'inspect' the work in the North. The

carly trips to the Northwest Territories were full of pomp and ceremony. as presidents of

the IODE were reeeived by politicians and governors gener.l!. In trips to Labmdor in

1979. 1981. 1985, 1987, 1989 and 1993. there was much more of a 'hands on' altempt at

intemction. Those women interviewed who wcnt on somc of thcse trips showcd grcat

enthusiasm and determination. "It was a thrilling c"perience of a lifctimc", says onc

woman who went to Labrador in 1993. "It was beautiful, majestic, glorious sccncry. 1still

dream about il. It's so different. You can't imagine."" From a 1989 tour another woman

describes her impressions of a community as "Mud Lake is a bcautiful litt1c community

with well-kept homes, a pretty little church, and a two-room school with a small

teacherage attached.,,'2

The irony of encouraging difference while seeking assimilation is apparent in the

arts, where the IODE has selectively fostercd Westem-influenccd Inuit arts, cmfts and

legends. The national headquarters of the IODE in Toronto and the provincial

headquarters in Ontario are testimony to the regard that the IODE has for Native art. Here

sa For a discussion of ehange and diversity in Canadian cities see S. H. Oison and A.
L. Kobayashi. "The Emerging Ethnocultural Mosaic", 138-152. in Larry S. Boumc and
David F. Ley. 1993. The Changing Social Geography of Canadian Cities. Montreal.
Kingston, London and Buffalo: McGilI-Queen's University Press.

SI Interviewl, 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

S2 Jear.. Throope, Echoes. 348, 6, 1989-90.
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tokens of appreciation from the North abound. There are moosehair f1owers. soap stone

carvings and quilt~ made by school children. Certain creative arts and musie have also

been encoumged. The provision of musical instruments has enabled the formation of

bands. In 198 I. the IODE paid the air transportation costs of 56.000 for approximately

70 students living in isolated villages to travel to a creative arts festival in Goose Bay.s,

The 'othering' of the North has very much to do with its geogmphy. Whereas in

the tirst stage of IODE work in the North the landscape was seen as contributing to the

plight and desper.llion of northem peoples now, despite its harsh climate, the landscape

of the North is perceived as beautifuL This is more in tune with the acclimatization and

'mce' beliefs held carlier in the century. Positive images contribute to the romanlicising

of the place and the people who live there. In contrast to an urban landscape of dirt and

concrete, there is something awesome and inspimtional attributed to the vast, severe

North. A woman on a 1980 coastal tour of Labrador reports that at limes she seemed to

be in "another worid.,,54 Another woman describes her impressions:

You really have to tum your head off, or t:.lm it around or do something,
you can not judge normally. No you can not But ifs fascinaling to see, oh
1 find the people who've chosen to go there for their teaching career or a
piece of their teaching career just marvellous. It's a different wày of life
there.ss

There is a romantic "warm fuzzy" way of viewing the children. Says another member

who went to Labmdor in the carly 1980s; "But 1 like to think of the bright eyed little kids

s, Echoes. 326. 16. 1982.

54 Echoes. 317. 6. 1980.

5.' Interview1. 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.



of all kinds of funnv mixed bloods and mixtures that 1 sa\\'. \\'earin~ our boots or our. -
rr..ilS. or having our breakfasts. "sc. The eontr.ldietion surfaces in that although the goal is

to rescue "Canadian" children from having to "live like that in this land" .S? real rcscue is

no longer the objective of a diverse Canadian identity.

Ironically. whereas they starled mil concerned with issues of national sccurity and

economic growth. aid to adults is now abandoned. with efforts being concentr.lted on

individual children and the youth. Says one member:

The children are beautifuI. They have so liule opportunity. Their traditional
way of Iife and values have been destroyed. l'm dubious of a way out.
They can't go back. It's a tr.lgic situation. 1 hope they can be hclped.ss

The second phase of the IODE's work in Labrador. still opemting looscly within

a rhetoric of modemization and assimilation. is no longer in tune with govemment policy

and is in a period of crisis and retrcat. The North is not assimilated into southem Canada.

and in the face of new Native a1legiances and demands. govemments seem to have

accepted a degree of cultuml difference. Changing str.ltegic alliances have seen the

removal of the fmntic Cold War-induced need to push into the North. Because there is

Jess strategie and economic value. there is less pressure to 'modernize' Native Canadians

living in the North. The romantic notions of the people and land of the North arc being

increasingly abandoned in favour of a vision of despair. Once the vision of the North as

'other' disappears, so too will the IODE's mission. Modernization is not happening to the

S6 Interview, 25 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

S7 Interview1, 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

S8 Ibid.
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extent that was desired. and the IODE is silenl with respect to new self-governed

terri tories and pending land claims.~" Sorne members now believe. "You can't do much

for these people".'" and that IODE hclp is "just another drop in the bucket" consisting of

"band aid solutions. 1 hope they can change. It goes right back in their culture",61 and

"they were living in lents houses until 1950s. Now they're being brought into the

twentieth century. ,,62 A member in Saskatchewan expresses her sense of hopelessness:

But you know, ail of this talk about Davis Inlet. Substance abuse and ail
that. Pc ,pie don't realise the IODE was in there doing work long before
this came out. So ifs not because of we haven't tried. And there's problems
in sorne of those places that no volunteer organisation is ever gonna solve.
We can try, but really....6;

Overail, the Canadian North has not been assimilated to become a part of Canada

as the IODE sees it. ln a postcolonial climate of greater acceptance of difference and

state promotion of multiculturalism, the IODE's earlier vision for the Canadian North is

outmoded."" There is no longer a threat of a Russian invasion, and economic ventures are

more the responsibility of private companies. Organized opposition of Native peoples has

59 Ken Coates. ed. 1992. Aboriginal !And Claims in Canada: A Regional Perspective.
Toronto: Copp Clark Pitrnan.

'" Interview, 14 July 1993. St John's, Newfoundland.

61 Interview2, 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

62 Interview1, 24 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.

6; Interview, 20 April 1994. Meola, Saskatchewan.

"" For a discussion of multiculturalism sec Audrey Kobayashi 1993. "Multiculturalism:
Representing a Canadian Institution." 205 - 231 in James Duncan and David Ley eds.
Place! Culture! Representation. London and New York: Routledge.



forced the govemment to rccognise that assimilation is not possible. or desirable. as

suggested by recognition of Nunavit and the omission of Inuit peoples from the C:madian

Multicuituraiism Act of 1988.b~ The IODE. its ideas Idt behind in a differenl time and

place. has moved to where they are most comfortable. and will be the least challenged.

Other 'imperiaI' facets of the IODE's work are challenged as weil. The IODE's

message of assimilation and canadianization is no longer rcpresentative of hegemonic

identity in Canadian society and hencc thc IODE no longer occupics a privilegcd position

in articulating such identity. As wcll. the IODE's other work has become incre:lsingly

chalienged. The organization is no longer welcome or relevant at courts. except to provide

food and refreshments. Professionais are employed as inlerprcters and government

services provide English lessons. As the structure of citizenship courts changes. erosion

of the IODE presence has' varied according to local actors from place to place. In New

Brunswick IODE had been slopped from participating in the way lhal lhey uscd 10; "we

aIways gave little weleome cards. Canadian flag pins or maple lcafs. And lhey asked us

not to do that anymore. In faet we find more and more that the government is taking over

things like that.,,66 In Toronto sorne members are still making welcome speeches, even if

they have the feeling that the judges don't like them doing 50.',7 The food that was 50

essentiai at the ports in the 1920s is superfluous at the courts. In Saskatchewan membcrs

6S Government Printer, Ottawa. Section 2 of the 1988 The Canadian Multieulturalism
Act states that "The Yukon and the Northwest Territories as weil as Indian bands and
band couneils, are exciuded from the application of the Act in compliance with the
ongoing process of delegation of powers by the Government of Canada".

66 Interview, 25 Oetobcr 1993. Saint John, New Brunswick.

67 Interview, 25 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.
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still hold rcccptions and scrve lunch,"" British Columbia members recently servcd 15

dozcn cookics at such a reception'" but the days of handing out patriotic literature and

gifL~ are drawing to a close.

The structure of the courts has changcd over the last 20 years, adapting to

dcmand~ for Jcss ccrcmony. morc vigorous cost cutting. and multiculturalism. In 1993 the

govcrnmcnt announccd a plan to terminate the system of patronage under which

citizcnship court judgcs were appointed. A Saskatchewan member larnents the day shc

heard about this changc. and her spontaneous comment reflects the complexity and

ambiguity of the IODE's work with immigrants. its bad:ward and its forward look:

1 didn't hear all of this until this morning. This is where 1 said yesterday.
lct's get on that bandwagon. We had a citizenship courtjudge as our guest
speaker. at our banquet and she had tcars in her eyes when she heard. Now
they're talking about doing away with the patronage and the amount of
money that they're paying for these judges. but when they appointed these
judges. we liked the system as it was before. we were very involved with
teaching English in a lot of cases, helping them with their questions, their
rights and responsibilities, all of this we were there for them. At every
session, and often we would take them aside to make sure that they knew
things. WeIl that's all at an end. The judges just sat down and talked to
them. We never quite knew what the judge was saying, and what was
happening and what they knew to become Canadian citizens and now it's
going to be even less. They're going to be able to slip into this country as
just anybody and it's time for us to get on the bandwagon for this and say
this isn't good enough. But we'lI be called radical. But why not be radical
if we believe in something?70

68 Interview. 18 April 1994. Regina, Saskatchewan.

.. Interview, 29 April 1994. Vancouver, British Columbia.

70 Interview. 17 April 1994. Regina, Saskatchewan.
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Conclusion

For the vast majority of women in the IODE today. the North remains ;10 almost

mythicai Iandscape of difference. despair and degradation. Thousands of women.

especially in Ontario. continue to knit. They make garments for people they may never

meet. but they feel a great sense of motivation to give to childrcn thcy think of as 'the

needy'. The human contact for the majoriry of membcrs is through lcuers and photos l'rom

their adoptees:

And ifs wonderful the contact. We had a marvellous tcacher not too long
ago and she sent us a video ail about the childrcn. il was so much fun to
see them out in the snow and everything so this work is helping another
area of the Worid - weil of our own country.71

Despite the change in location of IODE work. there is continuity with past idcology.

71 Interview, 4 November 1993. Ottawa, Ontario.
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CHAPTER TEN: FRAGMENTED CONTINUITY

Colonialism in twentieth century Canada has operated as a totalizing discourse,

administered not by the force of a colonizing power, but by the mimicry of descendants

from the constructed British imperial centre. These descendants built a colonial identity

that in il~ ideal manifestation asserted universal dominance and control, demanding that

aIl differcnce assimilate or cease to exist. This thesis has used the rODE to represent this

identity; as a process that is constantly changing, and produced in a recursive relationship

to the thrcats and resistance that, at specific moments, challenge its composition.

Centering the rODE as a group aIlows for inquiry that challenges and collapses essential

theories of public and private, of masculine and feminine and the everyday and the

theoretical, looking instead to the intersections of identity in multiple geographic

locations, and seeking wherc and how these positions came together at specific moments

to construct Canada.

Shifting Spaces

Tracing the historical geogmphy of the rODE reveals the shifting focus of colonial

identity from imperial space to national space. There is a recurring theme that threats

from difference force the rODE to re-defme the hegemonic. In the carly years of the

century it was the threat of immigrants from less desirable positions on the 'racial

hierarchy' that led the rODE to work for British immigration. It was also because of the

fear that immigrants would not assimilate that the rODE focused on canadianization and,

in doing so. more clcarly defined a Canadian identity based upon features from Canadian

space. War-time forced the rODE to defend and defme itself against the enemy. serving
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the 'mother country' in an ever-stronger capacity. while war memorialization. which

continues today. perpetuated memory and simultaneously promoted national identity

through the education of future gener.ltions. During the Cold War. Communists were the

enemy. with the IODE focusing on the threat to Canadian space and identity. and in

"combatting Communism." re-defining principles of Canadian democmcy and citizenship.

Canadian idcntity is now located in Canadian space. with conquest. progress.

modernization. and assimilation of ail difference no longer considered unquestioned

objectives. Despite this fmgmentation of previous universals. there remains strong

continuity with the pasto The IODE's work in the Canadian North at once shows the most

complete relocation of colonial identity from British imperial space to Canada, and

captures the contemporary fragmentation of a previously totalizing Canadian identity.

IODE members still mention "a bright future" for the Canadian North. but the discourse

of modernization and canadianization is muted. One woman. when asked about how

successful she thinks the work in the North is. focused on providing children with food

and education as the way to a bright future.' With the belief in modernization and

progress in question. projects are becoming increasingly local, and there are doubts as to

how much longer the Labmdor project can last.

Ironically, as the essential identity of 'woman' is generaily being challenged. the

IODE is now most comfortable in a maternai space of charity, benevolence and gendered

carc, without the ove=hing patriotic purpose that it asserted earlier in the century. As

figures 10.1 and 10.2 show, no longer is the IODE visible marching through street~ on

1 Interview, 25 February 1994. Toronto, Ontario.



Figure 10.1 NAC PA 187893 1951. National Annual Meeting in Ottawa. Placing
the Wreath on the Cenotaph
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Remembr.mce Day, presenting briefs to govemment. or having its latest opinions featured

in newspapers. Instead activity continues in private muted ways that are sometimes

embamlssed about the pas!.

Fragmentation

The IODE represents the contemporary fragmentation of a totalizing hegemonic

colonial identity in a number of ways. Most striking is the donation of its written archive.

In 1979 the IODE gave the vast majority of its documented history to the then "Public"

Archives of Canada. These records would have taken up a considerable but not

unmanageable amount of space in the IODE national chapter offices in Toronto.

Consistent with its focus on imperial knowledges. the IODE has always taken a great

interest in its history and has gone to great lengths to keep complete records. A

meticulous collection of minute books, scrapbooks, memorabilia. magazines and

publications exists from 1900. In the post-World War II years a press agency was

subscribed to. clipping news items containing IODE coverage from across Canada. With

its continuai mission of producing Canada for futllre generations through knowledge of

the pasto it makes sense that the IODE should want its records to be stored in a place

where there will be access to ail. Significant, however. is the symbc-\ic spatial shift that

the donation involved. It is not coincidental that the collection was donated at the same

time as the IODE sought a c1ean break from its history and a transformation into a very

different organization. The donation wa.~ a way of physically moving its written memory

from contemporary offices. into the 'history' of the National Archives of Canada.

Physically out of sight. it would be more possible for the IODE's history to be out of
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'mind'; located in the pasto

This allempt to forget the past is not possible. as the transformations of colonial

identityare still present in Canada today. Liter.llure on colonialism that generalizes about

colonial process often implies a rupture in political rule or an event of cultur.ll resistance

as a defining moment in the identity of nations. As Canadian hegemonie identity.

however. has been controlled by anglo-celtic immigrants l'rom the imperial centx.

changes to identity arc not about making a c1ean break l'rom the colonial to the post

colonial. erasing past rules and dominance. Rather. change is about the perpetuation of

British values and their adaptation to Canadian space. As representatives of this

transformation. the IODE has continued to argue for the importance of the tenets of

British colonialism. especially the monarchy. to Canada.

In 1968 the IODE presented a brief on the monarchy to the special joint

committee of the senate and the house of commons on the constitution. urging renewed

importance on thc place of the monarchy in Canada.~ Within this continuity. however.

there was a realization that Canadian identity was no longer totalizing. By 1971 the IODE

was insecure about its image being perceived as influential. and when it sent a brief to

the special joint committee on the constitution of Canada it sought the support of 'other'

groups. "those with Canadian backgrounds of sever.l1 generations but of other than British

heritage. for example Italian. Ukrainian. Chinese. thus widening the base of operations

and avoiding the inevitable WASP labeL") Here there is evidence of a Iimited acceptance

~ NAC MG28 I17. 8. 1968. The IODE Crown and Canada Committee.

3 NAC MG28 I17. 10.
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of multicultura1ism. although it was still unquestioned that ail Canadians accept

hegemonic identities. such as the monarchy. It is not surprising that the IODE saw no

need for the Canadian fla" to be chan"ed in 1965. or the Canadian constitution to be
'" '"

repatriated in 1981.

In the 1990s. amidst increasing popular doubts in Canada and Britain. IODE

members retain a strong sense of importance for Canada to remain a eonstitutional

monarchy. stating that "1 think [hat everybody needs something that is preny weil

unobtainable. You need a focus": or "1 think that the Queen is an enduring symbol. and

that's something that you don't have to worry about going away. You need a head of state

above and beyond...,,5 Another member believes that the monarchy offers a level of

"protection" that is missing in American govemment. where she observed "Ronald

Reagan. who was crazy as a march hare. you know 1 wouldn't let Ronald Reagan look

after my own chequing account. ,,6

Silences

The biggest silence in the history of the IODE is the underlying importance of

Canada's southem neighbour. The influence of the United States. as became very evident

during the Cold War. was a large contributing factor to the focus on Canadian space. On

one hand. the IODE has considered the United States a republican enemy. threatening

with ils politics and culture. Here endless work in film and education. and in the generaI

• Interview. 25 February 1994. Toronto. Ontario.

5 Interview. 20 April 1994. Meota. Saskatchewan.

• Interview. 21 October 1993. Fredericton. New Brunswick.
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promotion of Canadian culturc. although not often documented as such. \\,:\S to \\':lrd off

American influences. In facto ho\\'eyer. if attachments to British institutions arc strippcd

away. the IODE's brand of patriotism. \\'ith its emphasis on hard \\'ork and fundraising.

has mœh in common with the Unitt:d States. Even during the Cold War when Canada- .
moved into the Canadian North for str.llegic reasons that involved a threat from the

United States. the IODE remained caught in the rhetotics of British demoeracy. and

adopted American anti-Communist sentiments.

Another resounding silence is French Canada. Highly placed on the 'r.lcial

hie=hy'. French Canadians were sometimes referred to as a 'founding r.lce'. but not

considered a scrious challenge to the dominant anglo-ccltic Canadian identity of the

IODE. they were largely left alone. Opposition to conscription during World War 1 and

H. although consider.lblc. was in the main geogr.lphically conlined to Quebec. while

IODE attention was centered on being a loyal member of the British Empire. and not on

addressing domestie problems. It was not until the 1960s that the IODE paid attention to

French Canada. as resistance mOIJnted and there were demand.~ for more recognition of

bilingualism and bicultur..tlism.

It is also significant that in 1978 the IODE changed it~ name from Imperial Order

Daughters of the Empire to just 'IODE', thus silencing much of ilS pas!. Whereas it start~d

with imperial intentions of women forming throughout the Empire to r.llly to the support

of the Boer War. the shift from imperial to natiomll space made the name 'out of date'.

One member explains the change: "we're not really Imperial Order Daughters of the

Empire anymore. Just IODE. But the problem is that everybody want~ to know what
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IODE stands for. It reaHy doesn't stand for anything."7 This is the contemporary hope of

publicity officers at national headquaners, who are eager to overcome what they perceive

to be the ÏJad <:onnotations of 'Empire' connections. Amongst other members, however.

there is considemble debate and dissensiol! about the narne change that has not changed

from the past:

We've always been caHed the Order. now it's been taken out of the pmyer,
the word Order. now we're an organization. because of letters passed, there
are sorne of us who are still saying Order in the prayer. We stumble over
it. it's stupid. but 1 calI it the Order. Ifs distinctive."

Just because we've lost our periods doesn't mean we have to take it out of
our name!9

Now we're IODE. They took the periods out. Which is a bit silly in this
province because all you need is an acute and you're iodé. and we're not
iodine! So 1 thought that was kind of silly. Weil everybody's taking the
Imperial and aH that out of it. That's another reason why not to revive it,
but to stan something new. 1 think that it's rather a lovely narne. And we
had different narnes... irrcsistible daughters of the evening. That was my
name for it. and there were others. IO

Unable to completely change from the old narne due to the sentiments of members. the

IODE is stuck with a narne that represents the confusion in its identity; transformed from

the pasto yet still strongly attached to il. This is accentuated by an ageing membership that

makes the IODE less open to innovation than it was in the past. Concem over ageing

7 Interview. 8 November 1993. Kingston. Ontario.

K lnterview. 18 April 1994. Regina, Saskatchewan.

• Interview. 21 April 1994. Calgary. Alberta.

la Interview. 12 February 1994. Sillery. Quebec.
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demogr.lphics emerged in the mid-1960s. when the IODE asked "are we dinos;lUrs?""

From this time on there has beer: a concened elIon [0 remain as innovative and 'up [0

date' as the IODE was when it staned out with the marking of gmves in 1900. The

chapters of this thesis are testament to the numerous intelligent and insightful works of

the IODE in all areas of Canadian education. health and welfare.

Re-Presentation

Representing surpassed colonial attachment. the IODE badge has been tr.lnsformed

to regain its relevance. Its imperial foundations with the erown symbolizing the British

monarchy, the Union Jack f1ag for Britain and Empire, surrounded by a seven pointed

outward-radiating star: one point for each of the major territories of the Empire, is not

rcprcsentative of identity in Canadian space and so has been unoflicially replaced with

a logo of four red maple leaves. Contempor.lry members ;Ire aware that there is no longer

an Empire, and aniculate the tr.lnsformed rclevance of the old badge to the

Commonwealth; "Even on our badge. that seven point star, they're all parts of the

Commonwealth. So we would have to relate to it, or otherwise therc wouldn't be much

sense to wear it, or to wear it proudly."IZ

The cIass membership of the IODE is no longer universal. From being an elite

group of women in long white dresses, hats and gloves, often the wives of doctors,

lawyers and businesspeople, contemporary members are "just ordinary people," who are

Il Echoes. Summer 1966, 263, 2. Editorial.

IZ Interview, 24 April 1994. Calgary, Albena.
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"much more relaxcd."" A cOOlemporary member who considers herself not to be

"typical". and with no family history of IODE. recalls that in the mid-1950s when her

friends asked her to join. "it seemed like a bit of an honour to be asked because it seemed

like ail the best people in town belonged to IODE."'· A Calgary members thinks that

IODE has become more flexible. with not so much private and confidential. "or as they

used 10 say 'on lhe different levcls', especially at executive levels"; primary chapter

membcrs can now feel comfortable talk.ing to national officers and are toid to have fun

while they arc working.'s Class change has varied provincially. The prairie provinces and

Ontario appcar to be the most diverse. whereas provinces with smaller memberships. such

as Prince Edward Island. have retained their homogeneity. A Charlottetown paper reported

in the late 1950s that. "the IODE is not a class-conscious organization, though among its

members are women whose social background is in the "upper brackets." 16

Although officially non-denominational, in reality the IODE has been

overwhclmingly protestant. and this protestant identity was an important component of

the IODE's power. One member explains her belief that it was by choice and chance that

at the IODE's beginning it was women from "rich protestant anglo-saxon famiIies" who

had the time to join the IODE and that it "just happened that those were the people who

1) Interview. 20 April 1994. Meota, Saskatchewan.

,. Ibid.

\> Interview, 24 April 1994. Calgary, Alberta.

,. Charlottetown Patnot. 6 June 1958.
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arrived" when the mayors called meetings al"rcr recciving Clark Murray's tclegram. '7 Ail

forms of proteslantism are represented. l'rom Anglican 10 Presbyterian to the United

Church of Canada. Allhough members and wrillen documents insisl lhal denominalion is

not important. with closed membership lhere are recolleclions of excluding and

blackballing Calholics."

As hegemonic colonial identily fragments. there is an opening up 10 members Wilh

diverse religious beliefs. This is seen as a strength by a contemporary catholic member

in Fredericton. who believes that the IODE gives a chance for women who come from

different religions [0 be involved: "Il doesn't maller what church you belong to. you can

belong.'''9 Ovemll. however. there remains a Christian mainstream. Wilh strong religious

undertones that still cxtend to education:

1went tO my grandchiidren's school for Christmas. and there was a lot of
controversy about the schools being Christian when we have so many
ethnics coming in. and 1 went to that progmmme and peopie who had the
highest profile positions in those plays and concerts that they put on were
the Indians. the OrientaIs. the whole bit. they loved il. You talk to lhe
Jewish people. they say that when they went to schools they loved the
Christ:an Christmas. it was colourful. it was exciting it they had part~ in
plays. they did things. And why is it that if such few people are criticising
that we should be taking it away? Everybody's so afmid of our image. 1
really strongly believe that one of the strongest things that we should be
supporting :lt ail times. Canadians. being good. and good citizenship. Being
good Canadians.lo

17 Interview. 25 October 1993. Saint John. New Brunswick.

Ig Interview. 26 October 1993. Charlolletown. Prince Edward Island. and
Interview. 27 August 1995. Stanstcad. Quebec.

19 Interview. 23 October 1993. Fredericton. New Brunswick.

:ro Interview. 18 April 1994. Regina. Saskatchewan.
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In th<:se contemporary altitudes towards 'race'. religion and culture. despite an overall

trend towards the acccptance of difference. liltle has changed from the beginning of the

c<:ntury. While difference is sometimes accepted. there is the belief that assimilation is

actually in the best interests of different religions :md ethnicities. Indeed. this is presented

as a principle of the Christian Church.

Despit<: changing class composition. there is an overall continuity in membership

formed from family :md social networks. The anglo-ccltic Canadian-centered membership.

detined in terms of the colonial identity that the IODE has promoted. still dominates. A

member in Regina 'defends' her background. against the snobby treatment she received

From the Victoria League in London:

And 1have quite the background. Ithink that 1can stand up with the best
of them. l'm very proud of the fact that my gmndfather came out to this
area at 16 years old in 1882. and his mother followed the next year as a
widow with <:ight children. And homesteaded and got her landclaim in her
name. Gr.mdpa wa.~ mayor of Regina twice. There are severa! buildings
named after him in Regina. He was a very prominent person, a lawyer.
The other side of my family. my mother's side. have been here From 1912
on, gr.mdpa was an entrepreneur. very active in the church and masons and
things like that. very invoived. but a farmer. that too, we're ail very basic
people. And 1myself have been honoured to have received severa! awards.
volunteer awards and what have you and l've been very involved in
heritage.

With members in national positions there is evidence of family networks. Says a Toronto

member "My mother wa.~ in it. a life member of Toronto, Ontario and national. 1 grew

up with it and then joined in 1976.,,~I Another member says that she was "bom into

IODE." Her Gr.llldmother was a member in Regina. her Mother was national president•

~I Interview2. 24 February 1994. Toronto. Ontario.
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and her daughter is a fourth generation IODE member.~~

Joining IODE .Ifter marriage. inviled by a new mother-in-Ia\\'. is a frequent

practice that has made many members liter.llly 'daughters'. A Toronto member joined in

the late 1950s. when her mother-in-Iaw's chapter lhat had been together since bcfore

World War 1 was looking for new members. They look in a group of younger members

and became a two-Ievel chapter. "which was no! entircly successful. beeause we \Vere .Ill

so polite and nice and didn't say "sit down mother and be quiet. we're going to do it this

way.2-' In many ways the IODE has acted as a supporter of patriarchy. able to combine

strong maternai currcnts with workin 'public' arcnas. Sorne of the most inl1uential

policies have come l'rom a small number of "unclaimed treasures." prominent in the

Canadian public and private sectors.

From Patriotism to Charity

In contempor.IrY times, the founding patriotism that made the IODE unique as an

organization of women primarily concemed with eitizenship, is officially rcplaccd with

'charity' and a focus on childrcn. Meanwhile, unofficially, patriotism has rcmained. with

~ Interview. 4 November 1993. Ottawa. Ontario.

n Interview, 25 February 1994. Toronto. Ontario. In Eastern Ontario a member
was invited along to a meeting by her Mother-in-law soon after she was married: "il
had closed membership at that time. We had 70 people in the chapter. And you had 10

wait your turn. and when you were invited..." Interview. 90ctober 1993.
Campbellford, Ontario. Another member in British Columbia joined when she was
nearly married. Her sister-in-Iaw lived in West Vancouver and she called her to sec if
she was interested in a new chapter that was forming. Interview. 29 April 1994.
Vancouver. British Columbia. A Regina member's Great Aunt had been a Provincial
President and was happy to heur that she had joined: "She was so pleased when 1 went
up and told her that 1 had joined IODE. and she didn't have any family of her own. 50
1 had made her day."Interview, 18 April 1994. Regina. Sa.~katchewan.
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a focus no longer on the British Empire, but the Canadian nation. A Regina member

rejccts the perception that the IODE should be embarrassed for being "flag wavers" and

proudly flies her flag on every Canadian occasion: ''l've had kids come tO my door, and

say what have you got your flag out there for? And 1'11 say 'weil this is such and such

day, and l feel proud to be a Canadian, aren't you proud to be a Canadian?"'24 A Calgary

member was drawn to IODE by its patriotism:

l guess that one of the things was !hat it was patriotic. And l've a1ways
really been a proud Canadian... l'm really concerned about my country...!
want to keep Canada a country that my farnily, my kids, and my grandkids
can be safe in. And be proud of. So l guess tha!'s why l work for Canada,
because l think if you're working for the IODE you're working for your
country.2S

Patriotism may be centered in Canada, but British colonial attitudes from the past remain

the dominant influence when a New Brunswick member asserts her enduring patriotism:

l've always been patriotic. l really have been. Probably unnecessarily. l can
remember when we werc first married and we were listening to a show on
radio and they ended with God Save the King and l stood up in bed just
to be facetious. but that's how much l felt you should stand up for Gad
Save the King. My husband laughed at me. he said really. you know.
standing up in bed.26

Over !he years, fundraising has moved away from contaÎning patriotic content. to

involving anything !hat makes money. There is continuity though. and !he retention of

fundmisers of large scope and organization. such as opemtîng coat checks and taking

24 Interview, 18 APr!1 1994. Regina, Saskatchewan.

2S Interview. 24 April 1994. Calgary. Alberta.

26 Interview. 25 October 1993. Saint John. New Brunswick.
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entries at exhibitions.~7 After World War II fashion shows, a tmllsmuralion of previous

pageants, became a popular and nationwide fundraising event for the IODE. For

individual chapters. a large event such as a fashion show could mise enough money in

a single evening to keep the chapter's budget going for a year.;!lI While bridge parties were

a common event in the pasto enjoyed by many members. running. but not playing. bingo

is now widespread:

Lot of it's bingo these days. 1 try with fundmising. A lot of times l'vc
bought something and donated it for a raffle. and made up the tickets. But
everybody hates buying tickets. and l'm not much for bake sales. a good
tried and true. But 1 think t1:at a lot of times you work for a few days
doing the baking and then you turn around and buy it back. We do
catering too. we have the bridge club. fashion shows... Sorne chapters
make fruit cakes for Christmas and Christmas Puddings. We used to have
hockey pools for the Stanley Cup play-offs.29

While exercise and fitness were important parts of the IODE's constructions and

justifications of 'racial preferences'. competitive ~'P0rts is a notable silence. Given the

strong connections between empire unity. drilling for war. and competitive sports. it is

27 Interview. 27 April 1994. Vancouver, British Columbia. Sorne examples are
British Columbia's work of over thirty years at the coat check at Hastings Park. In
New Brunswick a chapter takes entries at the Atlantic National Exhibition for the
handicraft building and for their labour receives 15 hundred dollars. A participant
notes that "If you had to mise that by baking or selling tags or so on! It's an enjoyable
way and we give prizes to school children for their entries and handicrafts". Interview.
November 1993. Saint John, New Brunswick.

2ll Interview, November 1993. St John's, New Brunswick.

29 Interview, 20 April 1994. Meota, Saskatchewan. An Ontario member notes that
"we have a strawberry luncheon in the Spring. In every chapter we have bingo and
make fantastic money...usual1y you work so hard to mise money and now they're
doing it the modern way of bingos." Interview. 9 October 1993. Campbellford•
Ontario.
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ironie that the IODE is absent in this powerful twentie!h century agent of popular

nationalism. But as a bastion of masculinity, more so !han the spaces of politics and

parliament, commerce and academia, the sporting arena was not the place of the IODE.

Conclusion

Over [he twentieth century, Canadian colonial identity has drarnatically changed.

From mimicking a British imperial 'centre' in population, economics, politics, and culture,

Canada is now a globally powerful, multiculturaI nation state, whose identity is centered

in ilS geographie location. The IODE represenlS this process as an important part of the

historicallcultural geography of Canada. AIl of the IODE's negotiation in ilS work through

and between different spaces has come together with the purpose of producing a strong

Canada and Canadian citizens in the image of Britain. Gendered tasks. such as offering

school prizes and scholarships, providing care at ports, and caterîng at citizenship courts,

allowed the IODE access to immigr.mlS and children. Privileged social position aIIowed

access to education boards, government and commerce. These were the spaces of

colonialism and indeed, as a group the IODE has arguably done more than any other in

Canada during the lWentieth century to produce and perpetuate colonial identity. Yet,

because of the masculinist, imperial division of space that is often used to understand

colonialism, and upon which the construction of colonial identity ilSelf has depended, as

women the IODE was and is not considered important. As itself a supporter of totalizing

identity. being considered unimportant has not necessarily been a unifonn disadvantage

for the IODE. Rather. combining 'race' and c1ass positions, the IODE was able to access

gendered feminine as weil as masculine spaces. In this way, the IODE's history reveaIs
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a complicated relationship ta a patriarchy that is not ;;s stable as often assumed. The

notion o{ an essential 'woman' identity. of dass-Iess. 'nalUrally' peaceful and nurturant

caregivers. is shawn as simplistic and misleading. The IODE can not he treated as

separate from patriarchy. masculine identity and public spaces as it helped ta produce

these constructions as part of its overall standpoint as national and imperial citizens.

As colonial identity was hegemonic. daiming total dominance and demanding the

assimilation of ail difference. it was threats and not silences that led the IODE ta defend

and define Canada. This allowed French Canadian identity ta exist in the main as non

threatening until the 1960s. Over the years. a series of threats ta anglo-celtic principles.

such as immigrants. war and Communists. forced the IODE ta define a Canadian identity

that was increasingly constructed in Canadian space and subjectivities. Canadianization.

war work. memorialization, education. health and welfare were sorne of the many ways

of producing this identity. In contemporary times. the IODE represents the fragmentation

of such totalizing identity. Although the 'racial hierarchy' is officially dismantled, its

prejudices continue, and there is still strong support for old universal attachments, such

as the monarchy, and a Canada within the Commonwealth. Rather than a clear break with

the past, as the official donation of the archive, and the name and badge changes might

at frrst indicate, there is an underlying continuity and re-presentation of a strong

'mainstream'.

Whi1e the 'race' and class components of colonial identity are destabilizcd, it is

gendered private spaces of charity, constructed as pcripheral in the production of

hegemonic space, that now offer the most stable domain for the IODE. Whereas the
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'maternai' was constructed at the bt:ginning of the century to support patriotism and

citizenship in a colonial identity. at the end of the century the maternai is constructed to

support individual charity. Due to such constructions. the IODE is able to carry-on ilS re

presented ideas in spaces that shield ilS enduring patriotic motives. This thesis has

examined how such shifting relationships between space and identity have produced

Canada. It has given the IODE a place in the production of colonial identity and has

offered arguments us to how this identity was constructed.
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